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ABSTRACT

Research reported here is based on thecognitive mediational

patadigm for research on teaChing,_which.post4lataa that teachers

influences students' learning by causing them to think and behave

in particular 'ways during teaching.: These events may.lead to

changes 'in ouecame.vari'ables, such as scores on achievement

tests, Hence, the effects of teaching on learning are mediated by

students' .behtlVior and thoughts during instruction.

Four- studies are reperted.. Thefirst describes five teacher

and their. students, and explores in classroom lessons the

cognitive responses studentsreport using in response to teaching

and the cognitive processes their teachers intend them -tq use

The second and third studies, employ analogs of classroom teaching

in the form of short videotaped lessons. The. objectives of these

%studies are to'determine if elementary school students-could be

trained topercaiye and act on common instructional stimuli and

whether these °petitions' would facilitate learning. The fourth

study constituted an extension of the second and third to regular

classroom environments.

Three major conclusions are offered based on-the results of

these studies. First, students and teachers operate in ways that

reflect the sting role of students' cognition in classroom

learning. Second, students can be trained to discriminate

' instructional stimuli and to respond with prearranged cognitive

strategies. Third, students' achievement is partly a function-of

the cognitive strategies they activate in response to

instructional stimuli perdeived during teaching. Methodological

issues attendent to the study of students' cognitive. Rrocesses in

classroot learning are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

A Cognitive Medtational Paradigm

Research on Teaching



CHAPTER 1

A Cognitive Media _al Para

Research on 'reaching

TNTRODITTTON

Fart}, History

In )87, Joseph Rice surprised the world of educational

research with his report or an extensive survey that documented

the lack of relation between the amount of time students spent in

spelling drill and their spelling achievement. His publication

was si}r_iflcant in two ways. First, it demonstrated that

propositions about teaching could he potent influences on both

theory and practice when they Were supported by systematic

`empirical investigation as opposed to merely individualistic raw

experience. 10-1- l e rational and emotional arguments were leveled

against Rice's finding, there nonetheless was a robustness to his

claims that was unmatched in earlier and more numerous personal

accounts about instructional effects. Fmpfrical methods became

solidly established as means For investigating teaching and for

-supporting positions about teaching effectiveness.

Thy second maior imPact of Rice's article was to raise the

:question of why a well-respected and widely practiced teaching

method did not produce levels of achievement that were believed to

be the inexorable product of such teaching. That an expected

was not observed in data-opened up further Issues regarding

the ePistemological status of then contemporary conceptions of

teaching and methodologies for Promoting knowledge about teaching.

In six decades that followed Rice's seminal paper,

empirical research that explored relations among aspects of-

teiching and learning was fundamentally -utilitarian. Though many
i

researchers asked why certain instructional practi es might

Influence,students' learning, the research was fun1_amentallv a

trial-and-error search for any socially permissahle teaching

practice that fostered students' achievement. Though a causal

6



theory linking teaching to students' achievement was what

researchers sought, the dominant empirical Method was

correlational. This search for teacher effectiveness,

irrespective of why such effectiveness should he observed,

-almost complete dominion over the conceptions that

researchers ... brought to ,the field- (0age, 1963, p. 114).

Revieiws of the man% investigations in this tradition were

less than positive. The sought-after causal relations between

teachers' acts and stucint achievement generally were unreliable,

weak, and perhaps most distusrbingly, sometimes contrary to

overpowering commitments about what teaching should he like (see

Dunkin & Biddle, 1974). For example, Anderson's (1959) meticulous

analysis, of the studies about teachers' styles of leadership as

potential determinants of students' altitudes and achievement

eroded scientific support for a highly-valued positiOn many

educationalists held about the superiority of demo-erotic teaching

styles. A tenable conckusion in the late 1950s was that research

on teaching had been generally uninformative about teaching

effectiveness, and that the basis of knowledge it claimed could

promise little for the future.

Not all researchers, howev allowed this growing despair

about the limited results and seeming valuelessness of research on

teaching to incapacitate their search for understanding that might

lead to better teaching practice. Two ma)or developments appeared

in the 1950s and early 1960s that ,.could sustain both researchers

and consumers of research on teaching. The first of these was to

dominate the, next 15 years of the field's growth. The second,

while often talked of and approached, would prove much more

elusive.

In sharp reaction to the widespread characterization of

in ructional events as molar or global, as was evident in

descriptions of leadership styles or discovery strdtegies for

teaching, researchers of the 1960S and early 1970s turned toward

precise behavioral specifications of what teachers and students

did in classrooms. Flanders' (1960, 1963) Bellack, Hyman,

Smith, and Kliebard's (1966) systems for categorizing behavioral

2
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interactions in teaching were representative of an emerging

movement towara specificity in the way researchers cataloged

variables that might index teaching effectiveness. By 1967, Simon

and Boyer were b e to collect nearly 70 different Instruments for

observine class m.interaction. Shortly thereafter, Rosenshine

and Furst (1971) conservatively estimated the number of such

systems to he in the hundreds. The directions suggested by

behavioral observation still (geminate much current research (e.g.,

Cage, 1078; Rvan et al., 1082: Winne & Marx, 1977).

Complementing this more fine-grained view of teaching -evencs

was a surge in questions raised about why and how discrete teacher

behaviors could affect students' achievement. Two events in

particular seem to have been major contributors to the emergence

and eventual prominence of calls for theories of teaching. The

first was a gathering of educational and psychological researchers

that led ultimately to the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives

oom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill, & Rrathwohl, 19561. This taxonomy

provided researchers with a greater degree of specificity than was

availahle previously for describing students' learning. This

system complemented the growing precision of systems for observing

classroom interaction. Rut this was not the most prominent effect

of the Taxonomy.

The psychological language used in the Taxonomy to describe

categories of learning Practically begged' researchers to insert

into their models of teaching descriptions about how students

would respond cognitively to instructional events. For instance,

teachers' questions were classified into hierarchies based on

claims abobt how students responded cognitively to teachers'

questions (e.g., Aschner, Ga/lagher, Perry, Afsar, Jenne, & Faar,

1965). The use of language from the taxonomy clearly invited

researchers to spezilar about how students' cognitive responses

to specific teacher behaviors during teaching might promote or

inhibit acts of learning and the products of these acts. Since

these cognitive mediators of instructional events were theoretical

constructs, their inclusion in models of teaching effectiveness

brought concerns, for theory into direct contact with commitment-



laden research efforts Dunkin & Biddle, 1974). Researchers now

had a language for describing teaching that was paralleled at

least partly by theories of learning. Though distant from

classroom teaching in many ways, this' infusion of psychological

jargon into research on teaching provided a foundation for

generating theoretical explanations of reaching effectiveness

based on behavioral' analyses of teachers' and students' verbal

activities during teaching.

The availability of theoretical concepts that the Taxonomy

provided may not have been, by itself, a sufficient catalyst for

-
researchers to create and test theories of teaching in research.

What seems to have insured tat researchers would attempt to use

theory in their research were compelling arguments made by Gage

(1963, 1964) in the Handbook `of Research on Teaching and in the

widely circulated National Society for the Study of Education

-yearbook titled Theories of Learning d Instruction.

proposing a logical division between theories of learning and

nascent theories of teaching, Gage gave stature and CredihNity to

research' on teaching that availed itself of theory.

In a context-of growing support for research in the foi'm of

grants and contracts, and rising calls for better education

emanating from a rekindled social conscience. theories of teaching

were seen as a social necessity and a logical next step for many

of the various theories of learning developed by psychologists

(see Hilgard, 1956). As Cage (1964, p. 271) saw it :-

Much of our knowledge about learning can be put into

practice only by teachers. And the ways which these
teachers would put this knowledge into effect
constitute part of the subject of theories of
.teaching. Our position is that practical applications
have not been gleaned from theories of learning
because theories of teaching,have not been developed
.... Theories of teaching and the empirical study

.-...teaching may enable us to make better use of our
knowledge about learning.

Having shifted from molar to molecular analyses of behavioral

events in teaching, and having adopted a strong psychological

orientation as a basis for explaining effects of teaching, the

4



next decade and half would see researchers focus on enerating

theory in research on aching.

The 1970s

Precise specifications of teat student verbal interactions

on the one hand, and attempts -nerate gnd test

psychologicallyreferenced theoretical propositions about cause

effect relations in teaching on the other hand, received much

attention in the research oO the 1970s. The former reached an

apex of develoment_in the performancebased teacher education

movement (see Gage & Winne,.19751. The latter remained, for the

most part, rhetorical.

In their extensive review of classroombased research on

teaching that covered roughly the period of the late 196Qs and

very early 19708, Ifunkin and Biddle (1974, p. 425) characterized

the field's greatest problem as a "lack of adequate theories of

teaching that would integrate and explain its major findings," In

reports of studieS, most researchers indeed offered nascent

theoretical propositions about teaching effectiveness. Rarely,

however, were studies designed in such a way s to test one or

another psychologically oriented theory. As a result, only

'Infrequently were data generated from research on which to base

strong theoretical propositions. The end of the 1970s was marked

significantly by the absence of the theories called for earlier by

Cage, and more recently by 0unkin and Biddle! Although the edited

volume Research on Teaching (Peterson & Valberg, 1979) offered

several chapters that suggested routes to.follow fn developing.

theoretical structures, the contributors to this volume did not

yet have the resources to achieve the goal set for the field

nearly 20 years earlier.

Research on teaching, however, has not stagnated. The major

developments fp research on teaching during the decade of the

seventies were methodological and metatheoretical. in a chapter

entitled "Theory Construction for Research on Teaching ", Snow

(1971) tackled directly the task of developing theories for the

field. In a second paper (Snow, 1974), he made several sage

points for improving genera' methodology In experimental research

2 0



on teaching. One of the major contrihutions Snow made in his 1974

paper exte ed and elaborated a theme he dealt with in an earlier

paper (Snow, 1968), namely, a concern for improving the external

validity of experiments on teaching by using 'representative

designs." In his words (Snow, 1974, p. 265-661, "the biggest

threat to external validity may come when the experiment does nor

fit the klature of the behavior being studied and, furthermore,

does not include the means for discovering this fact.- Since

teaching is an activity that takes place in an i nformationally

rich, aOliguous and redundant environment experiments must he

representative of this context if they are to inform theory that

can be not only descriptive, but prescriptive as well. Snow's

efforts were followed by more substantivesubstantivespecific work by

Berliner (1976), Winne4and Marx (19771, and noyle (1978).

Beyond criticisms of prior research, these papers provided

concepts and principles that could serve as stepping stones for

conceiving, conducting, analyzing, and interpreting research on

teaching. In his summary of -Impediments to the Study of Teacher

Effectiveness,- Berliner (19761 highlighted a number of concerns

he had for improving the quality of research within the process-

product paradigt. Among general concerns for statistical

analysis, the nature of instruments that could document the status
AZ7

of independent and dependent variables, and methodological

problems regarding issues such as internal validity, he included a

section on the mediation of teacher effectiveness through student

behavior. Two basic me'ssages appeared in this section. The first

was that "We are now convinced that the mediating link so

necessary to consider is a student's active time-on-task"

(Berliner, 1976, p. 1(1) and that "some variables thought to he

quite important by educations theorists are in fact unimportant

to, unperceived, or unperce vahle by students" (Berliner, 1976, P.

11). In our view, the latter question is a theoretically richer

formulation of the fdrmer. Gage (1978, p. 76) put it this way:

-AcadeMic learning time, in the form of allocated and engaged

time, is, in a sense, a psychologically empty quantitative

concept. We need better analyses of how that time is filled,

6
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what learning processes go on during academic learning time.

implications for the Protect
This brief history of research on teach!ng highlights several

kevaspects regarding the current status of theories of, and

`research on, teaching.- First, there is now full agreement that

systematic empirical. methods are essential if research is to

provide data from which theories can be created. tested, and

revised.

Also, there is widespread, not complete, agreement that

relatively precise analyses of the behavioral, environment of

teaching are appropriate for this task (cf. Bronfenbrenner,

1976). Third, theories of learning provide a promising point of

departure for the development of theories of teaching, though' we :

believe that these are but one family of theories that will-prove

useful (e.g., see also Gall & Galt, 197.61. Finally; there is a

recent but nonetheless forceful call for theoryoriented research

he conducted in a manner that represents rather than distorts

the phenomena of interest (Snow, 1973).

Not all intellectual, developments achieved in this history

were without cost, however. Tu parti-Cular, Gage's call for links

between theories of learning and theories of teachtng have not

Yielded wellarticulated, empirical ties between the two varieties

of theories. Rarely haa'research on teaching been used as a basis

for generating or altering propositions contained within theories

of learning. And, beyond a fastdeveloping theory of learning

outcomes and procedures for testing them (see Gag14 & Beard,

1978), little empirical verification can be found for descriptions

of how instructional events bring about student learning in terms

of theories of learning (Winne & Marx, 1977; .Winne, 1982b).

The cost to theories of teaching wrought through previous

attempts to loin them with theories of learning has been one of

losing sight of fully one-half of the unit that must be considered

in the teaching - learning process= Specifically, seta of "teacher

should" principles (Gage, 1980) comprising contemporary,

prescriptive theories of teaching speak only of the teacher. _ -y

ignore the psychological context _within which the effects.of

7



teaching occur, naTely, the everpresent thinking in which students

engage as they are attempting to make sense of and respond to the

instructional activities orchestrated by the -teacher (Winne &

Marx, 1979). At present, the box that frames students' cognitive

activities during teaching is relatively empty (cf. Winne 1983c).

Recently the processproduct paradigm for research ou

taching as described here has undergone_a logical revision.

Notable am3ng updates to this paradigm are what Doyle (1980) calls

the "mediating process paradigm," or what Winne (1982) refers to

as the "cognitive mediational paradigm." loth views- postulate

that teachers do not directly influence student product variables,

such as achievement. Rather, teachers influence students by

causing them to think and behave in particular ways during the

course of teaching. These intrainstruct4onal events, in turn,

may lead to changes in outcome variables. Hence, the effects of

teaching on learning are mediated by students' behaviors and

cognitive processing during instruction.

The cognitive mediational paradigm opens up to question the

match between researchers' hypotheses about how learners react

mentally to teaching events and the ways learners actually process

inforniation cognitively in classrooms. For exa-- 1e, consider a

teacher asking an application question during instruction

0(11unkins, 1972). Although such teaching events can be observed

reliably-in terms of their surface behavioral charncterisfle-g,

characterizing students' cognitive responses to them raises

crucial issues. If students fail to demonstrate mastery of the

content called for by an application question on an achievement

test, or if they do not use the process of, application with new

curricular content, researchers usually concluded that the

teacher's application questions did not promote learning.

Researchers' reasoning about this chain of events, however, has

not included an empirical test of whether, during teaching,

students ever engaged in the psychological processes that_'

researchers assume to accompany application questions. Without

such data to document students' mediations of the teacher's

questions or other supposedly instructional events, descriptions



about how i nstructional vaNales affect students psychological

processing of information, and ultimately their achievement, are

fundamentally speculatfve.

Failing to document that students use the -particular
t

cognitive yi-ponses researchers associate with ayiven

instructional variable allows several rival hypotheses to be

proposed when treatments fail to affect students' learning

positively (Winne, 1979 19&2a). .Consider again the Cease of a

teacher asking an application question where some students do not

demonstrate achievement on a test item that is directly related to

the answer of/the question asked in class. First, although the

teacher's application question was apParent to a researcher, some

students may not have been attending to the tqacher at that

point. Tp effect, these students do not experience the

instructional event. Another possibility is that students may

have heard the question, but may not have understood how to

respond cognitively to it beause-the cognitive processes the

'teacher intended were not communicated clearly. .Other students

may have beard the question and understood the kind of cognition

intended by it, but may have lacked either the required knowledge

to insert into cognitive processes or the ability to draw on

cognitive processes perceived to be the kind the teacher

intended. For these students, the application question could not

function as the teacher, or the researcher, intended. A fourth

possibility is that some students noticed, understood,- and were

able to carry out the cognitive work to answer the teacher

applicatfon question hut, foi, some reason, chose not to do it.

These students lacked motivation or thought they knew a better way

to reach an answer to the question. If each of these four

possibilities characterized only two or three students in a class,

at least one-third of the class would not he cognitively

responding to the application question in a way theorized by the

re§earcher or intendedthy the teacher'. A recent study44by Dillon

(1982) empirically confirms that, at least for each single student

who does provide an overt, observable answer to a teacher

question, the odds are 50-50 that the answer reflects cognition
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attributed to the question by the researcher. Thus, it woul

be surprising that some students failed to learn what was

expected, br.that mean achievement in such a class was not higher

than a comparison class which was not asked application questions

(Winne, 1979).

We postulate that some teacher behaviors directly influence

students' cognitive processing of content during Aesching. These

cognitive processes, in turn, determine whether students learn in

accord with teachers' intentions and researchers' models of how

learning takes place. Since these cognitive responses are central,

in determining "what is processed, how it is processed, and

therefore what is remembered" (Rothkopf, 1976, p. 116), they are

essential elements in theories of teaching and in research derived

from theSe theories.

If the cognitive mediational model is correct, research on

how teaching affects learning will need,to change. Specifically,

in many previous investigations researchers have stressed teacher

behaviors and, to a slightly lesser extent, student behaviors.

Both were treated as direct causes of students' learning. The

cognitive mediational model will require that\ esearch explore how

students perceive learning tasks (Weinstein, press; Winne 11

Marx, 1979) and what they do cognitively to bring about learning

based on these perceptions. Such research also would need to link

teachers' decisions about how they intend to direct the cognitive

processing students should use to learn from teaching (Shavelson,

1981), teacher behaviors that communicate these intentions to

students (Peterson, Swing, Braverman & Buss, 1982), students'
. .

perceptions and use of cognitive processes to learn from teaching

(Marx, Winne, & Howard, 1982), and students' behaviors: that inform

teachers how well students are progressing (Marx, 1978).
)

Rich theories and their attendant bodies of empirical

findings ist to help fill these lacunae. They exist partly in

the liter ture on the psychology of learning. Along with Gage and
..

others (e.g., Calfee, 1981; Doyle, 1978, 1980) we think it

necessary to draw upon this literature, specifically the

burgeoning research and theories of cognitive learning, to inform
..03
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hand enfich.t-ories of teach ing. To do this so as to advance-

prescrippye instructional theory, we also believe that research

questions must be cast-and methodologies must he developed in the

spirit of Snow's (1974) call for representative design. But,

. before this research is begun, it should be documented that the

cognitive mediational paradigm is worth pursuing. We turn to this

taskin the next section.

VIABILITY OETHE COGNITIVE MEOTATIONAL PARADIGM

The models that guided research on teaching over the last few

decades have undergone significant transition. In the last

section we provided an overview of changes regarding the adoption

of empiridal methods, the sharpening of focus for viewing teaching

events, the Call 4for links to theories of learning, the argument

for representative methodology, and attempts to integrate these to

build foundations for generating theories about teaching.. In this

section, we present a more detailed picture of thestransition from

a process-product paradigm that characterized the vast malority,of

previous research on teaching to a cognitive mediational

paradigm. This newer paradigm elaborates and focuses more

precisely on questions about relationships. among instructional

events in classrooms- and students' achievement by making use of

theories of learning.

Research on teaching conducted in the last two decades was ,

strongly influenced by conceptions put forth in the Handbook of

Research on Teaching (Cage, 19631. Doyle (1978) recently

summarized the process- product paradigm that characterized a

synthesis of those views. Essentially, this paradigm was

concerned with predicting the degree to which particular teahing

events would correlate with, and ultimately control, the products

of teaching defined as students' attitudes and achievement. But,

as we demonstrated in the previous section, this focus on teacher

behaviors delivered during instruction and measures of student

learning obtained after instruction has begged the question about

the psychological responses students made to teaching during

instruction.

11



The influence of methodological behaviorism (c.g., Skinner,

1953) helped remediate this deficiency by encouraging researchers

document more precisely the behaviors in which students engaged

during lessons. Thus, some observation instruments employed in

process-product research on teaching began to catalog both teacher

and student behaviors in the context of teaching. But, very

little data has accrued that has validly linked students'

behaviors to the cognitive processes that researchers favored as

the explanatory mechanisms to account r teaching effects.

As process-product research began to yield findings that

violated researchers' commitments to speculative psychological

mechanisms linking behavioral events in the classroom to tudents'

subsequent achievement, questions were raised about whether the

process-product paradigm could illuminate the means by which

students' achievement might be influenced during teaching. Do

(1978) and Winne and Marx (1977) summarized these questions in

their- reviews of research up to that time. Doyle focused

fundamentally on the three paradigms labelled process-product,

mediating process, and ecological. Winne and Marx argued for

including in research on teaching perspectives that took into

account teachers' cognitive processing, students' cognitive

processing, and bidirectional behavioral interactions that were

the medium for teachers and students to communicate about

cognitive processing students could use to learn from teaching,

Doyle's and Winne and Marx's characterizations of

deficiencies in prior research on teaching raised questions about

how validly behavioral events occurring in classrooms were mapped

onto theoretical constructs Which these behavioral events were

believed to entail. For example, in his discussion of the

mediation of teacher effects through student behavior, Berliner

(1976, p. 10) stated that -intermediate links in the causal flow

(between teacher behayior, students' cognitive processing, and

subsequent learning) require us to examine the students' attending

and information-processing behavior." In other words, the

process-product paridigm was not representative of the range of

phenomena that characterize teaching and learning. "Information

12



about students (was) confined arils to scores on ore test and

posttest achievement measures. Even when data about students

classroom behaviors are available, the tendency in the past has

been to deemphasize this evidence in interpreting findings"

(Doyle, 1978, n. 1671.

The Problem of Students' Cognitions

Having raised the question about the role of students'

cognitive processing in learning from teachtng, there still

remained considerable work to he done to focus this question and

to generate methodologies for investigating phenomena related to

it. in approaching these two objectives, considerable light was

shed on the difficulties which plagued research on teaching

conducted under the gutdancenf the processproduct paradigm.

The fact that researchers had to ask the question of how

students respond cognitively to teaching events suggests that they
r

had-been overly optimistic-In assuming an isomorphism between the

ways in which they thought learners were reacting mentally to

beaching events and the ways in which learners were actually

thinking in'classrooms.

it is not surprising that students' achievement failed to

develop as expected if they had not engaged in the cognitive

processes researchers were attempting to promote by teachers' use

of different teaching behaviors. These same cognitive processes,

however, constituted the foundation on which researchers were

attempting to create theories of teaching. When a researcher's

assumptions about the occurrence of these processes does not

correspond to their actual use by students, theories of teaching

necessarily will suffer from a lack of construct validity of

treatments (Cook & Campbell, 1979). This was what plagued

research that grew out of the processproduct paradigm. But, a

logical argument about the mediational role of students' cognitive

processes in learning orr-om teaching is not sufficient for adopting

the cognitive mediational naradigm. Empirical questions remain as

to whether these phenomena exist and whether their importance can

he demonstrated.
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Evidence for the Cognitive Mediational paradigms

In order for the foregoing argument about the mediational

role of students' cognitive processes to be supported empirically,

it is necessary to demonstrate at least four things. First, there

is no doubt that students can learn from teaching as presently

delivered in classrooms. In addition, a fundamental assumption of

cognitive psychology is that learners actively construct mental

representations of their environment, rather than passively react

it. Presumably, in an environment such as a classroom where the

activities are purposive, this active construction of knowledge

and skills is bounded by the goals of instruction. That is, one

would not expect learners to construct cognitive representations

of the content of instruction that are not in some way related to

the teacher's presentation of this information. Thus, a first

necessary condition for accepting the validity of the mediating

process paradigm is that students perceive the occurrence of

specific instructional events. If such perceptions are not

attained, then it would be unlikely that students would engage in

the deliberate use of cognitive processes that the teacher

intended in response to these events.

Many areas of research about teaching provide evidence that

students, notice discrete teacher behaviors. In a highly

controlled experiment on the effects of teachers' use of

structuring, soliciting, and reacting behaviors, Winne (1977: see

also, Clark, Gage, Marx,' Peterson, Stayrook,_& Winne, 19791 used

aptitudetreatment interaction methodology to examine aptitudes

related to whether students attended to their teacher's use of

these behaviors. There was clear evidence that students'

attention,to teacher behaviors :hat made up the experimental

treatment were associated with the actual occurrence of those

events and with students'' aptitudes. For'example with respect to

a cluster of interrelated teacher behaviors constituting the

dimension of reacting, students' attitude toward the subject

matter, their general ability, and the actual degree to which the

teacher engaged in reacting behaviors predicted the extent to

which students characterized their teacher as having used these
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teacher behaviors. Thus, iJinne found that, in addition to the

actual teacher behaviors used during instruction, students'

perception of the occurrence of those instructional events during

teaching was associated with their aptitudes.

In another context, Weinstein, Middlestadt, Brattesant, and

Marshall flOVIrll documented that students perceived their teacher

to use several specific teacher behavior variables differentially

when interacting with high and low achieving studdrits. For

example, students inuicated that, relative to high achievers, low

achievers tended to be the recipients of negative feedback and to

he directed more by the teacher while performing their classroom

activities. Also, high achievers were judged by students to be

given more choices while accomplishing their academic tasks, and

to receive 'statements by the teacher indicating that more was

expected of them in academic performance.

In contrast to Winne's (1Q77) study, this one Suggested that

students also can perceive the existence of relatively global

teacher behaviors in the context of teaching. These two studies

jointly illustrate that students do attend to occurrences of

particular teacher behaviors during instruction. The fact that

Winne found students could recognize-the occurrence of specific

behaviors embedded in a large facet of teaching suggests that

students may be able to .nerceive both discrete events as well as

clusters of related activities in teaching. That students'

aptitudes influenced the degree to which they noticed these events

suggests that conditions under which students may notice these

events could vary. The study by Weinstein et al. documented that

students also can perceive global characteristics of classroom

teaching. Thus, the level or complexity of teacher behaviors

investigated by the mediating process paradigm probably can span

the range of instructional events currently being researched in

the field of teaching effects.

A second-necessary question to he asked of the mediating

process paradigm is whether students' perception of the occurrence

teacher behaviors actually relates to their subsequent

achievement. A study by Stayrook, Corno, and Winne (197R)

15
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provides evidence on this point. Using part of the data from

Winne (1977) and Clark et al. (1979), path-analysis techni=ques

were used to analyse the links between students' aptitudes,

manipulated occurrences of specific teacher behaviors, students'

perceptions of the occurrence of those teacher behaviors, and

subsequent student achievement. Stayrook et al. found that,

-beyond-the-effects that students' aptitude and teachers'actUal

use of specific teacher behaViors had on subsequent learning,

students' perceptions of the occurrence of particular teacher

behaviors also were directly linked to their levels of

achievetent. Stayrook et al. noted that "the mediating effect of

student perceptions may be behavior-specific. For structuring and

reacting, it seems that such perceptions do act as mediating

variables, bdt this is not the case for soliciting" (Stayrook et

al., 1978, -p. 55).

This study is important.in two respecO. First, it provides

evidence that students' perceptions of the occurrence of teacher

behaviors can be related to achievement measured at a later point

in time after teaching is over. Additionally, the study also0

documented that the link between students' perceptions of

particular teacher behaviors and their subsequent achievement may

vary for different kinds of teacher behaviors. Descriptions of

the nature of this variation constitute an important goal for

research guided by the mediating process paradigm.

The third key question with which the mediating process

paradigm must wrestle is whether students understand that a

teaching event is intended to engage them in one, as opposed to

another, particular cognitive process. If tudents attend to

particular teacher behaviors, and if these perceptions are related

to achievement, it still remains to be demonstrated that students

engage particular, cognitive processes in response to teacher

. behaviors. Studies by Morine-Dershimer and'her colleagues

(Marine -Dershimer, 1982; Morine-Dershimer & Fagal, 1980) provide

some evidence on this point.

These researchers videotaped students participating in short.

lessons. Using the videotape as a

16
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interviewed the studnts about their participation in the

lessons. The students' responses to queries about the functions

of teachers' questions were categorized according to what the

students understood about why the teacher was asking particular

questions. For example, 367 of the teacher's questions about

which students were asked in these interviews were classified by

the students as orovling an opportunity for _the_teachen_to_teach_____

further information while students were responding. To speculate

on the cognitive processes students might believe were intended in

this context, students might believe that questions were intended

to create for them a set to he used for receiving Information

following the question itself.

Students were also asked about nlieir understanding of the

functions of praise. Tn 59% of these incidents, it was reported

that the teacher's use of praise indicated that.a student had a

correct response or a good idea. Again, speculating on cognitive

processes that students might use in this context, praise could be

a signal either to store in memory the immediately preceding idea,

since praise cued Its importance, or to Identify it in some

special way because it would be useful-later in the lesson. Tn

either case, from the'point of view of the cognitive processing of

students, praise can he seen as carrying informationnl alue as

much as, tf not more than, carrying motivational valu (-1.

Brophy, 1981).

In addition to other findings in these studies, there e__

evidence that students infer meaning for their cognitive

processing ds a function of the occurrence of particular kinds of

teacher behaviors. However, there still remains a four* question

which must he asked in the context of the mediating proce

paradigm in order to accept it as an appropriate charaCterization

of students' learning from teaching. if students attend to the

existence of teacher behaviors, if their perception of these,

behaviors is related to achievement, and` furthermore if students

interpret these behaviors as signals that certain_ cognitive

processes he engaged, one still must be able to demonstrate that

when all three of these events occur, learning can be influenced
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when students' cognti.e proce sing is in -Tsp.,se

teacher behaviors. The issue here is whether students' cognitive

processing of content, when cued by teacher behaviors, can become

an independent variable in research on teaching. This is

essential in order to propose and test theoretical claims about

causal links between students' mediating cognitive responses to

teacher behaviors and students' achievement,

Three studies can be cited that provide preliminary evidence

that the answer to this question is affirmative. Koopman and

Newtson (981) performed an experiment in which they instructed

university students viewing a videotaped lesson to focus either on

the smallest steps of the lesson that seemed natural and

meaningful to them, or the largest steps of the lesson that seemed

natural and meaningful. These researchers attempted to control

participants' perception of the videotaped teacher's behavior by

instructing them to focus at either an atomic or a molar level.

Koopman and Newtson Found that these simple instructions affected

the participants' description of the instruction. Thus, students

watching a videotape as if they were participants in a lesson were

able to control the level at which they attended to teacher

behaviors. Also, there was an indication that lessons which

encouraged relatively atomic perceptual analysis produced gr

learning than lessons that encouraged more molar analysis.

Overall, then, these findings suggest that, not only is it

possible for Students to control their attention to teacher

behaviors, but that certain kinds of cognitive responses to

teaching are associated with achleiiement. However since this was

an analogue study rather than a direct test of an instructional

effect, it failed to document a clear relationship between

manipulating students' cognitive processing in response to teacher

behaviors and subsequent learning.'

Two other studies demonstrated that it is possible

influence students' cognitive processing in response to

instructional cues, and that such influence affects subsequent

achievement. In a study using university students in a lecture

uation, Winne and Marx (1980) succOssfu liv instructed students
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to make specific cognitive responses the occurrence of specific

lecturer behaviors (e.g., giving a new example of a concept).

Contrary to expectations, attempting to change these relatively

sophisticated lealllers' cognitive responses to events during a

lecture interfered with learning rather than facilitated it.

Though the observed effects of training on students' achievement

were in a direction opposite to the hypothesis, this study

nonetheless provides evidence that it is possible to control

students' cogpitive responses to teacher behaviors, and that such

control does influence learning.

A later study by Winne (198211) attempted to correct several

of the flaws in the preceding experiment. By providing students

greater practice in the cognitive responses to Particular

instructional stimuli, he reasoned that students would be able to

execute them relatively expertly. Using upper elementary students

who read a text augmented with either instructional objectives or

adjunct questions, Winne found that it was relatively easy to

instruct learners to make particular cognitive responses to these

text-based instructional stimuli. Using aptitude-treatment

interaction analyses, he also found that training students to use

cognitive responses upon encountering instructional objectives

before reading a text interacted with students' general ability.

Achievement was enhanced for low ability students who received

direct instruction about the cognitive responses to make in

response to instructional objectives. The general conclusion

drawn by Winne was that students could be trained to make specific

responses to instructional stimuli, and that, with respect to

subsequent achievement their prior aptitudes sometimes influenced

the effects of such control over their cognitive responses.

Conclusion.

The foregoing brief review illustrative studies shows that

all four empirical questions that must be asked of the cognitive

mediational paradigm can be at:tsWered.affirMatively. Thus, there

is empirical evidence to support the proposition that research in

the service of theories of teaching can be linked to theories of

learning by focuSing on the cognitive responses that students make

19
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to teacher behsviors. ti Yen the logical argument and the

available empirical evidence lustifvine the viability of the

cognitive mediational paradigm, we judged that an exploration of

teaching as mediated by students' cognitions was appropriate.

The series of studies undertaken in this project focused on

several issues. First, what intentions do teachers hold for their

students' thinking during instruction' That is the range of thesc

cognitive processes and how do teachers working in their

classrooms-communicate these intentions to their students'

Second, what teacher behaviors do students perceive as conveying

Information about how to think during teaching, and how do they

interpret these signals' Third, can-students he taught to

perceive pre-arranged signals in teachers' behavior- that

communicate intentions for student thinking, and to carry out

particular cognitive learning strategies as responses to these

signals in the context of classroom teaching?

We approached these three questions in a series of studies

that began by studying natural teaching in intact elementary

school classrooms. Our objectives for this first study were to

document teachers' views and students' views about teaching as a

means for Influencing students' cognitive processing of curricular

content. In particular, we asked teachers to (iescribe the

intentions they had for students' cognitive processing at varying

points in lessons, and to identify the behaviors they used to

communicate these' intentions to their students. Then, to cross-
/

validate and extend the picture of students' cognitive mediation

of teaching as:painted by teachers, we interviewed students to

discover whether they were aware of the behavior that their

teachers had described, and whether their understanding about how

curriculum vas to be processed cognitively matched the teachers'

intentions. In addition, we sought to identify conditions

teaching and of students''cognitionthat influenced the degree to

which students -believed they could carry out the cognitive

processing they perceived their teacher intended.

The next phase of the project experimented with proCedures

that would modify students' perception of instruction and increase
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their fifties to execute coonitive strategies we hypothesized

er.1.7an.-0 folsir cintrolled experimental

studies were conducted in which students participated in lessons

by viewing videotapes of highly structured recitations. Although

most students had worksheets available during these lessons that

summarized'the material to he learned, only some of them had been

trained previously to coordinate Instructional cues delivered

during the teaching with cognitive processing and written

manipulations of information to be tested. Thus, these studies

explored the degree to which students' intra-lesson cognitive and

overt responses to teaching could he directed by signals given

during teaching, and whether these mediations of teacher behavior

were related to achievement.

Building on the methods and findings of the three preceding

studies, a series of five concurrent parallel experiments were

carried out in the third phase of this project. These experiments

involved careful observations of participating teachers' natural

use of cues for students' cognitive responses. "cased on these

observations, a program was devised to train some students in each

of the five elementary classrooms to respond to their own

teacher's signal for carrying out an adaptable sequence of

cognitive and written activities. There were three purposes for

these studies. The first was to test whether procedures that

characterized the earlier highly controlled experiments could be

adapted to the dynamic milieu of recitation lessons delivered

under the conditions of everyday teaching in elementary

classrooms. The second purpose of these studies was to exploril

for influences that students' aptitudes might have on their

- learning. in particular, we focused on contrasting' students who

used their naturally developed rejponses to instruction with

others who were trained t& respond to teaching as their teacher

intended. The third purpose of these studies was to investigate

whether students who bad beentrained to make certain pre-arranged

cognitive and written responses to their teacher signals learned

more than their untrained peers using untampered-with learning

strategies.
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Students' and Teachers' Thoughts about

Strategies for Learning from Teaching: Study
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rHAPTER 2

Students' and Teachers' Thoughts About
1Strategies for learning from Teaching-

INTRODUCTION

One of the major objectives of this project was to describe

aspects of the cognitive mediational paradigm under conditions

that represented rather than distorted the behavioral and

cognitive ecology of classrooms. Thus, the source of data for

this study was teaching in schools as it was created by the

teachers and students participating in that teaching, and these

same participants' subsequent analyses of their involvement in

that teaching.

The general procedure followed to obtain these data was to

videotape teachers' lessons. Following as close as possible upon

a lesson, ususally Within 10 minutes, the teacher was interviewed

by a research assistant who had been trained to elicit the

teacher's analysis of instructional events in terms of the

cognitive mediational paradigm. To insure as much as possible

that these analyses were reflecting actual events in the preceding

lesson, the primary stimuli for cuing the teacher's analyses of

these events was the videotape of that lesson.

A small group of students was interviewed as immediately as

possible after the teacher interview about a representative sample

of incidents that the teacher had analyzed because he saw them as

instructionally important. Incidents were chosen-to obtain some

from each of the beginning, middle, and end of the lesson. Again,

to anchor the Students' analyses in the actual lesson that they

had just experienced, the videotape served as the primary cue

about what occurred during teaching. Audiotapes of these two

interviews became the raw data for our analyses of the cognitive

mediational paradigm as it was represented in the lessons sampled

for this project.

1 An article based on this Chapter.appeared
School Journal, (Winne & Marx, 1982).
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The purpose of this study was to explore the c©gni ti ve

responses students made to teaching, and the cognitive processes

their teachers intended them to use in typical classroom

lessons. One objective was to document how students and teachers

saw cognitive processes as mediators between teaching events and

learning. When such mediations were reported, our second

objective was to identify whether students' cognitive activities

were congruent with their teacher's intentions for how students

should think.

Documenting these mediational phenomena in their natural

setting provides a possible link between theories of cognitive

learning and theories of teaching. Tn this regard, a table of the

relative importan.:e or frequency of all the cognitive-processes

intended by teachers and engaged by students is less important

than evidence that such events occur. Thus, frequency counts and

distributions of occurrence of these 'phenomena are neit -r central

to our purpose nor appropriate. As a consequence, this study

departs substantially from typical classroom observation studies

that have had as their goal the quantification of variables and

the determination of statistical relationShips among them.

Moreover, because we cannot he certain that all, possible

categories of instructional events were represented in our sample

of lessons, the data_reported in this first study should not_be_

viewed as an exhaustive list of the cognitive mediational links

between classroom teaching. and learning. At this point'in -

research about the cognitive mediations model, if we can

demonstrate the occurrenexlf cognitive 4
mediational links between

teaching events and learning, we believe that experimentation

based on the paradigm is warranted. We'leave to future research

the task of documenting -a representative "state of nature"

regarding students' cognitive processes during classroom learning,
A .

and the means by which teachers signal their intentions about

these cognitive processes to etudents. However, in the studies

be reported later, we will take up questions about the actual

effects of students' cognitive mediations of teaching on their

achievement_
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Participants

Teachers. Three male and two female teachers from five

different schools in two suburban school districts in the

metropolitan area of Vancouver, British Columbia volunteered to

participate in the study. Two taught grade seven classes, two

taught grade five classes, and one taught a grade four class.

Upper elementary grades were selected for two reasons. First,

children at these grade levels generally have developed sufficient

verbal and intellectual skills so that selfreport procedures

could be used productively. Second, at these grade levels, most

curriculum areas are taught-by the same teacher, thus providing a

basis for generalizability across teachers, students, and

curriculum topics.

For reasons of confidentiality, fictitious names are used in

this report for all the teachers. To further guarantee

confidentiality, all references to the teachers will involve male

pronouns (determined by a coin toss).

The following descriptions of the teachers and their

elassrodms are intended to paint the rich context-within which the

data to be described later were collected.

Mr. Acton. Students in his class normally were seated In

groups of four at tables organized in Vshaped rows. Some

students, had a clear view of the front of the room and the

blackboard, while others had to turn in their seat whenever that

part of the room was used _for instruction. Students had their own

places, but they were free to move about the room as the lesson

required. There were also.three or four areas around the side and

back ofthe room for small 'group activities such as art, reading,

and music.

Only twelve students were involved for mosE lessons. At

these times, a student teacher would take the rest of the class to

snot nr room for instruction. Two the lessons we videotaped

involved the entire. class after the student teacher had left the

school.

2 7
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Being in the school is like being in a beehive. There seems

to be continuous activity. Teachers and children move about the

building throughout the day producing a fairly high ambient noise

level. As head teacher, Mr. Acton has some administrative

responsibilities and was acting principal when the regular

principal was absent. He is an outgoing person who is involved in

many school activities.

During instructional sessions, Mr. Acton maintained a relaxed

atmosphere within fairly highly structured activities. Students

were well aware of what was considered appropriate classroom

behavior. Basic objectives and methods for lessons were planned,

but classes remained flexible so that, if they desired, students

could explore topics in more depth. Mr. Acton demonstrated an

awareness of the students' learning abilities and styles, and

encouraged all students to participate in the,Jessons and help one

another with learning tasks.

Mr. Anderson. Mr. Anderson has taught both elementary and

high school. He is very involved in school projects, and assumed

some responsibilities for the ptincipal. He also is involved with
e ,

his students in several extra-,curi7Cular activities such as sports

and dancing.

Only ,a portibn of die class participated in a lesson while
et,

the.-Tothers went to the, librarywith a student teacher. The

stu ekp..ts' desks_were in rows facint ;the blackboard, and the class

decorated with-students' worirfrOm various projects.

AVdersdnPlanned his lesacinTs in detail-and referred to

his written -Plan frequently durintg 'teaching. His Masters degree

.14,ork in_using_audiovisual equipment in instruction was apparent in

essons. His lessons began as teacher centered in that he set

the goals, determined the activities, and did most of the

talking. As the lesson progressed, he used questioning techniques

to involve students in discussing the topic and to check their

understanding. This sometimes evolved into student - centered-

activities. Mr. Anderson's lesson formats varied predictably

_according to the aubject being taught. For example, science

involved students in experimenting, while health was a lecture-
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note taking format. He usually checked with students individually

as they worked, giving them corrective feedback.

The atmosphere of the class is characterized by a busy mood

with students actively participating in lessons. Mr. Anderson is

friendly and encouraging to students, often joking with them.

knew them well, and used his knowledge of their abilities and

interests in determining who to call on during lessons. Students

are expected to and do assume responsibility for their behavior so

that the class is generally cooperative and well disciplined.

Mr. Lehmann. Mr. Lehmann is a personable, authoritative And

outspoken individual who takes pride in hi8 work and seems

committed to maintaining a high standard of performance in his

teaching skills and strategies. He had taught for many years at

the high school level before making the transition into elementary

school, where he now teaches a grade five class of eighteen

students.

The school operates a French immersion program in which

students are educated in the two official languages of Canada from

kindergarten to grade seven. All of the students in Mr. Lehmann's

class, with the exception of one child who was a new immigrant,

were fluent in both French and English. The classroom is in a

"temporary" structure situated about 12 meters from the main

building. There are windows facing the playground on one side of

the,room and blackboards on the opposite side. The student desks

are arranged in rows in the middle of.the room 'facing the

blackboards. The room is filled with student drawings posted on

the walls and their poems hang from the ceiling. In one corner of

!he room, videotaping equipment is set up fOr use by Mr. Lehmann

and his students.

Mr. Lehmann maintains a very 'structured and orderly

classroom. The climate can be characterized as one of mutual

respect, with both the teacher and the students enjoying their

days together. He plans and prepares lessons ahead of time and

adheres quite closely to an instructional process he acquired

29
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-tie taking I nas vice courses on Instruct i nn<al Theo V Into

Practice. The sequence of activities used in all his lessons

included the following: sponge exercise, anticipatory set,

modeling, guided practice, monitoring, time framework, raising

level of concern, active participation by students, paraphrasing

by students, accountability, and closure.

During the first two weeks of school, Mr. Lehmann taught

these procedures to his students and explained their purpose. As

a consequence, the students are able to follow Mr. Lehmann's

instruction and understand his expectations regarding their

behavior in the classroom.

When teaching a lesson, Mr. Lehmann assumes responsibility

for explaining, directing and goal - setting. Halfway through the

lesson, these responsibilities shift to the students who are held

accountable for their learning and who are expected to participate

actively In the lesson, giving and learning through paraphrasing.

Mr. Orr. The 29 students in Mr. Orr's grade five class

at individual desks placed around rhe perimeter of the room. Most

students had a clear view of the hlackhoards situated at the sides

of the room. The open center area of the room was used for most .

of the formal instruction and for small group activities. A large

room adjoining the classroom was also available for art and small

group activities. Bulletin boards, walls, and doors were covered

with the results of students' projects on a variety of topics.

Twenty-five of the students participated In the res_arch

project. Most of the videotaped lessons involved the total

class. For a few lessons, those not involved were given separate

instruction in another room by a-studentteacherZ------

Mr. Orr's lessons were planned to c6mhine presentation of

material, student clarification of new information, and

application in a task carried nut by individuals or groups. The

teacher displayed a keen awareness of each student's learning

abilities and needs, and an obvious enjoyment of teaching and his

students. His special interest in art and audiovisual materials

meant that lessons were colorful and tht a variety of visual aids

often were 'used. Although the lessons were quite structured;- Mr.

Orr showed flexibility in allowing students to explore concepts or

4



ideas in which they showed interest, even when this had not been

planned as part of the lesson.

During the lessons, he moved about room encouraging

individual students to participate, checking that those who

normally had difficulty were grasping ideas, and giving a great

deal of positive responses to all of the children. The students

appeared happy and participated eagerly in learning activities.

Mr. Richmond. Mr. Richmond is a high energy, verbal

individual whose enthusiasm for teaching is apparent. Seeming to

have barely enough hours in the day, he has an active professional

life outside the classroom with various involvements in sports and

teacher inservice.

Tn the classroom he stresses the need to attract students'

attention, almost seeing himself as an entertainer as well as

teacher. He is very aware of student's feelings and abilities,

and uses questioning and encouragement techniques frequently.

While he is friendly to his students, he also is clearly a

disciplinarian. He expects students to act responsibly, often

leaving them to work unsupervised. They respond well to Mr.

Richmond's trust.

Mr. Richmond's planning for each lesson is detailed. Lessons

follpow a regular format of relatively teacher-centered recitation

shading into lectures. These are followed by discussion or small

group activities where Mr. Richmond makes himself available to

answer questions and clarify assignments. He also uses this time

to monitor the progress of individual students and provide

personalized feedback to them. His interactive style is usually

democratic, although he assumes total responsibility for deciding

standards of class work and choosing curriculum content.

Students. A total of 113 children participated in 149

interviews'over the course of the study. Informal consent was

obtained from the parents or legal guardians of all participating

children. These interviews were conducted by individual research

assistants with groups of 2-6 students. Children were randomly

selected by their teachers to participate in the interview

sessions, and all participating children in each of the five

31
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classes were interviewed at least once. children

interviewed twice and Five were interviewed three times during the

ten weeks of data collection. Since we attempted to have at least

three children in each interview, some children participated more

than once due to small class sizes in some r

the number of students interviewed In the di

grade levels is shown in Table 1.

Sources of Data

A tabulation

ent classes and

Videotapes. 'Fifty classroom lessons were videotaped over the

period of the study. Ten tapes were made of lessons by each

participating teacher. The lesson content varied across

mathematics, science, language arts, and social studies. The

length of the lessons ranged from approximately 25-45 minutes..

One of the 50 videotapes was lost due to equipment failure.

Audiotapes. AudiotapeS were made of the teacher interviews

and the student interviews. For the teacher interviews, 4S

recordings were made in total. One tape did not record because of

machine failure; a seconcr was lost. For the student interviews,

49 audiotapes were successfully completed, one was not recorded

due to machine failure.

TnterView materials. Logs were kept lv the research

Assistant during the videotaping of each lesson. Part of a log

entry was a meter reading on the videotape corresponding to ,

teacher behaviors which the research assistant judged as likely to

invite\or otherwise involve students in cognitive responses at

that point in the lesson. To identify these Incidents, the

research assistant had to be able to postulate a reasonable or

-possible mediating-cognitive process in which students might

engage in response to the instructional event. Preparation for

this task was accomplished through simulations prior to the start

of data collection. Along wfth us, the research assisEants

watched videotapes of lessons used in our teacher education

program. Together, we speculated about mediatiag cognitive

processes that the teacher might be signalling, and discussed the

reasonableness of these speculations. A brief behavioral

description of the event and the research assistant's speculation
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TABU-. 1

n=erd but n of Students Tnterviewed in Fnch (71

Techer Number of
students
interviewed

Number of qtu-
dents interview0
more than once

Acton 9 7

Anderson

Lehmann 12

Orr 24

Richmond 7 1



about the teacher's possible intention3 For :7-1:r!on cognitive

mediational processing completed each entry in the log. These

events were candidates for analysis during the teacher interview.

For the student interview, a structured f nnat, reproduced in

Figure 1, was designed to standardize the questioning strategy

used by the research assistants. The student interview schedule

(:_n,ustructed to probe in detail students' understanding of

cognitive mediational processing during instruction while

actomodating their inexperience in describing these sorts of

events. At each level the interview schedule was designed-to

elicit as much specificity as possible about the student's

cognitive processing the student's own words. When students

were unable to do this, the interviewer suggested ,everal

mediating thought processes from which a student might choose to
4--

elaborate (for example, see Level II, Figure 1).

Following an introduction, the schedule began at Level I by

soliciting students' perceptions about cilatively global cognitive

states and behavioral events in the lesson. As the interview

proceeded to Level II, the research assistant Framed questions

that probed more deeply students' perceptions of the cognitive
.

processes possibly supporting their participation in

instruction. Following this level, the questions sought

information about qualitative features of ehe instructional events

surrounding their cognitive mediational processing (Level III),

and students' comprehension of how their cognitive mediational

processing might relate to acquiring and retaining the content of

the-lesson (Level IV). "Finally, the students were asked to

deqcrihe alternatives to the instructional event and its

corresponding cognitive mediational processes (Level V); and to

express their view about how the instructional event was

integrated within the flow of the lesson. At each level,

contingencies were incorporated in the schedule to permit

adaption to individual students' responses, and to promote as much

specificity as possible in students' responses prior to the

research assistant's providing an external structure for their
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C

IEVLLA

LEVEL II
Froce,ls

LEVEL ILI
ClaritY

you un -d the material up to here?

No

Can you tell me what you were having
trouble understanding?

Do you know why you were having trouble
underst

Did you under+ and why the feather was

Yes I No 1
i

1 Do you think the teacher wanted you to be
thinking in some (other) special way that

----). would help you to understand (learn)?

Why did he/she

Yes

What Wog that way
of thinking?

No

Do you suppose that the teacher wonted you
to be

...cycle through Levels III (paying attention, recognizing, grouping,
& IV for each positive remembering-,--inventinr,-imaking -up-;-=

response guessing, asking, repeating, using a
special way to learn)

k,u It clear to you

What made

LEVEL IV
Relation of
process CO learning

LLvEly

I.

NOIES:

Do you t

desti

Yes

that

alp vou'i

How de you learn y doing

_ you were supposed to be thinking that wuyl

Nu
of

How might the teacher have made it clearer
that yott were supposed to be thinking

ps you learn understand, rem4mber)7

No

Why not?

LS there a better way for you to barn the material?

(ask a question repeat the material to yourself,
draw a picture, make up a little story, ......)

Did you know what would happen next?

How did you kiurw that? What (old yon?

be sensitive to whether the current question has been answered already In the
student's answers to previous queations. If so, akip the question,

Figure 1. Student Interview Schedule
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comments,.e.g., by providing alternatives from which they might

choose or elaborate on.

The research assistants trained to use this schedule in

simulations prior to gathering data in the schools. These trials

also produced several modifications to pilot versions of the final

schedule that is displayed in Figure 1.

procedures

Each teacher was assigned one research

assistant for the duration of the study. After initial contact

had been, made with the volunteer teachers by the principal

investigators, all subsequent scheduling for videotaping and

interviewing was done jointly by the teacher and the research

assistant. The research assistant was responsible for collecting

-----alldata-and_for_acting as a liaison between_the eacher and the

project. A backup person was available in case one of the

research assistants could not attend a taping session. This

person, who, also functioned as the administrati-ve coordinator of

the project, attended all training and other project meetings to

insure comparability with the Other research assistants. In only

one instance was the backup person required to collect data.

Data collection-began in the third week of February and was

completed by midApril for three teachers, and by early May for

the other two, as shown in Figure 2. This variability was due to

cancellation of sessions on the part of teachers as a result of

conflicting school activities (e.., field trips)..

The procedure for data collection in the classroom was the

same for all teachers. At the scheduled. time, the research

assistant went to .the school with the videotape equipment and set

it up either before class began in the morning or during recess.

An information sheet provided procedural notes for setting up the

video and audio equipment, and a checklist for its operation.

Then she videotaped the lesson and took brief notes about

instructional events that might be analyzed during the teacher

interview, as described earlier. After the lesson, the research

assistant took approximately ten minutes to move the playback

equipment to another room and prepare for the teacher and student

interviews.
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Acton

Anderson

:Lehman

Orr

Richmond

Figure

Fevrun v April

4 1

Length o involvement cif each teacher, Study T

Microfilmed From
best Available Copy
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Teacher interview. The teacher viewed the videotape of the

entire lesson. He was asked to stop the videotape at points where

he intended the students to make particular cognitive responses

his teaching They prepared for this task prior to

videotaping by a discussion of about a half hour in which we

described examples of what we later define as instructional

stimuli and tended cognitive responses (see Results section).

One example we used in these discussions was a higher order

question, where the teacher's choice of a particular syntactic

construction is intended to signal students to engage in a

complicated mental process such as analysis or synthesis. The

research assistant also stopped the videotape at points she had

noted in the log if the teacher passed over a large number or

variety of salient incidents. it was made explicitly clear to the

teacher that he should not invent an analysis of his intentions

for students' cognitive mediational responses when he intended

none.

During the interview, the audiotape recorder was turned off

"the videotape was being viewed. Then, as either the teacher

research assistant stopped the videotape to analyze an

instructional event, the audiotape recorder was turned on. Each

time this occurred the videotape meter reading was announced by

the research assistant or the teacher so that the audiotaped

discussion later could be keyed to its respective segment on the

videotape. These numbers, and brief notes that identified the

intention being discussed, also were recorded on teacher interview

log sheets so that the general features of an analysis could be

examined without the use of playback equipment.

The surface features of the interchange between a teacher and

the research assistant varied somewhat from the analysis of one

incident to the next. in all cases, however, the goal of the

analysis was to obtain from the teacher as precise a description

as possible about the cognitive processes in which he intended

students to be engaging in response to his teaching. Sometimes,

the teacher reached this objective without prompting or requests

for clarification by the research assistant. However, when

probing was necessary, the research assistant followed the format
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of the structured interview for students (see below). Most

nnalyses took a form in hetwen these extremes of involvement

of the research assistant.

The research assistant was careful to probe the teacher

descriptions in ways that solicited analySV from the teacher

rather than asking him to verify whether one or another

speculation offered by the research assistant was accurate. Only

after probing of this sort proved insufficient for clearly

describing aspects of cognitive processing the teacher intended

students to use did the research assistant request clarification

in ways that directly structured the teacher's description of his

intentions for students' cognitive processing. This procedure was

used to reduce the chances that the researchers' biases would

influence the teachers' selfreports. However, we have no data

that support the validity of this procedure, nor any reliability

data which indicate that research assistants selected the same

types of incidents for teacher, to comment upon.

The teacher interviews ranged in length from 25-50 minutes.

At the end of each interview the teacher was asked to identify

several instances from the log about which he recommended the

students be interviewed. In some cases (about 15% of the

lessons), the teacher was unable to identify certain instances as

being more appropriate than others. In these cases the research

assistant selected incidents which she judged the teacher had

stressed during the interview under the constraint that there be

at least one selection from each of the beginning, middle, and

conclusion of the lesson. Some of these selections may have been

those selected by the research, assistant for analysis.

Student interview. The research assistant spent

approximately 10 minutes after the -teacher interview preparing

materials and planning for the student interview. Usually, three

to four students were interviewed at time, although occasionally

slightly larger or smaller groUps of students were involved in the

interview due to factors not under the research assistant's

control, such at school activities scheduled.ofollowing the

interview period. Both in the student interview log and on the



audiotape recordings, students' first names were identified.

Also, the number of previous interviews each student had been

involved inwas logged. Whenever students were interviewed for

the first time, they were informed of the purpose and procedures

of the interview.

The research assistants were given a written statement which

they paraphrased to introduce students to the interview

procedures. It consisted of mutual introductions in the group and

a brief description of what would be occurring during the

interview, i.e., viewing the videotape and answering questions

about how they were thinking during the lesson. Students then

were shown preselected vide-at-ape segments, beginning a minute or

more ahead of the actual event to\be analyied and usually going

several seconds beyond the event -o that they could re-experience

----th-ebriteXt in -whichthe -eventoeCurred.- Analysis- o-f' -each

incident was completed before the next videotape Segment was

shown.

During the first week of data collection, questions were

directed to the students as a group. We discovered that further

probing could not be done in a -systematic fashion under these

conditions. Thus, this procedure was altered for the remaining

nine weeks. For the first event to ,be analyzed, one student was

chosen randomly. This student responded to the entire set of

interview questions about that instructional event before

interviewing other students about-that incident. However,
ti

insure that other- students' analyseso this event were not

forgotten or lost, the others in the group were invited by the

research assistant to add thoughts of their own after the set of

questions comprising a major level in the interview schedule,

(e.g,, level II, process; see Figure had been completed with
1

the primary student: Thus, one target student's complete analysis

of the instructional -event was suppletnented at each -major level of

the interview schedule with comments om other students in the

group when they had different answers the interview

questions. This prdcedure allowed a full nge of student

responses to be obtained with the greatest pssible efficiency.
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When analysis of the first incident was complete, the research

assistant randomly chose one of the remaining students and began

the interview afresh following the viewing of the second

incident. Whenever possible within time constraints for keeping

the students out of class, each student in the group-served as a

target student for a unique instructional event. In those few

interviews where relatively few instructional events were selected

for analysis due to the nature,of the lesson itself, or where a

student was unable to answer any of the interview questions, more

than one student was interviewed about a single instructional

incident using the full interview schedule.

As with the teacher interviews, the playback of videotape

segments was not recorded on the audiotapes, but references to

videotape recorder meter numbers were announced as the-analysis of

each new segment was about to be recorded on the audiotape. Notes

were written in the student interview log regarding any

circumstantial conditions that were seen as unusual or -of

potential importance.

Transcription of interviews. To have data that could be

easily'manipulated during analysis, the audiotaped interviews were

trancribed into written form. Perforated cards were selected for

this purpose because they could lie maintained in their original

sequence or separated and rearranged, as the analysis proceeded.

Teacher interviews were typed on white cards and student

interviews on buff cards for easy identification.

To assure accurate, verbatim transcriptions of the
.

interviews, research assistants dictated original interviews onto

new audiqtapes using standard instructions for resolving garbled

or faint passages, for reproducing the interviews in a consistent

format, and for inserting punctuation and identifying changes in

speakdr.

Data Analysis'

Analysis of data represented by,the videotaped lessons and

transcriptions of teachers' and students' stimulated recall

interviews about.these lessons progressed through three stages.

First, the research assistants' field notes and the transcripts

4l
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teacher and student interviews were examined while we watched the

videotape of each lesson. In addition to getting an overall

impression of the lesson, we made notes and preliminary

interpretations about the behavioral interactions the teacher and

students displayed in the lessons and commented on in the

interviews_ We also studied the teachers' descriptions of the

cognitive respons they intended their students to make alongside

the cognitive activities students described in their analyses.

The goal at this stage of the analysis was to be as inclusive as

possible in representing the behavioral and cognitive features of

the instructional milieu as these were represented on the

videotape and retrospectively described by teachers and their

students. Any reference by a teacher to intended cognitive

responses for students, or by students to a-thought process they

used in response to some aspect of the lesson was noted in this

first stage of the analysis.

With theseites, the videotape of each lesson was viewed

again and analyzed to identify parallels and similarities among

the instructional episodes, and the teachers' and students'

descriptions of these episodes. The intent for this stage of the

analysis was to produce a descriptive system for classifying

instructional events in terms of behavioral interactions and the

cognitive processing described by participants relative to that

interaction. To allow comparisons of one instructional event with

another, several alternative, psychological terms were used to

represent the cognitive responses that teachers and their students

were describing.

The final stage of analysis involved classifying the products

of stage two. Various schemes were considered with respect to:

Cl) their ability to capture the richness of the original lessons

and reflect the descriptions provided by teachers and students;

(2) the relative distinctiveness of categories within the system;

(3) the linkage between the category labels and existing

psychological theories; and (4) the ability to recreate the

Category system when index cards on which the descriptions were

written were shuffled and resorted.
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an each occasion where either a teacher or student remarked

that a particular cognitive process was involved in learning from

teaching, we assumed that something in the teaching environment

signaled that the process was to be used. We labelled these

signals instructional stimuli (IS). Each instructional stimulus

was associated with at least one, and sometimes several, cognitive

responses that a teacher or a student described in an interview.

Conversely, teachers and students often associated several

different instructional stimuli with one kind of cognitive

response.

When teachers identified an instructional stimulus during

their interviews, they were asked to describe how they expected

students to respond coiitively to this cue. In other words, we

asked teachers to describe how they tried to manage students'

cognitive processing at key points in lessons by their deliberate

use of instructional stimuli. For these occasions where teachers

described instructional stimuli, we also asked the students

whether the teacher wanted them to be thinking in a special way_

(see Figure 1, Level ID.' Thus, we collected stud4nts'

interpretations of the cognitive processes they associated with

the instructional stimuli their teacher had identified. From both

points of view, then, a cognitive response associated with an

instructional stimulus was one the teacher intended students to

use, either as the teacher described the intention or as students

perceived the teacher's intention. Therefore, we calied cognitive

responses to instructional stimuli intended cognitive_ responses

(ICR). The pairing of an Instructional stimulus with an intended

cognitive response constituted what we label an instructional unit

or an ISTCR unit.

The cognitive mediattonal paradigm is based on a premise that

students' cognitive processing mediates the effects that teaching

has on students' learning. In our terminology, intended cognitive

responses act as a filter, an amplifier, or a bridge between the

instructional stimuli teachers use while they teach and students'

memorial representations of the curriculum they construct during

teaching. To reflect the central position of these psychological
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events, we organized the interview data according to intended

cognitive responses as they were described by students and by

teachers.

Three maior categories t nde cognitive responses to

instructional stimuli were identified, each of which had one or

two further levels of specification. The first category was

orienting which referred to directing or redirecting students'

cognitive processing to content or activities in a lesson- The

second category was operating which entailed cognitive

manipulations of information that were precursors to learning per

se. The third category, consolidating, described intended

cognitive responses that would enhance storage and retrieval

information or feelings. The full classification system

describing intended cognitive responses that we developed is

presented in Table 2.

Most intended cognitive responses had three features. One

feature related to the type of goal toward which students were

working or to a cognitive product that was to be achieved as a

result of cognitive processing. Two illustrative types of goals

are feelings and problem solving strategies. An example of a

cognitive product would he an appraisal of one's work such as -T

did very well at x.- A second Feature concerned the size of the

goal or the amount of information to be processed. Some intended

cognitive responses pertained to relatively simple instructional

goals or a single item of information. Others required major

shifts in memorial representations of content or the affective

climate of the classroom, or large quantities of information to be

manipulated. The third feature pertained to the immediacy of the

intended cognitive response. Sometimes, students' cognitive

processing was to occur at the same time as the instructional

stimulus was used. Other instructional stimuli informed students

about cognitive processing they were to use throughout a lesson.

Yet another version of immediacy occurred when an instructional

stimulus that cued cognitions appeared early in the lesson, but

the cognitive ptocessIng itself was to take place later.
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Intended Cognitive Responses in Classroom Teaching

T. Orienting: Cont.olling the goals toward which students work.

A. Affective States:_

- to promote engagement with lesson acti vi ti es because
these activities are enjoyable, they satisfy curiosity,
or they increase arousal.

1. Fneagement;
-- to elicit positive affective states as a side effect

of engagino.in an activity.

Arousal:
-- to increae or decrease anxiety, or other affective

states.

Tdentifying Content
to orient toward specific content to he learned.

Macrosconic^focus:
to create or to Olfi
which more spec
lodged.

cognitive structure within
lesson content could later he

oscopi focus:
to attend to a specific item (as opposed to larger
units of content) to he used either immediately or at

later point in the lesson.

Multiple microscopic items:
to attend to'several.s
microscopic focus.

is items,

Cueing Procedures:
to cue procedures to follow in developing and acquiring
content presented in the lesson. The teacher's intention
has to he literally identified in the instructional
stimulus.

Behavioral interactions:
to direct to an overt, behavioral interaction for
controlling cognitive activitv.

Fxternal materials:
to refer the student tc material external to
student's memory that would facilitate cognitive
processing.

1. Acquiring content:
-- to orient to cognitive processes applied in working

memory.
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4.

TT. Operating:

ing content in memory:
to prepare to transfer the contents of k n memory
to longterm storage.

the way students think during instruction to achieve,
ntended products, such as recognition and comprehension.

A. Comparing:
to compare irems of content to s
that content.

1. Unspecified comparing:
-- to engage in a general

acquisition

ing procedure that would
distinguish a cued item from other items of content;
similar to microscopic orienting.

2. Comparing codes:
facilitate students' acquisition and comprehension
content by having them compare the meanings'that

accompany different ways of coding that content:

Comparing attributes:
-- to compare attributes 0 or more concepts.

Using rules:
-- to apply rules developed in the lesson to new

instances;,to compare the steps in a rule with
aspects of a particular instance to which the rule
was applied.

Generating:
to generate a new code for representing content: to
generate new content using procedures or -information
Provided in the lesson.

1. Generating codes:
-- to create alternate representations for information,

2. Generating rules:
to create a schema that provides a structure for
generating a product.

C. Usinglietacognition:
, to think about cognitive processing and the results of

that processing.

1. Monitoring:
to examine the cognitive procedures used to pro
answers to questions or hypotheses.

2. Appraising:
to evaluate the state of knowledge and monitor the
emotional response to that status.

ITT. Consolidating: practice designed to promote storage and
retrTevabtlIty of content. Students are expected to have
already achieved comprehension of content prior to attempting
consolidation.
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orentine

Almost all contemporary theories of cognition postulate that

learners have goals toward which they direct their cognitive

processing of information. This feature of the cognitive lives of

studentsis clearly recognized by classroom teachers. Indeed, it

is commonly accepted that_one of the teacher's major objectives is

to control the goals toward which students are working in

lessons. When teachers used instructional stimuli to try to

control the goals toward which students worked, or when students

interpreted an instructional event as cuing them about goals, we

categorized the intended cognitive responses they described as
lr

orienting.

Affective States

Two kinds of affective goals were seen to be end products of

orienting. One goal was engagement. When this goal was

approached, teachers and students described orienting to new

lesson activities that would be enjoyable or that would satisfy

curiosity. The other goal of orienting was an increase in

students' level of arousal, presumably to some optimal level for

learning. The cognitive product associated with both these goals

was motivation to be actively involved in learning.

Engagement. Instructional stimuli intended to orient

students toward activities were generally indirect or implicit.

Often, teachers intended enjoyment to be a side effect of

students' engagement in learning rather than being a result of

what they would learn. Frequently, teachers had-students give

examples from personal experience to set the stage for engaging in

subsequent tasks. At these times, teachers referred to activities

that were "fun" as leading to engagement. For the most part,

students did not notice instructional stimuli intended to orient

them toward engaging in activities that would produce enjoyment.

Most children said they focused only on the task posed by the

,teacher. Very few understood that the activity per se was

designed to make them "enjoy" the lesson. For example, Richmond

demonstrated his own,enjoyment in a lesson by raising his hand in

an animated manner to answer a question he had just posed. He
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intended students to orient toward becoming personally involved in

the lesson and thereby enjoying their participation in it. One

student oriented to content instead of affect. He thought the

teacher was going to answer the question. A second student

oriented to procedures. He thought this was a signal for him to

put up his own hand. Neither student viewed this instructional

stimulus as a cue to orient to something affective about the

lesson.

In at least one case, an instructional stimulus intended to

orient students to enjoyment through engagement actually produced

anxiety. Richmond started one lesson by stating a performance

objective that would involve students in applying a rule to a

real-life problem at the end of the lesson.- One student responded

as Richmond had intended by predicting this task would be easier

because he could see how the lesson content related to his

personal life. He was motivated to engage in learning content

that would be presented later in the lesson.

Researcher: Why do you think Mr. Richmond would want you to

know what you were going to end up doing?

Student: Well, it's easier to learn when you know what

You're going to make -- sort of like making a model; so you

just put the pieces together if you know what you're going to

make first.

A second student reacted very differently. Because

Richmond's objective appeared complicated, he panicked,

Researcher: Was there anything, Mike, that was different for

you?

Mike: Yeah, he does it all the time,. and I really don't like

it because it kind of scares you at the start when he goes,

"This is what you're gonna do, you're gonna learn how to

measure a tree and how you do it outside," and I get scared

because I don't think I'm gonna be able to do that ... Sp,

you know, if you're gonna go outside and measure it
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sounds so complicated to me, and I'm scared, and I _just

quiver a lot, because he well what happens if T won't be

able to do that? So I kind of wfsh he doesn't do that right

at he very start. You know, it's just kind of hard to do,

because it does scare vou a lot.

Researcher: I see, so it has a different effect on you,

especially If what he says you're going to be able to do

seems to you to be something you might not be able to do, and

you think you'd he more relaxed and learn better if you

didn't know.

Mike: Yeah and then he'd say, "How about you guys go out and

measure a tree," and I say, "Oh, O.K., it's a challenge" --

but if he says it at the start, and then I don't pay

attention, I'm trying to catch everything he says and I get

confused.

In general, when these teachers used instructional stimuli to

promote orienting to an activity that was intended to create

positive affect as a cognitive product, the stimuli did not

function as intended. This seems to reflect students'

misunderstanding of the immediacy and the goal of these intended

cognitive responses. Instead of looking forward to an activity

with enjoyment, students usually focused on-the content in the

task or the task as a procedure. Rarely did students anticipate

positive affect that might result from engaging in the task.

Arousal. Orienting students to engage in-a lesson by

increasing:their arousal was cued most frequently by a teacher

use of the word "test." This was intended to orient students'

attention immediately to lesson content or to procedures, and this

effect was intended to endure throughout the lesson. Students'

orienting was consistently cued when teachers gave this classic

signal, and they almost always said this resulted in increased

arousal. However, their understanding of how to go about learning

material for a test was not enhanced by arousing them. On only

one occasion did the instructional stimulus also help a student

identify content: he said he should orient to "hard words" In

upcoming parts of the lesson.
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Neither teachers nor stue.er .eporq-,nd that oriontinc, to

achieve arousal was likely to produce an effect that lasted beyond

the immediate lesson. However, this cognitive mediational link

was a strong one. Teachers and students were well aware of

instructional stimuli that were intended to orient students to

engagement by increasing arousal. Often, teachers did not intend

students to make these links consciously. Tn some ways, the

instructional stimuli were to evoke arousal like a classically

conditioned response. By this, we mean that the teacher's

instruction serves as a conditioned stimulus intended to evoke a

relatively unconscious response from students regarding their

current affective state. We speculate that teachers may he

unintentionally establishing longrange affective traits in

students as a by product of their relatively Immediate intentions

for orienting instructional stimuli regarding students'

motivation. That these rarely were mentioned can he construed as

evidence that these considerations almost are taken for granted,

like an involuntary response that Follows the presentaticin of a

conditioned stimulus. Here is one example Richmond provided when

he was talking about his introduction to a science lesson.

Researcher: .So you wanted them to just pay attention?

Richmond: I'm hoping that they tie this activity, this

really happy, positive fun type activity in with anatomy, so

that when they think "anatomy," they think that it was fun.

They don't specifically know what happened, T guess, about

that was fun. All they know is we did something that was

really a lot of fun.

Identifying Content

Intended cognitive responses where students oriented to

content in the lesson were grouped in _hree categories that

varied according to the amount of the information. These three

groups were macroscopic content, microscopic content, and multiple'

microscopic items. Orienting to content usually was viewed as a

first step for other cognitive processes like compare or generate
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that are discussed later. Orienting to focus on macroscopic

content almost always was intended to endure throughout the

lesson. In contrast, both kinds of microscopic focusing were

intended to have immediate and short-lived effects on cognitive

processing.

Macroscopic focus. The purpose of orienting students toward

macroscopic content was to create a cognitive framework that they

could use to organize more specific content that would be

presented later in the lesson. The instructional stimuli that

cued macroscopic focusing occurred at the beginning or very early

In lessons. In some instances, the framework to be created was

not directly related to the topic of instruction, as was often the

case for Lehmann in his use of "anticipatory set." In his case,

anticipatory set frequently was followed by a brief activity,

e.g., having small groups of students (2-3) discuss with one

another the defining characteristics of a topic introduced w

the context of the anticipatory set he had provided. For

instance, Lehmann began one lesson by describing a parking lot

with its many parallel lines into which cars fit neatly.

intended this instructional stimulus would orient students to a

rule to write neatly with each letter occupying a uniform apace in

a word, like cars parked between lines in a parking lot.

Occasionally, these instructional stimuli resembled advance

organizers (see Ausubel, Hanesian, & Novak, 1978). For instance,

Richmond sometimes opened lessons with a question. This

instructional stimulus was intended to orient students to

information in the lesson, to help them encode it, and sometimes

even retrieve it.

Students usually failed to interpret with accuracy

instructional stimuli that cued orienting to macroscopic

content. For example Acton started a language arts lesson by

reading a paragraph, intending students to infer characteristics

of stories that'required inference making. However, all three

students we interviewed perceived they were to_ pilyze the content

in the introductory story. Instead of orientin to global aspects

of stories, thereby producing a framework for content to be
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introduced subsequently, the students oriented to microscopic

items in the story Acton had read.

In another case, Anderson intended macroscopic orienting

be students' response when he asked them to give illustrations of

a particular concept and then selectively recorded some of their

answers on the blackboard. He intended this to guide students in

generating a cognitive structure for content to he introduced

later in the lesson. The student Interviewed was not aware of

Anderson's intention for this instructional stimulus. Instead, he

tried to memorize the microscopic items written on the board

rather than creating a macroscopic framework.

When the purpose of an instructional stimulus was to orient

students to macroscopic content, they usually tried instead to

learn the microscopic content being presented at that time instead

of creating a larger structure for later material. In other

words, students often focused on the Immediacy of the cognitive

response, mistakenly thinking it should be applied to the content

being presented instead of creating a framework for information

that would emerge later and treating this cognitive product as an

enduring guide to subsequent cognitive processing.

Microscopic focus. Instructional stimuli that cued students

to orient to small hits of information required either an

immediate cognitive response or one that endured throughout the

lesson. When Acton's students were listing examples of a concept

while he was writing them on the board, he abruptly asked the

students for attributes of the concept. He intended to orient

them to these microscopic pieces of information so they could use

them to retrieve more examples.` All three students interviewed

found this confusing. They were busy wondering why the teacher

changed topics so quickly instead of orienting as Acton had

intended.

Questionandanswer exchanges were typical settings for

microscopic orienting that was intended to last throughout a

lesson. For example, Lehmann asked students early in a lesson to

describe the concept of prime numhers. He wanted them to orient

to these attributes because they would be used later with
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fractions. -One student failed to orient because he could not

remember what a prime number was. Undaunted, he listened to

another student's answer. believing it would he important for

something later in the lesson. Another student described his

cognitive response to this question as finding the definition of

prime number in hi memory, figuring out what distinguished prime

numbers from other kinds of numbers, and "locking it in your

mind." _ said he did this because he predicted this information

would be needed later. Thus, by different means, both students

achieved an apprJpriate cognitive product.

A second instance of microscopic focusing in questionand

answer exchanges occurred in Orr's class. He was rephrasing

students' reasons for placing examples in one or another category,

intending that students would orient to the specific criteria for

performing this task. Both students we interviewed said this was

exactly what they did. Moreover, one student said that Orr's

rephras ngs provided a model for his answers that he could use

later lesson. This is evidence for an enduring effect at

both microscopic and macroscopic levels.

Unlike orienting to macroscopic content, instructional

uli that cued orienting toward microscopic content, either for

immediate or for later use, were relatively well understood by

students. Perhaps this contrast relates -to- observations that-

instructional stimuli that cued macroscopic content identification

were introduced early in the lesson, before content had been

developed. In contrast, some content and a context had usually.

evolved in the lesson by the time instructional stimuli cued

microscopic content identification. This may have provided needed

additional information that helped students perceive this intended

cognitive response.

Multiple microscopic items. Some intended cognitive

responses required students to identify more than one microscopic

item of information and then operate simultaneously with these

multiple items. Although this often entailed procedural cuing

that we describe later, several incidents are included here

because they emphasized microscopic content identification. This
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overlapping among cateogires illustrates the difficulty of

separating some classes of intended cognitive responses.

The instructional stimuli that cued orienting to multiple

microscopic items sometimes were the simplest we observed. For

example, both Orr and Acton used obvious cues on the chalkboard

(e.g., underlining or using colored chalk), intending students to

identify a concept and its attributes, and to compare this concept

with some other concept. Students consistently attended to these

cues, but they had less success matching their cognitive responses

to the teachers' intentions. In a lesson on fractions in which

Orr used colored chalk to focus students' cognitive processing on

multiple items, one student indicated that he focused on a single

marked item without referring to any of the others that Orr wanted

him to compare to the identified one. Two other, students

interviewed also noticed Orr's cues, but didn't know how to think

differently about the concepts they referred to.

In Acton's class, underlining a word on the chalkboard to

indi-cate it as an instance of a concept was intended to Cue

microscopic content identification that would- be followed by

comparing. The student interviewed about this incident responded

perfectly. She noticed the visual cue, oriented to the particular

attributes of this concept, and then proceeded to extend cognitive

processing to analyze why one item was underlined and other items

were not.

What may characterize these events as a group is that

students often could not associate a specific cognitiVe response

with the instructional stimulus because this pairing either had

not been practiced enough or was too inconsistent. Our

speculation about this is based on an occasion in which an

overlearned response was cued by a visual stimulus.

Acton was using welllearned symbols to indicate how students

should pronounce words in a language arts lesson. The tedent

interviewed about this incident indicated he knew the meaning of

these visual cues and also said he understood that these cues

referred to specific concepts that would he involved in a

subsequent cognitive task. Thus,sinstructional stimuli that cue
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microscopic_ content identification followed by subsequent

cognitive processing may not he well understood by students unless

both the concepts being identified and the subsequent cognitive

processing implied by the various instructional stimuli are clear

or well-practiced responses.

ruin Procedures-

There were four procedures toward which students were

oriented by instructional stimuli: behavioral interaction, use of

external materials, use of a cognitive 'process to develop content

(what we develop later as several types of cognitive operations on

content), and storing material in memory (which we treat

subsequently as consolidating). The data we classified as

procedural cueing are somewhat difficult to distinguish from

orienting toward microscopic content followed by another cognitive

(process (like comparing), and from fairly direct injunctions from

the teacher for students to engage in cognitive processes such as

comparing. This also reflects the overlapping and correlated

nature of these phenomena in their natural environment. The rule

we used to place incidents in the category of procedural cuing was

whether the teacher's intention was literallV identified in the

instructional stimulus. If this intention was implicit, the

incident was categorized as cuing procedures. If the intention

was explicit, the event was placed in the domain'of cognitive

operations, described later.

Behavior interactions. This category is unique in that an

overt, behavioral interaction was used to promote cognitive

activity. For example, a student who had just given a wrong

answer was told to listen CO a second student's answer. This was

an instructional stimulus by which the teacher intended to orient

the first student to be ready to paraphrse the second's correct

answer. A second incident, also in Lehmann's class, was one,in

"which he had students engage in a small grodp discussion, the

topic of which was the nature of small group discussion skills.

The intention was that this activity would orient students to more

efficient ways for developing lesson content in small groups. A
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student interviewed on this point reflected this intention

precisely. A third incident in this subcategory occurred in

Anderson's class when he said, -I'm going to check with vnu to

make sure you've learned what i've said." He intended to orient

students to a procedure that would he followed throughout the

lesson. This enduring intended response was confirmed precisely

by one student we interviewed, and more vaguely though still

accurately by a second.

These instructional stimuli were clearly understood by the

students. In fact, students had a welldeveloped understanding of

general behavioral interaction patterns in their classrooms. For

mple, when asked how they knew what the teacher would de next,

students frequently replied, -Because he always does it that

way.- Interd cognitIve responses were interpreted accurately by

when the link between an instructional stimulus and the

Intended cognitive response had been practiced frequently.

External materials. Teachers often used instructional

stimuli Lo orient students to places, usually the chalkboard or

the students' notebooks, where content or operations for

manipulating content were presented. Teachers reasoned this would

ease the burden of cognitive processing for students. They wanted

students to use this information either later in the lesson or in

reviewing lesson content for a subsequent purpose, such as a test

or a laboratory exercise.

One example ocurred when Richmond dictated information for

students to record in their notebooks. He intended students to

refer hack to their notes later while learning other material. He

said that students should find this activity useful in helping

them transfer this material to new tasks. A student we

interviewed saw a clear advantage to taking notes, particularly

when the teacher told him what to put in his notebook. This

Strategy is efficient, he said, since he would not have to

remember all of the content but only the part of it not included

in his notes. However, the student made no reference to the

teacher's intention to enhance transfer by this procedure.
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-uld example was illustrated by Anderson's review

question, "What is the important thing you have learned?" He

intended students to orient to information on the chalkboard. One

student's view of the intended cognitive response was like

Anderson's: she made explicit use of the external material in

order to answer the question and, furthermore, sorted it into

superordinate and subordinate categories. A second student

perceived the intended cognitive response as "(1) think in my head

say it quietly to myself." Though the idea of reviewing

material was apparent in this second student's perception, he made

no use of information on the board. The cue to orient to a

procedure failed, but the intended operation materialized

nonethless. Whether the cognitive product resulting from this

response was as successful as it might have been if the student

also had oriented to the chalkboard, as was intended by the

teacher, is moot.

Acquiring content. In information processing terms, some

instructional stimuli were intended to orient students to use

particular cognitive operations to work on information in their

memories. Sometimes, teachers attempted to orient students away

from acquiring specific content to applying a rule that would

integrate the content. The instructional stimuli cuing this

procedure were direct and explicit, such as writing the rule on

the chalkboard. Students' perceptions of the intended cognitive

responses cued by these instructional stimuli matched their

teachers' almost exactly. For example, in Acton's class, an

outline on the chalkboard signaled to students that they were to

reorient their cognitive operations on materials being dealt

with. Whereas in the preceding part of the lesson they had been

generating ideas about a story they had read, the students now

were asked to apply rules to describe how an author might end a

story like this one. Another occasion where the teacher's

Intention was to reorient students' cognitive operations in

working memory occurred in Anderson's class when he wrote a rule

on the chalkboard. Here, students said things such as: "(1'

should) match them together, what's on the chalkboard and what's
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in my head." Overall, students' views of the intended cognitive

response were congruent with Acton's.

Commonly, teachers asked students to begin to monitor the wa

they were learning as a cue to orient their thinking strategies in

working memory. For example, Lehmann often specific time

limits on tasks for students. He wanted students to know that

they should monitor their cognitive processing apply a

rule) to increase efficiency. student interviewed about this

instructional stimulus had a g , ral sense of this message, though

his descriptions of the intended cognitive response were very

vague (e.g., "Don't fool around").

The immediacy of these intended cognitive responses was

clearly understood by students, possibly because of the

distinctiveness of the teachers' instructional stimuli. Students

apparently had overlearned responses to most of these kinds of

instructional stimuli. This probably accounts for the strong

correspondence between teachers' and students' reports of the

intended cognitive responses in this category.

Storing content in memory. Orienting students to transfer

the contents of working memory into long -term memory was cormon.

In two different lessons, Orr used cues that appeared to be

opposites even though he described the same intended cognitive

response for both. In one lesson he asked, "Do you know what we

will do next?" In another, he said, "Let's hack up a bit." Both

times, he intended students to switch from acquiring content to

reviewing prior content and storing it. the students understood

and made cognitive .responses congruent with the teacher's

intentions.- For example, after the instruction to hack up, one

student reported that she first re-organized the information she

was thinking about, then recalled all, the previous items in the

order they had been presented so she could analyze them in terms

of her new definition for the concept. Finally she used other

students' answers to practice recalling the rule she generated. A

second student gave an almost identical description.

Not all instructional stimuli teachers used to cue this

cognitive response were perceived accurately by students.



Studonts occasionally made intended cognitive responses even when

the teacher did not clearly unders:An2: what he intended. Acton

made a statement in one lesson: "Think really hard." He

described this as "It's just an expression ... It means think hard

T don't know." Both students interviewed about this incident

interpreted this as an instructional stimulus. One student

believed the intended cognitive response was to orient to content

that would appear on a test. He said: "In a way it's like a

threat ... Start thinking or else you're going to fail." The

second student also felt anxious and attempted to lessen his

anxiety by reviewing what they had just been studying so he could

understand "what he wants us to do." Thus, even if teachers do

not intend some events to be instructional stimuli, students

nonetheless may perceive and respond to events using cognitions

they think are intended by the teacher. The differences between

the two students interviewed about this event also supports our

speculation that variability in students' onthespot cognitive

responses to instructional stimuli may result in different effects

of teaching practices on different students' learning. .Finally,

this incident also illustrates the multidimensional nature of

instructional stimuli as signals for intended cognitive

responses. Not only was this instructional stimulus associated

with orienting students to a procedure, but it also is clearly

linked to orienting by arousal.

aperatin&

in the preceding section, there were examples of orienting

responses which were to be followed by various kinds of cognitive

operations by students. Most labels for acts of thinking (e.g.,

attention, comprehension) describe a product of cognitive operations

rather than operations per se. Our objective, however, was to

describe the operations that students use in response-to

instructional stimuli. Thus, in this section, we avoid labels like

"attention" or "comprehension" that describe cognitive products.

A survey of about thirty books about human learning and

cognitive processing suggested that there are three basic
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operations that learners use in instructional settings`

comparing, generating, and re-examining. These three operations

may not be completely separable from one another. Achieving a

cognitive product such as comprehension probably entails applying

all three processes in varying amounts and sequences.

Nonetheless, we found this three-part scheme useful.for analyzing

teachers' and students' views of intended cognitive responses to

instructional stimuli.

Like orienting, operating also can be described in terms of

i.e., the amount of information being operated on, and the

immediacy with which the operations should be carried out. Though

it is tempting to create a table that matches each kind of

operating with the different levels of focus and immediacy, we

believe the data and the classroom phenomena that they represent

do not justify this sort of factorial arrangement. Thus, the

following-analysis reflects naturally overlapping and correlated

features of students' cognitive processing during instruction.

Comparing

When the intended cognitive response involved comparing

aspects of content to promote learning, it always involved an

immediate cognitive operation. There were four basic kinds of

intended cognitive responses that involved comparing.

Unspecifiedcomparing. This intended cognitive response is

similar to orienting toward microscopic content. A cue on the

chalkboard always served as the instructional stimulus. While

teachers did not elaborate about the .nature of comparing they

intended students to undertake, hence the modifier "unspecified,"

it was clear that students were to go beyond mere orienting to

distinguish the cued item from others by using some cognitive

operation.

Students' views of intended cognitive responses to these

instructional stimuli. varied. When Orr circled items on the

chalkboard, two students said.they were confused about the

comparing Orr intended. Further probing revealed that one student

had mastered the content under discussion but was not sure about
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how the teacher's instructional stimulus was to be interpreted.

The second student clearly noticed the instructional stimulus and

indicated that he knew some sort of cognitive operation was to be

invoked, but he did not know exactly what process should be called

upon. Beyond these two kinds of confusion, a third student

thought that he was to compare specifically the attributes of the

item which Orr circled with the attributes of the items

surrounding it on the chalkboard. Despi1e the lack of specificity

in Orr's intentions, this third student proceeded to engage in

specific cognitive processing. This is another instance of a

student engaging in processing not perfectly matched to processing

the teacher intended. (In this case, the teacher was not clear

about what was intended.)

This incident showed that an instructional stimulus can

communicate different intentions to students depending on their

state of knowledge of lesson content. The first student

interviewed understood the material. She did not perceive any

need to make comparisons. The second student, who had not

mastered the lesson content, was unsure about the intended

cognitive response to the instructional stimulus, though he

perceived that something was intended. However, the third

student, who was consolidating content from the lesson, matched

Orr's intention. He was at the appropriate stage of learning to

profit from a cognitive response that was partly his own, while

being generally congruent with the teacher's vague intention.

Comparing codes. The teachers we worked with often were

sensitive to how well students understood material, and how much

of the lesson's material was understood. One way they showed this

concern was by having students compare the meanings that

accompanied different ways of coding information. Quite a variety

of instructional stimuli cued this intended cognitive response.

For example, in a lesson on anatomy, Richmond briefly described

anatomical structures, then had students touch parts of their

bodies. He expected them to be comparing attributes of the

abstract concepts, presented in the lesson, with tactile

sensations illustrating those attributes.

6 I
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In addition to having students engages in inductive activities

to compare codes, Anderson also engaged in activities himself to

communicate this intention. On one occasion, he strutted

emphatically across the front of the classroom, intending to

signal that students should compare his physical action with

aspects of a question involving a previously presented abstract

concept. A student interviewed about this occasion clearly

understood the intention communicated by this instruction-,1

stimulus.

Researcher: Did you understand why he was doing that? -

Larry: Because he was walking and trying to prove something.

Researcher: He was walking, and you said, when he asked you

for an example, you said -walk- didn't Do you remember

how you came up with that example''

Larry: He was walking across the room, back and

Researcher: So why do you think he was doing that?

Larry: To give us an answer. To give us a hint.

orth.

In another example, Acton wrote ,equivalent forms of fractions

(e.g., 1/4 .=.\.251 close to.one another on the chalkboard. BP

intended the proximity of the two codes to cue students to use the

two different codes for representing numbers. Both students

interviewed perceived this comparing process, describing it first

as using a familiar code to Identify critical attributes.

Researcher: Can you tell me how you were thinking, or how

that helped you think about it'

Kathy: He went back to the fraction, you know, and without

changing to decimals it makes it easier think more -- it's

much easier to concentrate on it.

The teachers used obvious cues to inform students that they

should compare codes. Students rarely misperceived these

instructional stimuli and, as long as they had the kpowledge to

compare, had little trouble doing the comparing.
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Comparing attributes. The operation of comparing codes is

similar ro that for comparing attributes that define concepts.

Whereas the previous category pertained to attributes for a single

concept, this category involves comparing attributes across two or

more concepts.

-When teachers cued this process, they intended students to

focus immediately on content at a microscopic level. For example,

in a grammar lesson, Acton read sentences to students after

instructing them to "listen." The students' task was to ident

adjectives and adverbs and compare their descriptive qualities in

preparation for a later writing assignment. The students

interviewed perceived this cognitive response as Acton intended.

One student said he had a prototype of each concept in his mind.

Upon hearing a particular descriptive word, he tried to examine

that word in terms of the attributes of his prototypes.

Researcher: Can you tell me what you were thinking as he was

going through that?

Rob: Well, right away from the first couple of lines of the

paragraph I knew the kinds of words that I was going to use

and so I was pretty well ready to write from there.

Researcher: So that his reading that right at that point

helped you to identify the kind of words you might need

later?

Bob: Yeah.

Researcher: I'm trying to find out if you were just

concentrating on the words he was saving and identifying,

-that's a good word and that's a good word," or whether you

actually were picturing what the whole example was about?

Rob: It was kind of a little bit of both and when T heard

certain words; right there I knew that those were some of the

words that I wanted to hear. But I like to take the whole

thing in general and loon back over it after I have heard it

and then I think about it just before I write down what I'm

going to write.
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Researcher: Was it clear to you that you were supposed to be

listening and picking out those words?

Bob: T don't know if that was what we were exactly supposed

to do. T just thought that he just did that to give us a

good idea to start us with what we are going to try to do

with the words.

Researcher: Does that help you to learn, if he reads an

example to you?

Bob: Yeah, it does for me because, like T said before, T can

pick up the things that T want to use and put them into my

own words and examples.

In another lesson Acton had very recently been asking

students to describe why they chose to discuss certain items as

opposed to others. Then, he abruptly asked students why they had

not chosen to examine other items. By asking students u_ on

the criteria they used in deciding not to discuss a particular

item, he intended them to compare these criteria with those they

had used to select other items so the latter would become

clearer. We interviewed three students about this event. None of

them described cognitive operations very congruent-with Acton's

intentions. Two students had no idea why the teacher had changed

the focus of the activity, so they decided to treat Acton's remark

as a discrete question rather than one related to the previous

work they had been doing. They had little idea what was intended

by the current activity, nor could they predict what would be

happening next in the lesson. The third student, however,

perceived that Acton had an intention For some cognitive

processing, but he understood his cognitive task to be one of

isolating a separate set of attributes that-would appear in his

and other students' answers to the teacher's new question.

However, he did not perceive that he was to make direct

comparisons between the set of attributes currently being

developed and those that had been developed earlier. Thus, he was

unable to relate the new activity to the previous task, and

thereby failed to htghlight the basis For classifying items.
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The teachers often read material to students. One such

occasion occurred when Anderson read sentences in which -to,

too, 0 "two" had been blanked out. He intended students to

compare the semantic attributes of various sentences and use them

as a for deciding which form of the word to use in filling

In blank. One student we interviewed about this was candid in

admitting that, -T knew what we were going to he doing ... T got

kind of confused ... 'cause I was kind of fooling around.-

However, in defence of this student, we note that he also said he

did not need to pay attention at this particular point in the

lesson because he knew the correct uses of these words. Here,

again, is an indication that a student's perception of the

cognitive processing a teacher intends can be conditional upon the

student's mastery of content under consideration.

Finally, one incident belonging in this category illus

te earlier speculation that students can generate their own

interpretations of instructional stimuli when these intentions are

absent or vague in the teacher's description. On this occasion,

Acton was asking the students to relate sentences they had written

to a picture that had served as a focus for the writing

activity. His description was, "I don't know how they'll be

thinking about it here, just be putting it all together.- Tn

response to probing, he suggested that-the students should have

been comparing attributes of the material they previously had

written with the concepts presented in his questions. The student

interviewed about this incident had quite a different perception

of the cognitive activity intended by the teacher. He attempted

to store in memory other students' answers because he believed the

teacher's questions would he asked on a later test. Because he

was occupied with trying to remember the other students' answers,

he said little else was being done. Thus, the student was clear

but incongruent with the, teacher on this specific occasion when

the teacher was not very certain about,how students should he

operating on content.

Using rules. When teachers ked students to apply rules

new examples, we categorized these events as comparing because
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teachers and students Indicated that students were to compare the

steps of a rule with characteristics of the pqrticular example to

which the rule was being applied. For example, in a lesson on

fractions, Lehmann developed a step -by -step example on the

chalkboard, talking about each step as he went and emphasizing

what would follow each step. He wanted students to predict the

next step based on the preceding step. The student interviewed

said he was comparing the steps of the rule he had learned For

working with fractions with those being illustrated on the

hoard. His prediction For the next stop involved comparing what

needed to be done to solve the problem with the information

provided up to that point.

Not all students accurately perceived achers''intended

cognitive responses involving rules. Following the presentation

of a complicated rule, Orr asked several questions of students,

none of which produced answers. He then said, "That's tricky; let

me hack up." He Intended that students would compare attributes

of the rule he had presented earlier with the material that was

going to be re-examined_ One student indicated she understood

that previous answers were wrong, and that he needed to

understand the steps in the rule. However, rather than naly::ing

earlier examples in terms of the rule; she perceived that the

ended cognitive response was to orient to the next answer to

seek attributes of it that could to he compared with the rule. A

second student's intended cognitive response was congruent with

Orr's. He reviewed the rule and tried to predict examples that

might fit this rule.

Generating

Intended cognitive responses for generating new content

involved either generating a new way to represent content, or

generating new content per se based on procedures or information

provided in the lesson. The Former were rare, but there were a

number of incidents'in the second category.

Generating codes. Some teachers believed students would he

able to acquire or retrieve information more easily if they had

more than one way of cognitively representing that information.
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the comparing codes response described before, where both

coding schemes for comparison were already 'available, here

students were to create a new code.

A prototypic incident was where students were to create a

mental image. Before defining "concave,- Orr asked, 'Where do

hears sleep?" He thought students would create an image of a cave

that would help them remember the definition. Both students we

interviewed noticed this odd question and understood that it was

supposed to provide a device for learning the definition.

However, neither perceived that this device was to be an image.

When Orr clarified this by describing the image he intended

students to generate, both students then said they recognized this

as the image that Orr intended them to create originally.

generating rules. The teachers frequently tried to Cue

students to generate a rule that could be applied to content.

This process closely resembled hypothesis generation like that

used by scientists. The teachers always assumed that students

understood how to use such rules. Nowhere in their classroom

behavior nor in their descriptions of their intentions for

students' cognitive processing did they indicate that students

might not have been aware of the form for a-definition, an

hypothesis, or-a rule.

As one example of generating rules Anderson expected

students to create a rule about transitive and intransitive verbs

as he categorized examples of those two verbs on the chalkboard.

The student interviewed about this said, "He was trying to get us

to fit the right ones," a weak concurrence with the teacher's

intention.

In another example, following a discussion about stories and

how to'write them, Orr asked questions about how to end a story.

He intended students to create endings by first devising a rule

about the story's plot and then applying this rule. The student

Interviewed indicated he was baffled by the teacher's

instructional stimulus. Although he understood that the story was

to be ended, he had no idea how to go about it.
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On two occasions where the intended cognitive response was to

generate a rule, the instructional stimulus was something written

on the chalkboard or an incomplete sentence that would define a

concept when completed. We considered these definitions to he

rules because they could be used to classify instances and non-

instances of concepts. Students' interpretations of their-

teacher's instructional stimuli depended on whether they knew when

processing was complete. Tn Or 's class, one student said he did

not understand why the teacher had written an incomplete sentence

on the- board. A second student told us she believed she was to

guess what might go in the blank, but she did this without

referring to previous lesson content or to a rule that could make

this task less hit-and-miss. A third student, however; described

the same intended cognitive response as the teacher, namely, to

complete the sentence and test its adequacy against information

presented earlier in the lesson.

Students' interpretations of instructional stimuli that c

rule generation were clearly related to their understanding of the

lesson content preceding these events. Students who were at the

point where a rule usefully summarized what they had learned

seemed to achieve fairly high congruence with th6 teacher's

intended cognitive response. When their understanding was

incomplete, students could not evaluate how successful they were

at completing the 'task. A typical strategy was to wait for other

students to complete the task. Their reluctance to ask questions

about the meaning of these instructional stimuli appeared to he

not so much in attempt to avoid displaying their ignorance as it

was reasonable strategy for getting the needed information.

Teachers also intended students to create hypotheses. This

differs slightly from rule generation hecau4e a rule could be used

immediately and systematically following its generation whereas an

hypothesis would become the object of further testing.

In a science lesson, Richmond asked students to guess the

relationship between two variables by generating hypotheses.

Students described a variety of cognitive responses to this

instructional stimulus. One student interpreted the instructional
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stimulus to man that he should "think harder," which meant

think over and try to remember" senile of the p content.

When asked to elaborate, the student said that he was to respond

with a guess, but he did not know the criteria that determined

what qualified as a good guess. A second student's interpretation

of the instructional stimulus went beyond the cognitive response

Richmond intended. This student not only created an hypothesis

about the relationship between the two variables, but believed he

would be expected to "tell why" this hypothesis was likely to he

true.

There wab considerable variability in students'

interpretations of instructional stimuli that teachers intended as

cues for students to generate an hypothesis. Part of this

divergence seemed to arise because students did not know when

their hypothesizing was adequate. Those students who could judge

the adequacy of their thoughts also seemed to understand how to

generate hypotheses. Occasionally, these students even, went

beyond the teacher's intended cognitive response to question the

validity of the hypotheses they had generated. When their

understanding was incomplete or absent, the task was relatively

opaque with respect to the cognitive operations the teacher

intended students to engage. For students in this situation, a

typical strategy was to sit tight and wait for other students

complete the task. It appeared that their reluctance to interrupt

the 'lesson with questions aboUt the teacher's intention was not so

much an attempt to avoid incriminating themselves as it was

reasonable strategy for getting the right answer. On the other

hand, students:who were at the point of acquisition where a rule

could he useful in summarizing what they had learned seemed to

achieve 'fairly high congruence with the teacher's intention.

Thus, instructional stimuli that cued students to generate either

rules or hypothe's'es varied in clarity as a function of two

factors: whether-the student's mastery

to complete the task; and, whether the

generating Was sufficient.
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!lstnk. Metacognl on

Metecogn_ ion refers to thinking about the processes and

outcomes of thinking. Several forms of metaer ition appear in

response to instructional stimuli, all of whf h were macroscopic

in focus. There were two funct ions for metacognftiyo responses

one was to monitor cognitive operations on content to insure that

the cognitive strategy being used was the one intended by the

teacher. The second function involved something students were to

do upon completion of monitoring. One some occasions, they were

to provide feedback to themselves about learning. On of!wrs they

generate for themselves a motivational conseque nce based

on their performance.

Monitoring. Teachers frequently intended students to examine

the cognitive procedures they were using at particular points

during lessons. For instance, in a math lesson, Richmond

summarized a complicated principle by drawing a diagram of _

princip12. He Intended that students would monitor the extent to

which their sequence for applying parts of the principle matched

his diagram. Specifically, students were to examine whether

preceding part of the principle cued a subsequent part. The

students interviewed could not do this because they had not

mastered the components of the principle. Thus, could not

use them as cues for subsequent components. Although the students

had a general idea that they were to be monitoring their thinking,

they treated each element as an individual entity. When asked

What he did when he didn't know a component, one student said, -T

erase the whole thing and start over." Monitoring whether he was

applying components of the principle in sequence while trying

acquire the next component ttas beyond his existing state of

knowledge and the capacity of his working memory.

In a somewhat similar situation, Acton was surmmar icing

content in clostn a recitation lesson. His intention was that

students would monitor their seat-work.activities using the schema
-

he modeled while presenting the summary. Though this -

instructional stimulus and the one iust described for Richmond

both occurred at the Very end of a lesson, they differed with

pect to immediacy: Richmond intended students to engage a
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monitoring operat i on s'i mtal taneousl v with his presentation while

Acton intended students to apply this procedure at a later time.

Intended metacognitive responses were applied in the service

nc arquirfng material as well as reviewing or applying it.

Typically, this took the form of students answering example

problems. For instance, when Acton did exercises illustrating how

to change fractions to decimals, he intended students -gould

monitor their use of rules For answering the exercises and compare

their procedures with the one he was modeling. The three students

interviewed all perceived this intended cognitive response. One

student put it quite eloquently: -He up there for a reason

so we can think about what our answer is and how we do it.- In a

somewhat different vein, by providing incorrect examples, Anderson

wanted students to monitor the rules they were using to classify

instances of a concept. He believed that by monitoring, students

would discover a relatively common mistake and remember that it

was to be avoided. The student interviewed about this incident

also describ6d cognitive activity in consonance with the teacher's

intention.

Only rarely were students baffled by an instructional

stimulus cuing them to monitor. The few failures were due to 'a

lack of content knowledge. When the content was not well learned,

students focused on acquiring the content, not monitoring. This

seems sensible since it is difficult, if not impossible, to

acquire content and monitor its manipulation simultaneously.

Appraising. Teachers were aware that students judge what

they know and that they react positively or negtiyely to those

judgments. Teachers sometimes used instructional stimuli to cue

students to do this. At the end of a lesson, Lehmann asked a

student to summarize what had been covered. He intended that the

student doing the summary would monitor the extent to which he had

mastered the content. Where the student _judged that mastery was

inadequate, there was an unstated requirement fhat the student

would request help from the teacher or peers. In Lehmann's view,

this procedure provided confirmation of mastery and an incentive

for monitoring. All the students interviewed about this
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instructional stimulus indicated that they understood the intended

cognitive response regarding both knowledge and affect.

An interesting illustration of Orr's intention for students

to engage in appraising following metacognitive activities

occurred in a recitation setting. He had been asking a series of

questions about a complicated principle, none of which the

students could answer to his satisfaction. When Orr was askasking

these questions, he expected students to he monitoring the

cognitive procedures they were using to produce answers (as well

AS using rules; see the section on this nperationl. Upon seeing

that this was impossible because students had not acquired the

content whose manipulation was to he metacognitively monitored, he

said, "That's tricky; let me hack up." His intention concerning

the first part of this phrase was that students should examine

their feelings about their inability to provide answers and

attribute failure to the difficulty of the task and his poor

judgment about the extent to which necessary content had been

acquired.

The two students interviewed about this ev_=nt had quite

different understandings of Orr's intentions concerning appraisal

operations. Both indicated clearly that they knew something was

wrong when no one, including themselves, could produce answers to

the questions= Neither indicated that they were engaging in

metacognitive monitoring, which confirms our prior speculation

about the inappropriateness of this task when content has not been

acquired. One student understood Orr's statement to mean that he

should stop trying to answer the questions and note Orr's next

comments as the answers tc the -previously unanswered questions.

The second student understood Orr's statement about changing the

direction of the lesson as a cue to review the previously

unsatisfactory answers for common elements. Thus, the teacher

intention that students' attribute their failure to task

difficulty was not perceived by these two.students.

Consolidating

The third malor class of intended cognitive responses

pertained to storing and retrieving information. These activities
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rvnfrailv ire operational ed in activities that involve

practice. The feature distinguishing consolidating from the

preceding cognitive processes (i.e., comparing, generating, or

metacognitivelv examining cognitive procedures) is that teachers

expected that students must already have comprehended lesson

content prior to consolidating it. In contrast, the cognitive

operations discussed earlier were intended to promote

comprehension per se.

There were two components of consolidating. One was simple

rehearsal. A second was to practice procedures for retrieving

informat7on based on cues similar to those presented In the

lesson. This produced either verbatim recall or transfer

depending on whether cues were the same as, or different from,

information presented in the lesson.

Teachers believed that rehearsing and practicing retrieval

strategies would increase the distinct venessof information, the

probability that information would be retained, and students'

ability to retrieve information if they were given cues. This

description is similar to contemporary theories of storage and

retrieval (e.g., Cagng, 1°78; Mayer, 1979).

Consolidating operations occurred throughout lessons.

Lehmann began one lesson by having students discuss among

themselves procedures they would Follow while working later in

small groups. In addition-to orienting students to lesson

procedures, he Intended that they would recall and rehears-ft the

skills involved in small group work. Students interviewed about

this event perceived this same cognitive operation.

Instructional stimuli cuing consolidating operations also

were used as teachers developed the content of lessons. In a

vocabulary lesson, Acton told the students to "just jump right in

after presenting the third example of a concept, intending

students to practice retrieving and applying a previously learned

rule. One student rlea.lv matched this intended cognitive

response. He knew what the rule was and said he was going

apply it again, "because we already know the process to get it."

A second student, though he knew what was intended, did not make



the cognitive response because he did not understand the rule to

he rehearsed.

As might he expected, stients' perceptions of consolidating

responses to instructional stimuli were not always all that the

teacher might have wanted. Lehmann frequently asked students to

check with partners about their understanding, sometimes as often

AS ten times during a 45minute lesson. ilis intention in one

arithmetic lesson was for students to retrieve rules and rehearse

the sequence involved in applying the parts of them. A student we

interviewed about this event understood Lehmann's intention and

felt competent in executing the consolidating processes, adding

that his first step was to select the easiest aspect of the rule

to retrieve and rehearse, thereby making the task easier.

The majority of instructional stimuli that cued consolidating

responses occurred at the end of lessons or as transitions from

recitation.to seatwork. In most situations, students understood

that they were to consolidate, though sometimes they were confused

about whether to rehearse or to practice retrieval given cues.

For example, in one lesson Anderson spent extra time reviewing,

intending that students would practice their retrieval rategi es

and highlight the differences among items. Though both students

Interviewed understood that consolidating was the objective,

neither knew how to proceed because they did not know the specific

processes to use to consolidate lesson content, This was not

always the case, however. By presenting steps in a rule very

slowly, Richmond expected students to be rehearsing each step and

improving their recall of each step by linking it with previous

parts of the rule. The student interViewed shout this event

indicated clearly that he viewed his task as practicing each step

and relating it to the preceding step.

On one occasion, Acton told his students to use a rule over

the weekend that they had developed in class. He intended

students would consolidate their strategy for retrieving the parts

of the rule and rehearse its components. One student remarked

that she understood the teacher's intention, but she would not do

It. Tn her words: -Well, T would just look at it argil then try
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And rememher it for the weekend. T don't think T would do

anything like trying to convert it or anything -- T would just -

keep in mind." A ;ecnnd student '-lid the same reaction Thus,

unless the teacher can create tasks that control whether students

;Jake consolidating responses, students may not make those

responses even when they know what to do.

DTSC11SSTON

We constructed a complicated system to represent the range of

intentions that teachers had for students' cognitive processing of

content in lessons and to reflect students' views of the cognitive

processes they perceived were intended by their teacher. This

system contains three ma or categories: orienting, operating, and

consolidating. Orienting and operating each were further divided

into three sub-categories, and these, in tu;'n were divided

further into a total of eight tertiary classifications (see Table

2). Clearly, both teachers and students in our study reported

that teachers used instructional stimuli to try to manage a large

variety of cognitive operations they believed mediated students'

learning.

The findings about teachers' and students' views of students'

cognitive processes for classroom learning have several important

implications. First, there was a noticeable lack of one-to-one

correspondence between cognitive responses teachers associated

h instructional stimuli and the cognitive operations that these

stimuli cued for students. This suggests that research using only

classroom observation schedules as the basis for generating

explanations about how teaching affects learning may distort the

ways in which these phenomena interact. Whereas observation

schedules require that instructional events'be defined as distinct

if they differ in behavioral structure, teachers and students may

treat them as functionally equivalent in terms of intended

cognitive responses. And, while some instructional stimuli may

appear superficially similar at the behavioral level, they may

produce quite different cognitive responses by students.
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Thus, army analysis of classroom Instructs,..} that does not
account for =he dynamic nature of the eogni tive mil feu will
probably di srort the phenomena of interest. In practical terms ,
if teachers c--lb not cormuuni rate clearly the rel ationshi ps between
what they arm teaching, how they are leaching, and how students
should be the -_k. ng, students' 1 earning, may not he optimal

A seconal important finding i Is that the teachers and student,-

we 1 otervi euz..d did not presume that all teaching events lead

directly to learning. Teachers used Instructional stimul i to

prepare, ori,=_nt guide, and otherwise Involve students with
information before students were to learn per se, and students
perceived slflar intended cognitive responses to instructional
stimuli. Triofar as we know, such "supportive or -preparatory"
teaching eve-I:ars have been investigated r,3rely in cl tssroom-based
research on 'teaching. Separating supportive or preparatory
instructional 1 events from those intended to produce learning
directly may be a distinction to he pursued in future research.
This d !stifle Zion al so may prove to be useful in classroom

instruction designed to help students become more deliberate iro
their use of di fferent cogni tive strategies to achieve various
goals.

Turning to tine findings about students' perceptions of
instructions 1 stirmul 1_, five sal Lent general izations emerged from

our anal yses of students' understanding of the intentions teache
tried to cotr=nuni rate during instruction by using instructional

stimuli. Fi a-st , there was a strong prohabil itv that students

would not ac urately perceive a teacher's instructional stimuli
that signal students to use orienting operat tons . This occurr
especial ly teachers attempted to promote affective states I

students . a lesser extent , mismatches of this kind al so_

occurred wh teachers used procedural cues to on ent students t
using exterre-al ma. erial s to support learning, or toward cogni

Verat ions car storing content. The basic feature character-171R

these irtcon rui ti es between teachers' intenti ons and students'

perceptions of appropriate cogni tive responses was that students

misperceivedg the immediacy of operating, on content or the natur,---



of the cogni ti ve product to he created. Tn these events, students
focused on oroce .szsi ne, the content in the {mediate task rather
thorn n7-7 the renchPr intended, towerd affective grates

nr content to he presented 1 ater.

A ma ior feature of students' cogni tive responses to
Instruc ti on was that the cl arity with which they perceived the

teachers' intent -7._ ons in instructional stimuli often was inversely

proportional to the amount of information which students had to
cognitively process. ??hen the focus was a macroscopic unit of
content, such as a rule or a complicated cognitive operation,
there was considerabl e variability in the accuracy of students'

perceptions of instructional stimulus. This is yet another
A f f I rm a t i on of t e principle that people have limited cognitive
capacity (see 1981). When students were not overly taxed
by the newness I12,1 compl exi tv r.r the material, they were relatively

more accurate In perceiving the teacher's intentions and reporting
that they could ticcessful 1 y carry out the cognitive operati ons

teachers common{ .ateri via instructional stimuli
There is an important qualification to this finding that

constitutes a third salient Feature of students' cognitive lives
In the classroom sampled for this study. When students had a
uellpracti ced car automatic cognitive response to an instructional
stimulus, teachers' signal s about how students should cognitively
deal with lesson c-- tent were clearly perceived. Moreover,
students reported they fel t very adept at carrying out the
teacher's intent'; ons for cognitive processing in these
Instances _ When_ instructional events were of this type,
students seemed to have l ittle difficulty in wrestling with very
complicated cogn tive processing such as manystepped rules or
rsetacogni tive mem itoring.

A fourth ma lor finding was that the ability of students to
undertake cognitive processing that teachers signaled by
instructional st depended on their mastery of content at the
time_ When students were directed to engage in almost any
subcategory of ct-perati rig or consolidating, the extent to which

they had comprel-encled prior lesson content was a fairly good
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predictor of the accuracy wi th which i-oived the teacher's

instructional stimulus.

This finding appears paradoxica if students are ieSs able

to use a particular cognitive procosfAthat knowlt'tlgp

because they do not have that knowleJo bow (11-,: they ever acquir,-

this knowledge in the first place? AnNinted out earlier, a

particular instructional stimulus carlme differ Arent cognitive

responses for different students. 11-0101 stud ents might not use

the particular cognitive process intAided by teacher, they may

use another that produces relatively ngnivalehti t knowledge. T n

this sense, there may not always rleo4itobe a c one-to-ono

correspondence between teachers' instructional stimuli and

students' cognitive responses. SiricRinn did T-Infot collect

achievement data, we have no ground fotelaimil= ng, the cognitive

response intended by the teacher, anidm1V Chi. s cognitive

response, is the most effective ww., fnrstuder nts to learn

content. This is another reason why bture ren-search on teaching

must attend more carefully to the cognitive lit- fe of classrooms

since most current views of a teachorMiavior are rationalized in

terms of only one kind of cognitive response 1),-ay students.

The third and fourth findings itistdiscun,..-=.7sed show the

important interaction between factorsthat cogn.nitive psychological

researchers label the state of prior knowledge !=-- and the

automaticity of executing cognitive en students su

from a lack of content knowledge nevalto Pro(Dcoed with an

instructional task, their facility ait rying out complex

processing tasks cannot compensate (mtllis cieeficie'ricy because the

information to be processed is unav4ibble. T Trn this case,

attention to instructional stimuli probably

students' nitive resources are rivcstrd

ines because

building

representations of new content in -H rt'terri memory. Hence,

instructional stimuli are Unlikely robe stronrng influences on

students' learning when students havemclerdevA-Yeloped knowledge

needed as a prerequisite for the content beio- delivered in

lessons. In turn, their reports atIORteneher-es' intentions for

cognitive processing should be vaguentoff-ttLsinrget. This is wh,

we observed.

S_L
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When students have necessary levels of pri or°-- knowledge, the

automaticity with which they can carry ontengniTive strategies
rmr learnt ne al so mi ht be related to tile prohabt:L 1 itv they

accurately, perceive teachers' intentions for ther cognitions as

manifested in instructional stimuli, tustmatic c==ognitive

strategies require f ewer cognitive resov,am to xecute,
especially as regards space in working meerY. phis unused space
may he devoted to any number of tasks, cirle of which may he making
maximum use of guidance provided by instructional" stimuli. Thus,

students who have prior knowledge that finsuppot new learning
and who have automatic cognitive stratees to i-L----zdertake tasks

that promote learning should be in the 1/est poSi-ion to profit

from instructional stimuli. This, too, observed

students reporting about instruction.

Al so, when something i in the instrutIonal eivironment
rltsrirpts automatically executed cogni stratesi es, such as an
unexpected instructi onal stimulus that rigs not wit well into the
cognitive strategy, students probably wfll tepor= confusion about

the meaning of the instructional stimuluis. This hypothesis was

al so supported in our data.
The presence of automaticity in "egret's' c=igni ti ye responses

leads to a methodologi cal prohl em. Autaltte Pr%vcoductions are

generally not ava i 1 abl e to cons ciousnes4,11 wh .-ch we mean that

people are not very aware of how th y aremanipu=ating
information. We usually cannot think at the automatic
procedure when we perform it without d igloging the procedure to

some degree. Thus, stimulated recall et ho do 1 og as used in thi s

studs/ may have serious limitations for gicstiga ring automatic
cognitive procedures students use in ci ggeoom9-

indeed, such procedures may i ntrodOce a Pcirclox In some

contexts effici ent learners, those who employ au tomatic

production, may not he ahle to give ver4dical gie If reports of

their cognitive processes, whi 1 e 1 ess efficient learners may have

more access to these procedures simply ficallse they are not
automatic. Thus, the Findings reported here m -Pit be biased in
the direction of Less e f f ci ent 1 earner9. The m ore graphic
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examples of cognitive processing on the part student s in this

study may have come from those students who were less efficient_

f course, without both achievmenr data and evi dence of cognitive

processing during acquisition (i-e., hiring the netual lessons we

videotaped", this remains a spocul

These analyses and hypotheses also relate to another

distinction often made in cognitive psychology between declarative

and procedural knowledge. The former constitutes the "static"

content of memory that is representative of the structure of the

subject matter a student has learned. The latter refers to the

cognitive operations underlying the ability to perform an

intellectual task. The two kinds of knowledge are not

independent. The state of a learner's declarative knowledge will

influence the cognitive procedures that he/she will be able to

perform (Shavelson, 1981). The relationship between the two forms

of knowledge is exemplified in the data reported here by students

who were apparently unable to execute particular cognitive

processes because they had not learned prerequisite content. But

as declarative and procedural knowledge are applied over time.

both can change. Thus, the procedural knowledge that is linked to

declarative knowledge at a time (X + 1) may not be the same

procedural knowledge that served to create that declarative

knowledge at time X, In turn, older instructional stimuli that

were perceived accurately at time x may lead cognitive processing

at time X 1 if they cue inappropriate procedural

knowledge.

Finally, students appeared to be strategic in the cognitive

processing they used as they attempted to learn from teaching. On

those occasions where the, teachers did not!describe clearly their

intentions for students' cognitive processing, and even on some

occasions where teachers said they had no Ilear intentions,

students nonetheless made cognitive responses to what they

perceived to be instructional stimuli. Tlik is particularly

crucial, not only because it relates to central assumption of

the cognitive mediational paradigm, but because it suggests that

students will construct meaning for classroom activities
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re of w'huthcrthe ._Pr instructional theorist)

does. Failure to i nCnrperate t h i s student variable into research

on teaching may lead Comisrepresentations of how students learn

from teaching, theretnlimiting the completeness of theories of

teaching. Whether this mniss.10-7,-- also will limit the ability of

researchers to develWiseful P rescriptive theories of instruction

must await experimelitnlevide_ e.

A significant caveat needs to be made regarding this last

conclusion about students' stra tegioally active cognitive

processing in classraM. StiM-Tnlated recall methodology does not

test whether,participults' repo4 -rts validly reflect the events that

are being probed. Indeed, it iz a possible that participants'

responses to ques__ fiSduring s- stimulated recall are constructions

about what they migh Owe been doing or would do if gik'en another

chance. These cunstfuttions c/1-1.1s_ may not be the same as actual

cognitive processing during the event. More research is needed at

this point. Hvpothennabout tPrhese phenomena should be tested in

experiments where stlidents' strategic cognitive processes are

operationalized by 0(PriMentec*--s to become independent variables

(for example, see Wifinn& Marx, 1980; Winne, 1982 a, b). The

findings produced by nmethodology like that employed in this

study can be used to create hyPrzp-otheses for -Ruch experimental

tests, but they canoetconf rm c:wsor disconfirm these hypotheses.

This studv demo

CI C=LUSTONS

Climat students mediate instructional

events with their cognitive proz=essing, thus supporting the

cognitive mediationalPracligm a a heuristic for research on

teaching: The range eteaching studied%in this project was

limited because the cflylessonss we observed were recitation

lessons. Obviously, this sampic._,-2 of lessons does not represent the

full range of classrcnnteachin strategies. The cognitive lives

of students desct;berlhere may r---iot generalize to the diverse foorms

and settings for teaching that c==an be found in today's schools.

Nonetheless, we beliewthat the phenomena described here provide

a useful beginning fcrinvestiations of thede other settings.



Future iesearch will have to improve on our procedures for

soliciting descriptions about cognitive operations from the

teachers and students. While occasions whore a student or teacher

was eloquent and.precise in describing cognitive processing

provide support for the existence of these phenomena, it is

possible that our methodology may have overly structured these

descriptions. Although this difficulty is inherent in the

procedures for collecting and analyzing data that we used in this

study, we hope that the opportunity to improve on the precision of

our findings will stimulate further research.

Finally, it is important to 'emphasize that .this-first study

did not investigate the relations between students' perceptions of

instructional stimuli, their competence cuting associated

intended cognitive processes, learning, and teaching effectiveness

as reflected by students' achievement. This research is extended

in the three studies that follow to examine relations between

students' perceptions of instructional stimuli and their

achievement that results from instruction. This extension is

necessary for the cognitive mediational model to provide a basis

for prescriptive theories teaching; that is, statements about

the causal relations hetween teaching events and students'

learning that ought to be followed to improve education.

We are convinced from these data, our own previou s

theoretical and empirical work (Marx & Winne, 1981; Winne & Marx,

1977, 1979), and the work of other researchers in this area

(Corno, 1981; Doyle, 1980; Shavelson, 1981; Weinstein, in press)

that experiments regarding the cognitive mediational paradigm are

warranted. Such experiments must meet a number of requirements in

orde,- to test the validity and utility of a cognitive mediational

,1-amework for research on teaching.

First, instruction must be designed and delivered in such a

way that the teacher's (or vesearcher's) intentions- for students'

cognitive processing are clearly communicated to students. We had

ample'evidence from this study that when teachers hold ambiguous

intentions or when they are unable to communicate their intentions

clearly, students' thinking can vary substantially.



Second, students need to perceive the occurclIce of the

instructional stimuli that communicate these intended cognitive

responses and they have to be able to execute the appropriate

cognitive responses when they are needed. This second requirement

carries several methodological implications. Instructional

stimuli need to he salient- Students should have sufficient

practice discriminating the instructional stimuli and executing

their associated cognitive response so that these cognitive

operations can lead to efficient learning. Evidence must be L
collected that the cognitive responses are executed as intended.

Documentation providing this evidence should he constructed in

such a way that,_ logically, one would have to perform the intended

cognitive operation in order to produce the evidence, say notes in

a notebook. A final methodological implication emanating from

this second requirement is that evidence should be collected of

learners' prior knowledge of content to be learned in the study.

This relates to the declarative-procedural knowledge relationship

discussed earlier.

Third, a .program of research should show that the control of

students cognitive mediation of instruction can occur in the

'complex environment of school classrooms, as well as in the more

rarefied and controlled environment of the laboratory. This last

requirement is the acid test Of educational research, and is

particularly necessary for'research on teaching. One of the major

strengths of the process-product model of research on teaching is

that most of the empirical work took place in classrooms. While

from our vantage point findings that emerged from the process-

product model have been neither theoretically rich nor empirically

rolau-st_,=_Umhave led to recommendations and applications in

educational settings (Gage-,-1978). If the cognitive mediational

model is to supplant the processproduct model, it must

demonstrate this same utility.

The next.three chapters of this report document several

experiments concerning students' cognitive mediation of

instruction. All took place in schools, although-the first two

studies are described more accurately as laboratory studies, since
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they employed videotape analogs of teaching. The third set of

studies was a less controlled but more ecologically valid test of

the cognitive mediational model, and took place in five elementary

school classrooms over a three-month period.
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CHAPTER

Training Students to Use Strategic Responses

to Videotape Analogs of Classroom Teaching: Study



CHAPTER 3

Training Stt ents to Use Strategic*Responses

to Videotape Analogs of Classroom- Teaching

INTRODUCTION

Many mOdels of instruction assume that learners

cognitively active-and strategically purposeful as they attempt

learn from teaching, 'Following on this assumption, one of the

teacher's aims in classrooms becomes that of shaping or channeling

these cognitive prot:;esses in ways that facilitate students'

achievement. For example, a..teacher who asks a compare-and-

'contrast question probably. intends students to link two concepts,

according to the attributes they share, and to rehearse the link

between attributes ofthe concepts as they mentally answer the

n
- .question.-

.

iIt is believed that these cognitive operations help

students to store these concepts in memory in a formlappropria_

for achieving one of the teacher's edUcational objectives.

Characterizing learning from teaching in this fashion

suggests that there are two varieties of stimuli in instruction to

which learners can respond cognitively. One variety constitutes

th content to be learned, what is traditionally labeled the

a ademic curriculum. The s'eco'nd variety are that teachers

(and other media for presenting curriculum material) use' to cue

learners to use particular cognitive strategieG in order to

accomplish learning. ,These are instructional stimuli. To profit

from instructional stimuli presented a teacher, learners must

accomplish three cognitive tasl.s. 'First, they must perceive

inr,-ructional stimuli, i.e., notice their occurrence and

understand the cognitive operations or strategies the teacher

intends them to engage to facilitate learning. Second, students

-'must carry out the cognitive activities to create or manipulate

information that should' be` stored in memory as a representation of

the curriculum to be learned. Finally, they must encode this

instructionany prepared content for later retrieval, e. g., on a

test.



This analysis of tasks students must pursue to learn from

instruction identifies. two-points where instructional effects may

.be attenuated. Pirst,if instructional stimuli are net perceived,

they can- not af,eet learning Second, if instructional- stimuli

are perceived. but the learner does not carry out the cognitive

ateges they cde, intended instructional effects are less

likely to appear. Only when learners perceive and carry out the

intentions behind instructional stimuli, i.e., when the

instructional stimulus functidns t control the cognitive

processing of content as intended by. the teacher, can the"

conditions influencing of studdnts' learning be inferred

unambiguously (see Winne & Marx, 979, 1980). This often

uncontrolled variance in learners' actual use af instructional

stimuli can- account for some weaknesses of validity in current

instructional. theories- - (Winne, 1982a).

Several studies (e.g., Bassett & Ki'bler, 19751aDanser ad et

al., 1979; Winne, 1982b) have showed that students trained to

accomplish some or all three aforementioned cognitive tasks

learned mare than untrained students. This 'tidy tested. whether

elementary school studdnts could be trainedko perceive and to act

on instructional stimuli common in recitation lessons: and whether

these cognitive operations would facilitate learning.

The study proceeded in three phases. Durihg the first phase,

a random half of the students from two classroomsc eel, one in a
,

separate school, were given- ipstructi!on in identifying two

different instrucional stimuli presented in specially produced

videotaped gessons,,and in respondthg differently toteach cue wit

a proceduire that integratedoognitive and written components. As

will be described more fully,later,_the written, components.

corree.tonding _features of intended, cognitive responses that

students recbrde1 on specially prepared worksheets provided
-1-

evide'nce about the degree to which they carried out cognitive

featur a of the. complete instructi,6nal.-esponses. Then, in Phase

two, all the students tn,each of the classrooms viewed -one

videotaped lesson on -the same topic as they.had experienced during

the training phase, and took multiple-choice and essay tests on
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A
the information in that lesson. In the third phase, all the

1%tudents in each classroom viewed six lessons about a new topic

overatwo-.weekperiod-,Aand were administered multiple-choice and

achievnment tests after the sixth lesson and again two weeks

later.

METHOD

Participants

Twenty-,four 7th -grade student6 from one class in one school

and 25 7th-grade students from one class in a second school were

volunteers. Both schools serve middle-class neighborhoods in one

of. the same schdol districts4as Study I. Within each class,

studentftwere randomly assigned to a training group (n = 12 and,n

= 13) or a comparison group (n = 12 and n = 12) the

constraint that groups were approximately balance- 1-v sex.

Materials

Two curriculum units weee created, one on the study of sleep,

and one about applied psychology (see Appendix A).

The sleep curriculum was used in phases one and two of the

study. The psychology.curriculum was used in phase three. A unit

consisted of 12 segments, each of which presented two concepts.

Each concept' was defined by two attributes. One defining

attribute was common to both concepts in a segment. Each concept

also lied a second attribute which was unique to that concept. For

example, the segment on circadian rhythms in the sleep curriculum

defined (1) the concept of bodily rhythms as (a) relating to

aYstems of the body, and (h) having cycles about 24 hours long;

and (2) the condept of psychological rhythms as (a) relating to

people's behavio,- And (b) having cycles about 24 hours long.

Accompanying each segment, -a text overview gave the title of

the segment plus a short descriptive paragraph about the

informatiom to_be presented. This paragraph introduced the label

for each concept preSented in the segment. Also, all students

received a worksheet for each segment. It presented the title of

the-segment and fbr each of the two concepts in the segment: the

concept label; the two defining attributes; and two short examples
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of he concept, each of which contained representations of the two

defining attiibutes.

Videotapes were prop

about a ih segment. Th.=

Marxi Teterbon, Stayrc-

lesson inVolvin a tr.,

presentatfoe of two es

our students were taught

ripted (as-in Clark :Gage,

to ht' a commoty recd tat i on

Acher and student

teacher que-stiona and

elaborative feedbncl, -,gar rtor.r a' answers, and a summary

(see Appenatx 131. Thr i lok stimuli were embedded

within} the- teaclilnr: 'gm, nt. Two of these were inten

he functionally 10 va o-4 sfor learners to engage ina get

of-cognitive and wt- ce aer p-'idns we labeled the consolidating

response (leOcribed en; A-;ning). The third instructional,

stimulus cued tuder t,1 1 gage a set of cognitive and behavioral

acttvitfee labeled the compare- and - contrast response (also

'described under Training).

Tratni ng

rview. Students assigned to the treatment ,group were

trained tb perceive instructional stimuli that signaled them- to

carry out cognitive and behavioral operations. The instructional

stimulus that cued consolidating responses to instruction was a

teacher statement or question concerning students' mastery of the

denning attributes of a concept such as, -Make sure you

understand the key features of bodily circadian rhythms" or -Ts

that really clear now?" The complete instructional response to

this instructional stimulus consisted of both cognitive and

written operations: (1) mentally rehearsing each defining

-attribute two times :(2) reading and analyzing the first example

on the worksheet to locate representations of each defining

attribute, (3) circling the words in the example that represented

each attribute and (4) drawing a line, to connect the circled

material with its corresponding defining attribute. Two

consolidating responses were cued per segment, one for each of the

two'concepts.

These same students also were trained to make compare-and-

contraetresponses%to an instructional, stimelus that. directed the0
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to consider the shared attribute and the unique attributes of the

two concepts in each segment. An example of this instructional

stimulus is the question, "D'oyou see how bodily rhythms and

psychological rhythms are the genie and 8ifferent?" The cognitive

and behWioral components students were to engage as a response to

tbirs instructional stimulus involVed a sequence of four taskl:

(1) *tempt to'retripve from emory the defini.ng attributes of

each ,concept., or find them of ctir morksheerif this fails; (2)

mentally-idgntify which attribge is shared by the two concepts

and which ere unique to.them: (3) place an "co" an the worksheet

'beside the attribute shared by both concepts and,an "x" beside the

attributes unique to each con6ep; and (4) mentally create an

answer to the Compare-and-contrast question implied or stated in

the instructional stimulus.

Training groin. A random half of students in each classroom

were trained to identify instructional stimuli during the

videotape presentation of a segment and to carry out the cognitive

and behavioral operations constituting instructional responses to

these cues! Training occurred in five 32 -41 minute sess'ons (M

37 minutes) distributed evenly over two weeks. The firs ten

segments of the 12-segment sleep curriculum were used for

training. The general procedure for training, which took place in

one group per classroom, was as follows.

First, as the videotape was played,'the'trainer identified

the first occurence of an instructional stimulus. The tape was

stopped and the components of the instructional response were

described and demonstrated., Following-this, a test, item was

presented and the trainer described how the instructional response

consisted of applying the same cognitive operations to the similar .

content in order to answer the test item. Consolidating responses

were related to multiple-choice items that required students to

analyze an example of a concept as they had to do on the

worksheet. Compare-and-contrast responses were related to essay

items asking. students to produce an answer describing similarities

and differences between the two concepts in a segment.

Next, students watched the videotape and'were cued by the
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°trainer when the instructional stimu as del iver,ci. The

students then attempted the instructional response. The trainer
.proviaed corrective feedback on this attempt after students

answereda test question about the content just manipulated

according to the cognitive-plus-behavioral response strategy.

Then the test item was reviewed and the trainer reiterated how it

could be answered by using:the cognitive tomponents of the

instructional response associated with the instructional stimulus.'

Similar practice and feedback continued for the remairing

segments. Consolidating responses were introduced on the first

day of training and practiced thereafter. Compare-and-contrast

responses were introduced on the third day of training and

practiced on that day and the fourth day. The following sections

provide a detailed description of each training session delivered

.to the two training groups by a single drainer. Appendix C

presents the scripts used by the trainer to deliver each. training

session.-

The objectives for the first training session were to:

.train students to discriminate the instructional stimulus for

consolidate instructional responses .g, "Make sure you

understand about hypersomnia."): (2) introduce and train s udents

to carry out the intended cognitive components for consolidating

information; (3) train students to provide observable written

indicators corresponding to their cognitive activities: and (4)

motivate students to carry out both the cognitive and behavioral

operations by showing them the link between these activities and

multiple-choice items that they would take on later achievement

tests.

The session began with a general introduction to the

experiment and a description of the procedures that would be

followed over the remaining sessions of training. Specifically,

students were told that videotaped lessons would be shown to them,

and that the trainer would instruct them in ways to think and take

notes that would promote learning the information taught in the

lessons. They were informed that they would have opportunities to

practice a thinking strategy, and that they would answer test
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ems dilring training that were based on the Information presented

in the videotape. They also were told that they would see two

short "lessons" (i e., segements), per day on the videotape, and

were strongly encouraged to imagine that they were in the

classroom in which the videotape had been made.

Following this introduction, the students read the overview

of the first segment on sleep. At this time, they also were
(

reminded that when they Finished the reading, they-should imagine'

that they were in the classroom displayed on the videotape they

'would watch next. At a point in the videotape when the teacher

aid, "So is it clear what ',mean by bodily rhythms?", the trainer

stopped the videotape, and pointed out the instructional stimulus

to students.. He described that it was a'signal the teacher was

giving to tell students to think in a special way. The trainer

then referred the students bri the worksheet corresponding to the

concept referenced by the teacher's instructional stimulus. The

cognitive components of the consolidate response were then

described to them, and the trainer modelled for the students how

and what-they should be thinking by talking aloud through the

procedure. The trainer then described the behaVioral indicator of

this cognitive strategy by referring students to another worksheet

on,which one half of the written response had been drawn in for

students (i.e., circling the words in the example that represented

one of the concept's defining attritutes, and connecting that

circle with the attribute priAted on the worksheet; see Appendix
e

C), Foilowing.this first-introduction, the trainer reviewed the

entire.sequence'of instructional stimulus, intended cognitive,

response, and behavioral indicator.

For the next worksheet, corresponding to the second concept,

this same procedure was followed except that students were

required to -answer a multiple-choice test item immediately after

the videotape had been stopped and'before.the trainer discussed

the intended .cognitiye response and the written indicators of

cognitive operations to be recorded on the worksheet, As the

worksheet was discussed, the-trainer pointed out the parallels

between the cognitive operations students were to carry out during
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teaching and thft thinking they needed to do to answer the

muJtiple-eloice question they 1iad lust taken. Following this
desarlption, the trainer told udents to turn to the multiple-

choice item and described for,t em.exactly how the intended

cognitive response helped them answer this kind of question.

These descriptions were intended to provide an incentive for

students to. use the cognitive response during teaching. The

answer to the,multiple-chofce question was then provided to

students.

Tn the second lesson (corresponding to the second segment

the sleep curriculum) presented on this First day of training,

students were given an opportunity to'practice the intended

cognitive response and written indicators. This was followed by

feedback from the trainer concerning the correctness of what

students had circled in the examples.they analyzed on the

worksheet, and further description.about how using the intended

cognitive response would help students answer the test item

correctly:

The second training session began with an overview of the

consolidate intended cognitive response and behavioral indicators

that had been trained in the first session,. Students were

reminded that doing these activities would help them.answer

multiple-choice test items like those they had experienced in the

preceding session. They were further reminded to try to imagine

that they were. right in the classroom" they Were seeing on the

videotape. As well,'the trainer reminded them specifically of the

kinds of instructional: stimuli the teacher on the videotape used

to signal them to engage in the cognitive and behavioral

operations desCribed earlier.

Following this introduction, the training session folloWed

6ssentiallii the same routinCes the preceding one except that the

videotape was not inter*i'upted when the Instructional stimulus was

delivered. This required the students to respond wiclirn a shorter

time span, as they would have to do in all subsequent training

sessions and in later phases of the study. Tn this session, none

of the worksheets that students used.had been marked previoudly to
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illustrate the behavioral indicators for the consolidate intended

cognitive response..

The trainer began, the third training s ssion by'reviewing the

entire sequence of instructional stimulus, ntended cognitive

response and behavioral indicator,, phis th; releVandeof the

intended cognitive response for correctly nswering multiple-

choice quiz items.

Following this introduction, the vid otape was played, and

students responded- to the consolidate ins ructional stimulus as in

session two. When the instructional stimulus for making a

compare-and-contrast response appeared -g., "Do you see the,

difference-between dreams you tend to _ember and dreams you tend

to forget ? ")., the trainer stopped the tape. He described what the

instructional stimulus was and illustrated the intended cognitive

response by talking through the - cognitive operations the teacher

intended students to use when ha provided this instructional

stimulus. Students were next shown the behavioral indicator for

this intended cognitive_ response_ Then the trainer had students

turn to the next page of their booklet on which an ideal answer

had been written for an essay question that asked students to

compare and contPhst these two concepts. The trainer explained

.how this second intended cognitive response would be helpful in

answering short essay questions that reqUired students to compare

and contrast two of the-concepts presented in the lesson4 After

this introduction, students responded to the multiple-choice item

that was associated with content, referred to by the preceding ,

consolidate instructional stimulus. Then, they received feedback

shout their behavioral indicators connected with this

instructional response and about their answers to thil multiple-

choice test item.

Students were then shown the next part of the videotape and

told to practice looking for both types of instructional

stimuli. The videotape was not interrupted for the instructional

stimulus, intended cognitive resporfse, and behavioral indicators

associated with the consolidate strategy. It was stopped

momentarily (approximately 30 seconds) following delivery of the

95,
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compare-and-contrast instructional stimulus to allow students time

to carry out the newer intendesi cognitive response and behavioral

components this stimulus signaled. Following:this part of the.

videotape, students responded to the muOtiple7choice item drawn

frofi this second part of the videotape. Another compare-and-

contrast essay question and its ideal answer were analyzed in

terms of how the compare-and-contra-st intended cognitive response

would help students answer these kinds of questions. Then both

types of behavioral indicators students had marked on their

worksheets for.. the second part of videotape were reviewed

while the trainer prOvided feedback. Finally the answers to.the

multiple-choice question were reviewed as the trainer reiterated- ,

how making the consolidate intended coonitive response should help

students answer this type question.

The objectives for the fourth training session were to have

students continue to-practice identifyinehoth types of

instructiohal stimuli, making both types of intended cognitive

responses, and providing the behavioral Indicators associated with

each intended cognitive response. This :session began with the

trainer reminding students to Imagine they were actually in the

classroom they were seeing. Then, students read the overview,

watched the videotape,'respondea'to the essay _and multiple-choice

test qbestions, (in that order to avoid providihg information for

the essay answer `in the multiple choice item) received feedback on

their behavioral indicators, and, then received feedback about

their answers eo the test questions. During this last activity,

the trainer emphasized how -making the intended cognitive responses

during the lesson would' enhance students' performance an both

types of test items.

In the fifth and last session ai ning, students were

.given another opportunity to practice.all of the skills they had

' been taught in the preceding sessions. Students read the

overview, ,watched the videotape,-,answered thti test questions,

received feedback' on their behavioral, indicators for the two types

of intended cognitive responses, and anAlyzed.their answers to the

test questions in ter their intended cognitive responses.



The trainer again tressed that making the intended cognitive

responses should help them get better scores on achievement tests,

and that students had to pay close attention to the teach ng

displayed on the videotape.

Comparison group. A second diner provided the remaining

half of students in each class with exactly the same materials

(videotapes, worksheets, and test items). Students in thege

groups did not receive training to identify instructional stimuli

in the videotaped lessons or to make instructional responses and

the associated behavioral indicators for these cognitive

operations. Otherwise, all other events were the same, including

the amount of time they spent viewing the videotapes and'

discussing the topics (range = 31 to 41 minutes, M = 35.5

minutes),

Instruments

Aptitude. TWo weeks before training, all students were

administered a-standardized vocabulary test (Cognitive Abiliti

Test, Thorndike & Hagen, 1971) to gauge verbal ahility..,

Use of intended nitive r- nse. Two measures of the

effects of training were obtained two days after the last training

session (session 5). Both were based on the remaining two

segments of the sleep curriculum. ,A consolidate score and a

compare-and-contrast score were obtained by examining the way

trained students marked their worksheets as they had been

taught. These scores were assumed to reflect students' use of the

intended cognitive response components of the complete

instructional response. The basis for this assumption is as

follows.

For the consolidate instructional response, we reasoned that
!

a student must analyze the way the attribute:` of a concept are

represented in the e ample provided on the worksheet in order to

circle the words that represent those attributes. Then, in order

draw a line that connects this circled material to the

statement of an attribute, the student must read, the attribute

verify that a proper connection is being drawn. This act of

reading is equivalent to rehearsing the attribute.
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.-The links between the cognitive and the written components of

the compare -and contrast instructional response are more

tenuous. For the student to mark the concepts' attributes

_correctly, the attributes must be read. As before, this

constitutes at least one rehearsal of the attributes. As well, to

identify the two concepts'- shared attributes, a mental judgment of

similarity must be made. ,Thlremaining two cognitive components

of the compare-and-contrast intended cognitive response are not

clearly reflected in the behavioral indicators of this

instructional response. Students who followed our training would

have made a mental judgment of dissimilarity to mark the two

concepts' unique attributes. However, an alternative to this

intended cognitive activity is to mark the remaining attributes

without making this judgment or even reading them, since they must

be- the unique attributes by elimination'. There no behavioral

indication in our data that students complied with the remaining

cognitive component, namely, mentally framing an answer to a

compare-and-contrast question. We can only assume that students

were motivated to carry out this activity because they were shown

how it would transfer to the short essay test items.

The same kinds of scores were obtained from the worksheets

students had available for the psychology curriculum which was

delivered over four consecutive days (Monday-Thursday of the

following week). The 12 curriculum segments were presented on.

videotape, partitioned into three segments per day.

Achievement- An eight-item multiple-choice test and a two-

item essay test provided scores describing students' achievement

on these last two segments of the sleep curriculum (see Appendix

D). A 24-item multiple-choice test and a four-item essay test

(Appendix D) based on the psychology curriculum were administered

on Friday, the day after all of the students had viewed the last

three segments of the psychology curriculum. The multiple choice

and essay tests'for the psychology curriculum were readministered

to all students two weeks later.

For-both the sleep and psychology achievement tests, essay

were given first in a separate booklet and collected before
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the multiple- choice items were given out. As each student

finished the essay items, he/she raised his/her hand, at which

time the tester collected the essay exam booklets and distributed

the multiple-choice test booklet.

Scoring_procedures. For the consolidate score, one point was

awarded if the student encircled the part of the example'. that

represented a concept's attribute and drew a line connecting the

circle to the attribute listed on the worksheet. Both the circle

and the line had to be present and unambiguous for credit to be

awarded. Two points were possible for each concept (one for each

of the two attributes), four points"for each segment (two concepts

with two attributes each). For the sleep posttest, the maximum

consolidate score was eight because there were two segments for

which behavioral indicator .data were available. For the

psychology curriculum, the maximum consolidate score was wfB

because there were 12 segments for which behavioral indicator data

were collected.

The compare-and-contrast behavioral indicator score was

derived by awarding one point for indicating which of the

attributes for the two concepts in a segment were the same, and

one point for indicating the two attrbutes that were unique. In

the latter case, the unique attributes for each of the two

concepts had e clearly indicated. Thus, there were two

possible pones for each segment, one each for indicating the
1

shared and the unique attributes: For the sleep curriculum, the

maximum score was Four (2 segments x 2 points); for the psychology

curriculum the maximum score was 24 (12 segments x 2 points).

Multiple-choice items were scored as either correct or

incorrect. The number of items correct served as the multiple-

choice test score.

Seven different scores were recorded for each essay item.

The first two scores for an item each had a possible value of zero

Or one. These two scores indicated whether the unique attribute

of each of the two concepts had been retrieved correctly. The sum

of these two scores for each item aggregated over the two essay

items was calculated.to produce the attributes recalled scale.

Scores on this scale thus ranged from zero to eight.
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The third score indicated the degree to which the similarity

between the two concepts had been specified correctly. This score

was zero, one, or two. One was given if the idea of a similarity

was mentioned, and two was given for correct specification of the

similarity, i.e., describing the shared attribute. Zero indicated

no recall or completely incorrect recall.

The fourth score ranged in value from zero to three and

referred to the correct specification of the difference between

the two concepts. A score of one was given if the idea of a

difference was mentioned. Another point was given for correctly

linking each unique attribute to its concept label when

identifying the difference between the two concepts. The sum of

these third and fourth scores for each item aggregated over the

two essay items was calculatecito produce the compare-and-contrast

scale. Scores on this scale could range from zero through twelve.

The fifth score, having a value of zero or one, awarded a

point for including an example or elaborative incidental content.

The sixth and seventh scores reflected two types of errors.

One type of error was an interchange of attributes across

function, that is, referring similarity as a difference.

second type of error was an interchange of attributes across

The

concepts, that is, defining one concept from a segment using the

unique attribute of the second concept in that segment, or either.=

attribute of a concept in another segment. Each of these scores

had possible values of zero or minus one.

The sum of all these scores produced a total score for each

essay that could range from zero to eight. For the sleep

curriculum,, aggregating all seven of the scores on the two -item

test produced a total essay scale with a range from zero to 16.

Total essay scores could range from zero to 32 for the four-item

psychology essay test. (A detailed scoring manual for the essay

tests is provided in Appendix E.)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For all following analyses, the original sample reduced to

37 (1-6 total in the trained group, 21 total in the comparison
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group). The joint criteria for inclusipn in the analyses was-that

students had to be present for the ,achievement. tests on the sleep

curriculum, the, four days when the psychology curriculum was

presented, the immediate posttests- on the psychology curriculum,

and the delayed psychology achievement tests.

,Cav-eats

It is' essential o stess hat several aspects of

interpretations of the multiple regression analyses reported below

musttbe considered very tenuous. First, it is reasonable td raise

he,question of what population is supposedly represented by the

samples we were able to work with in thl-S proiec_ Second, the

representativeness of whatever population these samples describe

is limited by the small sample sizes we used in order to carry out

the very labor-intensive treatments. _Third, the stability of all

statistics based on these small samples is doubtful. Although we_

follow conventions about reporting probabilities of type I errors

common in research on teaching, we strongly advise against placing

too much faith 'tat _tical significance." Overall, we

encourage that these analyses be taken as descriptive of the

groups we worked with and the processes we explored rather than as a

strongly probabilistic basis for inferences about effects in a

population.

The third problem, instability, warrents special

mention whenever aptitude - treatment interactions are reported

because of the extremely small numbers of cases on which separate

regression slopes depend. In many of these, - instances, especially

in the analyses described later for Study IV, such interactions

probably reflect the influence of only a handful of students. We

have reported these analyses, however, because the effects that

were observed merit consideration in future research.

Nonetheless, we do not claim that these results are robust.

'Replication studies need to.be undertaken to explore the results

we present, and thereby test the speculations we offer here.

Can Students be Trained to Make Intended Cognitive Responses.

The worksheets students had available during the

instructional sessions were scored to reflect their use of the
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consolidate and the compare -and- contrast responses. There would

be no reason to expect students in the comparison group to exhibit

written indicators on their worksheets of having made these two

kinds of cognitive responses to the instructional stimuli

presented in the videotaped teaching. In fact, this the case

for both the sleep and the psychology curricula.

Students in the groups trained to use these intended

cognitive responses and to reflect their cognitive operat ns on

their worksheets generally did so (see Table 3). For the sleep

curriculum, trained students correctly executed, on average, seven

of eight indicators of consolidating, and all'students scored

perfectly on the compare-and-contrast behavioral indications.

Transfer of this strategy to the psychology curriculum for trained

students was successful. 9n average, they used about three out Of

a possible four behavioral indicators of consolidating per

segoient, and they were nearly perfect at providing indicators for

the compare -and- contrast cognitive operations.

Another measure of transfer of training is the correlation

between the behavioral indicator scores for trained students

across the curricula. This was .44 (p .03) for the consolidate

scores. The seemingly low value is partly attributable to a

restricted range of scores frcm the sleep curriculum. No

correlation can be calculated for the compafe-and-con ast scores

because there was no variance for these scores on the sleep

curriculum.

Interestingly, the correlation between consolidate scores and

compare-and-contrast scores for the psychology. curriculum was -.

(p =- .01). We have no hypothesis about why this inverse relation

appeared.

Overall, then, these results provide evidence that students

Can he trained to make cognitive responses to instructional

stimuli in accord with a teacher's or researcher's intentions.

-Moreover, students also can provide oOservable indications of

whether they actually use these cognitive responses during

instruction. The short-term transfer of these skills was
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TABLF

Means, Standard Deviations, and Maximum Scores for Behavioral
Indications of Tntended Cognitive Resvonses

Study IT
for Trained Students

Curriculum Consolidate Compare-an -Conr,rast

Sleep

Psychology

1 Si

14.13 (48)

4.00

0.00

22.78

1.70

(4)

(24)

Note: Upper numbers are means, lowV numbers are
Numbers in parentheses are maximum scores. .
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demonstrated here, but we believe that long -term transfer almost

surely would rquir otue kind of suqtained practice coupled with

an environment that provided incentives for students to maintain

these responses to teaching. This need is implied by the decrease

in trained students' use of these skills during the psychology

curriculum, particularly with reg to the consolidate

'instructional response.

How Do Intended Cognitive Responses Relate Achievement?

17 gauge the relation between students' use of intended

cognitive responses and-achievement, correlations were computed

between behavioral indicator scores and achievement scores for

trained students (see Table 4). No statistically reliable

relationships were observed among the psychology behavioral,

indicator scores and psychology achievement scores (p e- .10).

(Recall that correlations involving the sleep consolidate scores

or either psychology intended cognitive response scores-are

attenuated due to- restricted ranges.) In sharp contrast and

despite the possibility of attenuated variance, the behavioral

indgator.scoKes for consolidate responses in the sleep curriculum

show moderate positive and fairly consistent relationships with

all measures of achievement.

This finding is baffling. Among trained students, those who

displayed more behavioral indicators (and presumably employed the

intended cognitive response more frequently) while viewing the two

videotaped lessons upon which the sleep achievement tests were

based, tended to have higher scores on all three essay scales and

one of the three multiple- choice scales. Yet this relationship

did not hold for behavioral indicators completed during the

psychology curriculum. Recall that the correlation between

consolidate score% across the curricula was only .44. While this

low to moderate correlation may be an artifact of attenuated

variance, also possible that students' use of intended

cognitive responses did not transfer optimally from the sleep

curriculum to the psychology curriculum. it may have been the

case that the more capable learners acquired the intended
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TABLE 4

Correlations among Behavioral Indicator Scores and
Achievement for Trained Students

Study IT

AchievemegX Measures

Behavioral Indicators

Sleep

Consol

Psychology

Compare- Compare-
and- and-

ate contrast Cons_ tdate contrast

Sleep

Multiple-choice 24

Attri.bues recalled 43*

Compare-and-contrast 50*

Total essay 36

Psychology

Multiple-choice 57* 35 08

Attributes recalled 52* 30 00

Compare-and-contrast 57* 13 16

Total essay 59* - 20 10

Delayed Psychology

Multiple-choice 20 -14 16

Attributes recalled 60* - 22 21

Compare-and-contrast 57* 10 33

Total essay 60* 12 25

Note: No correlations can be calculated involving Sleep compareand-
contrast indicator scores because of zero variance on this
measure. Decimals have been omitted on correlations.

.05, two-tailed
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cognitive response during training and then failed to use it, or

perhaps failed to record behavioral indicators of their cognitive

responses to instryctional stimuli during the psychology

curriculum. However, without data regarding individual

differences s-in aptitude that describe- attention to instructional

stimuli and perception of intended cognitive responses, this

interpretation remains speculative.

Do-Intended Co ni'tive" Responses Enhance Learning from Instruction?

To test the relative influence on achievement of training

students to make intended cognitive responses, comparisons were

made to the group of untrained students.

A backward selection multiple-regression procedure) was used

to make- this Comparison. The backwarld,selection procedure begins

by entering all possi6le predictors in the regression equation .p

one °set, And then removes predictors indiktidually if they fail to

meet a predefined criterion. The criterion used here was that

residualized predictors were removed from the multiple regression

equation if the F-statistic testing the proportion of variance

accounted for by a predictor had a type T error exceeding .10.

Tbus, this regression analysis retains only residualized

predictors that account for a statistically reliable (at p .10)

portion of variance in the dependent variable. Moreover, this

procedure has the property that, following the elimination of all

statistically unreliable predictors, the remaining predictors are

mutually residualized for one another, thereby making them

Throughout this report, we will refer to predictors that remain
in regression equations by the name given them in their respective

sections that describe the methods for each experiment. We adopt

this practice for simplicity of expression. It must be remembered

that the correspondence is not perfect between the operational
definitions of variables that yield raw data and the statistically
defined residual variables contained in a regression equation (see

Winne, 1483c). In other words, the construct which we imply by

using a label for a variable's operational definition is not

isomorphic to the construct reflected by a variable's label after

the raw data are residualized in the process of doing a multiple

regression analysis. Resources and practical constraints
prohibited us from following procedures Winne recommended that

might have lessened the potential difficulties entailed by this

lack of correspondence.
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orthogonal. To express the extent to which each residualized

predictor accounts for variance in the dependent variable, we

report squared part (or semipartial) correlations. These are

correlations between the predictor, as residualized in the context

of other predictors remaining in the regression equation at the

point where no other predictors can he removed according to the

statistical criterion (p. 4- 10), with r'aw scores on the dependent

variable.

Three major categories of predictors were-entered at the

first step in backward selection reg'ression analyses. One was

a measure of the students' verbal ability, their vocabulary score

deviated about the grand mean. The second category of predictors

consisted of two effects-coded vectors. One compared the trained

and comparison groups, and the other contrasted the two classrooms

from the two schools in this study. For the comparison of

experimental groups, the group that received training was coded

and the comparison group was coded -1. The contrasts between

schools cannot he given any particular meaning because we do not

have sufficient information regarding the qualities that

differentiate them. However, such variance can represent

educationally important effects on learning. Also, leaving

variance due to schools in the residual mean square would reduce

statistical power and confound reliable variance with error

variance. Thus, the contrast between schools was included to

redude the residual mean square in the regression analyses,

thereby increasing statistical power for the tests contrasting the

training and comparison groups. A third category of predictors

were aptitude -group interaction terms created by multiplying the

vector representing vocabulary and the effects-coded vectors.

Twelve separate analyses were done, one corresponding to each

of four types of achievement (multiple-choice, attributes recalled

in the essay items, compare-and-contrast statements in the essay

items, and total essay score) for the sleep curriculum, the

immediate posttests on the psychology curriculum, and the delayed

psychology tests.
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Descriptive statistics are displayed in Table 5. The results

of the regression analyses and effect sizes for differences

between groups (difference between adjusted means divided by the

square root of the residual mean square from the regression

analysis) are presented in Table 6 Croup differences are

repOrted if they describe effects. that would be statistically

reliable at least ten times per hundred comparisons (p c. .10).

More than traditional allowance for type i error was adopted here

for exploratory purposes and to increase statistical power.

Training students to make cognitive responses we intended

them to make during instruction had some benefits, particularly on

the essay te -_forthe sleep-. curriculum, but there clearly were

no large and consistently positive effects. The effect size

statistics indicate that an average student from the comparison

group (at the 50th percentile) who received training would have

increased scores, relative to the comparison group distribution,

on the sleep attributes recalled scale to the 68th percentile, on

the sleep compare and contrast scale to the 70th percentile: and

on the psychology multiple-choice test to the 60th percentile. No

reliable aptitude-treatment interactions were observed. While

there are several statistically reliable differences between

schools and aptitude-school interactions, these do not lend

yes to any useful interpretation as explained earlier.

reasonable to question whether students who

participated in training to make intenders cognitive responses but

who failed to manifest these behaviorally while studying the

psychology curriculum should be distinguished from those who

participated and evidenced consistent use of these cognitions (as

indicated by the behavioral indicator scores). The general

absence of statistically reliable relations between behavioral

indicator scores and achievement scores (see Table 4) suggests

that selecting students for their performance levels on behavioral

indicators of intended cognitive responses would not alter the

direction of the preceding findings. Tn addition, the behavioral

indicator scores on the sleep curriculum clearly show that all the

students had mastered the cognitive operations they harr been

taught.
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Deviatien,ti: and Corr

TABLES

Li Among Vocabulary and Achievement Variables
Stedv II

941 4 5 10 11 2

21.63 1 4.62 7o 50 31 39 37 62 52 45 52 44 49 49 51

22.62 4-.7a

5.50 2.10 71 51 62 63 57 411 59 56 49 44 55 53

5.76 1.87
3. Sleep Attribv-4 Fe:4.3110d 4.13 2.16 84 87 95 65 45 44 50 63 52 50 53

2.95 2.56

6.06 0.42 67 93 62 56 61 65 62 59 54 53

4.67 2.50

10.25' 4.64 78 68 53 54 60 64 59 60 62

8.29 4.78

17.50 2.59 85 71 55 69 87 70 63 71

16.43 4.11

7. PLy,,hDIOTI Attrit,.vIes Recalled 5.13 -3.12 00 87 93 M2 84 al 85

41i14 3.68

Psychlogy Ca,0-7cd-contrast 9.13 6.71 78 96 61 72 85 80

4.29 4.23

9. Psycholc9y To-31 14.44 11.81 85 72 78 87 85

7.25 9.00

10. 04LEivi.4 17.50 2.61, 88 70 68 73

1.6.48 4.01

11. Delayed Attribte5 Accalle9. 4.56 3.42 85 87 95

4.10 3.73

12. Delayed Compare-amd-Cor.tra5t 7.06 4.43 80 97

7.24 4.16

13. Delayed Total EBSaY 12.06 7.60 87

12.19 7.87

1 upper nomEJera descr,ibe the trolned grOup (6w18): lower numbers describe the comparison group (4.21). Means

are onadjusted for vocabulary,
2 Alpha reliability coefficients are displayed in the diago1. Oecioale are omitted in these and the corre-

lations.
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Dependent Var I a h1 Predi ctnrn Flt' yarigne

Ps voho1 oqv net a sod

Mot t I p1 e oho I ce Total equation 11.70 .10

Vocahul Arl=" .16 .57 .17

School -2.20 .15

Constant (16.66) 14.27

r l hut. s recalloa 7 .r tiilatfOn 11.33 ,_01 .77

VOC,1b,IlarV 1.17 ...01 .75

Constant ( 4,10) 8.13 ..01

Compare-and-vontrast Total ennatfon 7.57 s.01 .77

Vocabulary .17 7.30 .01 .11

Vocal) g School -.28 -1.79 .08 .06,

Constant ( 6.5141 11.42 s.01

sqav Test Total egnatIon 17.15 -.ni 24

Vocabulary 1.52 ,.01 .26

COnatnnt 12.14 11.07 s.01

1 F-atatfstfcs reported for the regreaafon equation containing all predictors
remaining in the equatIon .101: t-nratistica are reported for each
nrel!otor's slop_ toefc!cfent.

7 The figure reported for the total equation is R2 adlunted f
Statistics associated with each predictor nre sauared part (or semipartial)

Correlations.

r brinkage.

1 Effect sizes are not reported for predictors involeine differences between schoOlg
beeaune we have no way to meaningfully interpret these differences.
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A number of possible interpretations of these result: can he

offered. One interpretation focuses on the effects of the

perceptual components of the training, assuming there was little

impact on the cognitive strategy component. Training students tc

perceive the intended cognitive responses associated with

instructional stimuli has little transferable impact on students'

learning. Thus, it could be claimed that the perceptual training

to attend to instructional stimuli increased the salience of

content taught during the sleep curriculum, setting the stage for

trained students to use whatever cognitive strategies they had

developed prior to training on content that was easier to identify

as important. As a result, the students developed more elaborate

networks in long term memory for the sleep content. This aided

them in the relatively frame recall retrieval task -fife essay

test. But for the recognition -task on the multiple choice test,

the more elaborate semantic networks of the trained students did

not provide them with an advantage vis a via the comparison

group. This difference in performance in free recall versus

recognition tasks has been documented numerous times in research

on long term memory (Anderson, 1980).

A similar explanation of the results can he given'focusing on

the cognitive strategy training. It is possible that the

perceptual training was inconsequential, but that the cognitive

strategy training was successful.- Thus learhing the content

taught in the final two sleep segments, the trained students

employed the cognitive strategies that we had taught them, leading

to more elaborate semantic networks. However, if perceptual

training was inconsequential, the cognitive strategy may have been

used at times throughout the lessons that were not cued

specifically by the instructional stimuli. From here the

explanation parallels the j :evious one, namely, that tram -:

students developed relatively more. elaborate networks

information but did so under their. own guidance rather than taking

cues from instructional stimuli.

Neither of these explanations adequately deals with the lack

of transfer of scores the behavioral indicators observed
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during presentation of the psychology curriculum. Again, however,

the lack of correspondence between the frequency of use of the

cognitive strategy and achievement in psychology is puzzling. One

explanation is that the use of the cognitive strategy with the

psychology curriculum was not helpful. But if so, why were there

positive and statistically reliable correlations between

behavioral indicator scores and achievement on the tests for the

sleep curriculum when the structure of these two curricula was

same? It may be that different students used the behavioral

indicators more frequently on the two curricula as suggested by

the correlation between the two behavioral indicator scores

(r =.44). Some individual differences construct other than verbal

ability may account for these results. We have found in another

study (Marx, Winne, 45 Howard, 1982), however, that at least the

cognitive style constructs of fielddependence-independence and

locus-of-control appear to be unrelated to children's ability to

perceive and execute a teacher's intentions for students'

cognitive processing. These two constructs, then, could be

eliminated as candidates.

CONCLUSIONS

Further consideration of these results will be taken up

following the results of the next study which paralleled many

features of this one.
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CHAPTER 4

Further Questions about Students' Responses to

Teaching in Varying Analog Settings: StUdy rut
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CHAPTER 4

Further Questions about Students' Responses

Teaching in Analog Settings

INTRODUCTION

The results of Study TT indicate that elementary school

students can be taught to use cognitive strategies for classroom

learning. This interpretation rests on the assumption that the

behavioral indicators represent valid traces of the cognitive

operations students were taught to apply CO information provided

on worksheets. For the purposes of Study III, as in Study II, we

'choose to interpret the data about behavioral indicators in this

manner. If one accepts this assumption, what remains to he

explored is the impact of using this cognieive strategy on

subsequent achievemeht.

In an earlier study (Winne & Marx, 1980), we found that

university students could easily learn a multi-component coggitive

s.trategv to use in response to instructional stimuli delivered in

lectures. But, when students returned to an. ecologically valid

arnins enuironment (the lecture hall) where the outcome of their

learning was important to them (namely, their final grades in an

undergraduate course), many students chose not to use the strategy

they had been trained to use, but to revert to their own

idiosyncratic cognitive responses to teaching that they had used

before we trained them in ours. In addition, use of the strategy

after only one hour of training had a detrimental effect on

learning compared with control groups.

that study, we speculated that, for many students who

tried to use the strategy we had trained, working memory capacity

was strained by the requirement that they retrieve, sequence, and

execute the components of a new cognitive strategy while they were

simultaneously attempting to attend to information being delivered

at a rapid pace in the'lecture. What these students told us in

conversations following formal data collection was that, although
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they sae mori, the cognitive Fr t ei3 we had trp,

them to use, they were not proficient enough at carrying out th3se

strategies to record in their notes all the content that was being

presented in the lecture.

There probably were two interlocking reasons for this

difficulty; The first is that we did not provide the students in

our 1980 study with nearly enough opportunity to practice the now

cognitive strategies they were to engage following the delivery of

instructional stimuli during lectures. This flaw in our

procedures resulted in low levels or perhaps oven no automaticity

in the students' ability to execute the intended cognitive

responses which they had learned in training. Thus, the cognitive

strategies we trained quite likely were not applied to concepts as

thoroughly and expertly as we intended. In turn, the hypothesized

gains in achievement relative to a control group would fail to

appear under these conditions because the strategy was not used

properly.

The second reason that our 1980 study may have failed to

yield the findings we expected may relaie to students' ability to

pay attention to the lecture. Attention is a limited cognitive

resource (e g., see Calfee, 1981; Anderson, 1980)'that can be

channeled to external information, such as concepts

presented in a lecture, and to internal cognitive act;, s, such

as retrieving and sequencing procedures for learning concepts

being presented in a lecture. When attention is fdcused primarily

on external information, there will be little of this resource

chat remains available to monitor internal cognitive activities if

the information being presented externally is complicated,

unfamiliar, or fast paced. Alternatively, if internal cognitive

activities are not automatic, and therefore demand considerable

attention to carry out, not much of one's attentional resources

will be available to devote to perceiving information emanating

from external sources. The external information that is not

attended to could be curricular, instructional.stimuli or both.

Under these conditions of low automaticity, then, the poor showing

of trained students on achievement tests are potentially
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ibu able to'both less curricular information being perceived

and less instructionally appropriate cognitive procsssing of the

curricular information that is perceived due to students'

inattention to instructional stimuli.

In designing the training procedures for Study II, we sought

to insure that students would achieve automaticity in executing

the consolidating and the compare-and-contrast intended cognitive

responses. The behavioral indicdtor scores for the immediate test

of training on the last two segments of the sleep curriculum

showed that we were reasonably successful in this respect,, perhaps

attributable to any or all of: (1) sufficient length of training

(5 sessions), (2) practice and feedback about executing the

intended cognitive responses, (3) incentive for learning the

intended cognitive responses because of their close association

with cognitive activities involved in answering test questions,

and (4) training using a format and medium that matched that which

students would experience in the tests of how training influenced

achievement (i.e., worksheets and videotaped teaching). Thus,

Study IT demonstrated that sttUdentl could be trained to use a new

cognitive strategy when cued by instructional stimuli,. These

talents, however, were not as robust as we had expected with

respect to their transfer to a longer curriculum, nor were they as

important in irfluencing achievement scores as hypothesized.

A long history of research supports the necessity of the

and seccind features, namely, sufficient exposure including

practice'plus feedback, in training programs designed to promote

expertise in tasks somewhat like those we taught in Study II

(e.g., see Brown, 1q78). We :judged on logical groubds that the

third feature of the training program, relating to providing an

incentive for using the cognitive response strategies, could not

be a factor limiting the robustness and relevance to achievement

or intended cognitive responses like those we trained. Thus, by

elimination, we sought to explore the fourth feature of the

training environment as a source For the absence.of effects

predicted in Study II. Our strategy Was to decompose the

videotape and worksheet components of the training to test
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videotape and worksheet components of the training to test the

hypothesis that they might interact with one another in a manner

that somehow interfer*eid with transfer of the cognitive

inhibited their positive influence on learning.

This was accomplished by cresting a total of three

ategies

men t

groups and two comparison groups. The three treatment groups all

involved training of the cognitive strategies, one with only the

videotapes, one with only the worksheets, and one with both the

videotapes and worksheets. This last group was the same as the

treatment group in Study 11. In the two comparison,groups the

students were exposed to either the =ideotape only or videotape-

plus-worksheets, but they were not taught to use a particular

cognitive strategy. The Videotape - plus- worksheet comparison group

included the same activities as the comparison group in Study

II. A-- comparison group that only read rhe_worksheets was not

included since this would involve only minimal instruction and

would have reduced group sizes to extremely low numbers.

METHOD

partic

A total of 70 seventh-grade students ft-cm three classrooms in

one school were volunteers in this study. The school serves a

lower middle-class neighborhood in the same school district as

that which participated in Study Ii. Students from each of the

three classrooms were pooled to form a single population and then

randomly assigned to one of three treatment or two comparison

groups under the constraint that groups were approximately

balanced by sex and for their representation from each of the

three original classrooms.

Materials

The same curriculum units, worksheets, videotaped lessons,

and tests used in Study II were used here (see Appendices A-E),

Training

Three of the five groups in this study received training to

make intended cognitive'reaponses. One of these groups, hereafter

referred to as the worksheet-plus-videotape training group,
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received exactl.,- the same training as the group trained in Study

II. All the procedures described earlier were identical to those

used in the current study.

The second training group, called the videotape-only training

group, received the same training as described in the preceding

experiment except that students were not provided worksheets on

which to record behavioral indications of their cognitive

responses to instructional stimuli that were presented during

teaching. In order to teach the students in this group how to

make the cognitive responses. overhead transparencies made from

the sare worksheets that were being used by students in worksheet-

plus - videotape training group were shown. "When the teacher on the

videotape provided an instructional stimulus, the trainer

simultaneously turned off the videotape and turned on the overhead

projector. Thus. students in the videotape-only condition saw on

the projection screen the worksheet that students in the

Worksheet-plus-videotape group were using at their desks.

During the sessions in which students in the videotape-only

group were being trained to make intended cognitive responses, the

trainer used a pen to mark the transparency in the same manner as

the behavioral indicators that were being taught to the students

in the worksheet-plus-videotape group. In other words, the

videotape-only training group received exactly tt-e same

instruction as did the worksheet-plus-videotape training group

except that students in the videotape-only training group could

not mark up worksheets. instead, they were trained to carry out

the mental, equivalent of the behaViorai indicators while looking

at the projection of the worksheet. As the training sessions

progressed, the trainer stopped turning off the videotape so that

students in the videotape-only group were required to carry out

their tasks in the same time available to students in the

videotape -plus- worksheet group. In this group, then, students did

everything that those in the worksheet-plus-videotape group did

except write out behavioral indicators for intended cognitive

responses. Otherwise, ail aspects of the training in this group

(e.g., answering test items, receiving feedback) were the same as



those for the videotape-plus-worksheet group.

The third group to receive training in this study did not

view the videotapes of the lessons. They only were provided the

same worksheets that were handed out 'n ksheet-plus-

videotape training group and were instructed in the intended

cognitive response and behavioral indicators. Thus, this group

received no instruction to identify instructional stimuli as-cues

about when to apply the intended cognitive response during

lessons. In all other respects, this group was the same as the

videotape-plus-worksheet group.

There were two groups used for comparison in this study.

t of these, labelled the videotape-only comparison group,

merely watched the videotapes of the lessons, answered the test

questions, and received feedback about their answers. They

received no worksheets, nor were they given any instruction

whatsoever about instructional stimuli, intended cognitive

responses, or behavioral indicators. The second comparison group,

called the videotape-plus-worksheet comparison group, were handed

the same worksheets as described previously- to accompany the

videotaped lessons in which they were participating. However, no

reference was made to instructional stimuli, intended cognitive

responses, or behavioral indicators during the sessions. As well,

none of the worksheets provided illustrative behavioral indicators

of intended cognitive responses that were seen in the videotape-

plus-worksheet condition. The videotape-plus-worksheet comparison

group thus received exactly the same experience as the comparison

group in Study II.

The range of times for training sessions and the mean time

each group spent in sessions covering the first five sets of

double segments about sleep or viewing the videotapes are

presented in Table 7.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

the analyses repprted in the following sections, the

original sample of 70 students is reduced to 44. The joint

criteria used to select students who would he included in the
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TABLE 7

me Spent by Groups
Study UT

Croup Range min.) Mean (mi-n.)

Trainit:,

Worksheet-plus-videotape 36-41 39

Videotape-on lv 37-40

Worksheet-only 19-46 41

Comparison

Videotape-only 17-29 21

videotape-plus-worksh 14-39 36
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analyses were the same as those for Study II with the added

requirement that students .ere to out

intended cognitive responses had to be present for at least four

of the training sessions. The analyses for this experiment

parallel those for Study TI.

Can Students Be Trained to Make Intended Cognitive Responses

The worksheets used by students in the worksheet-only and

worksheet-plus-videotape groups were scored for students' use of

the consolidate and the compare-and-contrast responses. (Recall

that the third group to receive training, videotape-only, did not

use worksheets, hence they are excluded from all analyses of data

regarding behavioral indicators of intended cognitive

responses.) As was the case in Study IT, students in the

comparison groups who received worksheets were not expected to

mark "them in accordance with the behavioral indicators we defined,

and this was the case.

The behavioral indicator scores for students in the two

trained groups are displayed in Table 8. With respect to the

en indicators of the consolidate intended cognitive response

on the sleep curriculum, students in the worksheet-only group

executed an average of more than seven out of eight components of

the behavioral indicator. Students in the worksheet-plus-

videotape group, while performing at a slightly lower level,

nonetheless provided approximately 75% of the behavioral

indicators of the consolidate intended cognitive response. Tn

comparison to Study TI, the lower mean for the worksheet-plus-

videotape group is attributable to two students, one of whom

scored only one 8) on this measure and another of whom scored

only two. Overall, both groups pp.rformed well in providing the

behavioral indicators for the compare-and-contrast intended

cognitive response.

the psychology curriculum, the worksheet -only training

,group performed to about the same level as did the worksheet-plus-

videotape group in Study II on the consolidate behavioral

indication score. The Study III worksheet- plus - videotape training

group performed noticably less well than its counterpart in Study
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TABU: 8

means, ctaneera nevintions, and Maximum S
aeaavinro, Ind;-cations or Intended co gnitiye'

Stni-lents 'rained to Pse Worksheets
Study TTT

Curriculum 0roup Consolidate Compareandcontrast

Sleep

--et only

Wort,-

videotape

7.41

.8A

5.90

4.00

o. no

1.60
.84

2nrksweet only 11.71 21.78

1.71 1.50

Psychology (4A1 (741

Worksheet pins 70

videotnae 11,A2 2.91

Ppper numbers are means, lower numbers Are standard deviatiobs.
\lumbers ;n parentheses rir-e maximnM scores.



TT, although the lower mean can be attributed primarily to one

student in this group who never provided behavioral indicators.

If this student is eliminated, the mean for consolidate scores

rises to 30.44. Both training groups performed. equal l., well in

providing the behavioral indicators for the compare-and-contrast

intended cognitive response on the psychology curriculum.

Correlating the scores for behavioral indicators recorded

during lessons on the sleep curriculum with those obtained during

lessons on the psychology curriculum gauges the extent,of transfer

of the use of the cognitive strategies across the curricula. For

the worksheet-only training group, the correlation for consolidate

scores was -.05. The correlation for the compare-and-contrast

scores cannot be calculated because of this group's zero variance

for this score during the lessons on sleep. For the worksheet-

plus-videotape training group, the correlation across curricula

for the consolidate behavioral indicator scores was .80 (p .01)

and for the compare-and-contrast behavioral indicator scores the

correlation was .67 (p = .02).

Unlike the earlier study, correlations between the

consolidate and the compare-and-contrast behavioral indicator

scores in the psychology curriculum were not negative. For the

worksheet-only training group, this correlation was .58 (p =

.08). For the worksheet-pPus-videotape training group, this

correlation was'22 (p 7 0).

With the possible exception of a single student or two who

failed to provide behavioral indications of intended congitive

responses, these data show that students can he trained to carry

out intended cognitive responses triggered by instructional

stimuli. Moreover, the extent to which these students executed

these behavioral indicators during the two curricula shows that

students who were trained to make intended cognitive responses can

carry them out during instruction. Transfer across the two

curricula was very strong for the worksheet-plus-videotape

_trainini, group, but near zero for the worksheetonly training

gr6up. We have neither data nor a theoretical argument to help us

interpret this difference.
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How Do Intended Cognitive ponses late to Achievement?

To investigate whether students' use of intended cognitive

responses reflected by the written components of the instructional

responses was related to their achievement, correlations were

calculated between behavioral indicator cores and achievement

scores (sec_ Table cf). These correlations must be interpreted very

cautiously owing to the small group sizes.. Nonetheless, the data

are quite clear in showing that consolidate intended cognitive

responses evidence no statistically reliable (p > .10 for all

correlations, two-tail tests) relationship to achievement across

both curricula in either group. In contrast, the correlations

between students' compare-and-contrast intended cognitive

,-esponses with the achievement measures on the sleep curriculum

are generally strongly positive and usually statistically reliable

despite small sample size in the worksheet-plus-videotape group.

Correlations between compare-and-contrast intended cognitive

-_spbnses and achievement could not be calculated for the

worksheet-only group due to zero variance on the intended

cognitive response measure. None of the other correlations

relating to the psychology curriculum reached an acceptable level

of statistical reliability (p .1:0Or all correlations, two-tail

tests). However,- it should be rertired that these correlations

are strongly affee'ted by boqh small sample size and by outliers

due tdthe fewatudents7WhooVidedfew.or no behavioral
, ,..,...-

indicators for consolidate tntended_c gnitive responses during the
.

""..
,

1

psychcLgrkl_essons -' -,.
/the corre-lationb Were quite low,between all measures of

-\\
achievement,o6 the psychology curriculum and students' use of

intended cognitive responses reflected by behavioral indicators of

the consolidate and the compare-and-contrast strategies. This

lack of-relation was- found-in Study II. In Study II,

however, there were moderately strong and statistically reliable

correlations between behavioral indicators for consolidate

instructional responses taken for the sleep curriculum and several

indices of achievement from both curricula, whereas these

relations were not replicated in Study III. Rather, the trained
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TABLE 9

Correlations Among Behavioral Indicator Scores and Achievement
for Students Trained to Use Worksheets

Study

Behavioral Indicators

51 eep Psychology

Achievement sures Consolidate

Compare-
and-

contrast Consolidate

-:ompare-

and-
contrast

Sloe,
-31Multiple-choice
-04 67*

Attributes -ecalled -09
-19 54*

Compare-and-contrast -06 -

-20 55*

Total essay -11 -

-25 50

Psvcho1ogy
Multiple-choice -26 22 09

-24 18 04 -06
Attributes recalled 03 25

-11 68* -17 40
nd-contrast -16 - 34 ro

-30 57* -19 08
Total essay -06 - 3' 09

-14 71* -06 27

2f11.YLL2llagY
Multiple choice -46 -14 -13

03 33 35 06
Attributes recalled -10 - 34 11

-13 53 -05 19
Colmir -and-contrast 727 - 24

-11 61* 03 25
Total essay -11 30 09

-05 59* 24

Note: Upper numbers are correlations for the Worksheet only group
(N=7). Lower numbers are correlations for the Worksheet-plus-
videotape group (N=10). Correlations could not be computed
between sleep compare-and-contrast behavioral indicator scores
and achievement for the Worksheet-only group'clue to zero
variance on the behavioral indicator variable. Decimals are
omitted on correlations.

P 4 .05



group in Study ITT that was comparable to the trained group in

Study El (videotepe-plus-worksheet) evidenced moderately strong

and statistically reliable correlations between behavioral

indicators of the cpmpare7and7contrast strategy taken during the

sleep curriculum and achievement indices for both curricula.

Unfortunately, the zero variance for the compare-and-contrast

behavioral indicator scores taken during the sleep curriculum in

Study II prohi!its calculating this correlation in Study II and

comparing the correlation to that observed in Study III.

It is clear from both Studies II and III that students are

quite capable of acquiring both types of cognitive strategies.

Furthermore, it is equally clear that using at least one strategy

correlates with achievement. What is puzzling is why the

correlation between use ofthe consolidate response strategy and

achievement was unstable. Our speculation is that there Ore

variables we have been unable to control or manipulate in these

studies that influence this relationship.

The correlations indicating transfer of the response

strategies from the sleep to the psychoAogy curriculum were

moderate to strong for both studies (.44 for consolidate in Study

IT, .80 for consolidate and .67 for compare-and-contrast in Study

TIT). These correlations indicating transfer of response

strategies would lead one to expect that correlations between use

of the response strategies and achievement observed in the sleep

curriculum also would be observed in the psychology curriculum,

We have no explanation why this expectation was not-achieved.

While we believe that our methodology in Studies II and ITT has

made progress specifying components of the instructional

environment that influence students' cognitive mediations of

teaching and their subsequent achievement, we still lack a theory

of sufficient explanatory power to account for the differences

observed between the two studies.

Do Intended Cognitive Responses Enhance Learning from Instruction?

To examine relationships between training students to make

intended cognitive responses and their achievement, several a

priori comparisons were structured in the context of a backward

selection regression procedure. in these analyses, as in Study
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there were three major categories of predictors. The first

category included only students' vocabulary scores, deviated about

the grand mean. The second major category consisted of a set of a

priori contrasts designed to provide infulmation about difference;

between groups of particular interest. The contrasts are

presented in Table 10. The first contrast examined differences

between the two groups of students who viewed the videotapes

without worksheets where one of the groups had been trained to

make intended cognitive responses when presented with projections

of worksheets. The second contrast specified differences between

the two groups who watched the videotape and had worksheets, one

of which had been trained to make intended cognitive responses and

provide behavioral indicators on their worksheets. Contrast three

defined the difference between two groups that were trained to

make intended cognitive responses, but which differed in whether

these cognitive responses also involved providing behavioral

indicators. The difference between these two groups was

operationalized as having worksheets upon which behavioral

indicators could be made versus viewing a projection of the

worksheet. The fourth contrast examined the effects of training

students to make intended cognitive responses when they were

provided only with the worksheets versus being able to watch the

videotape and use the worksheet. Thus, contrasts one and two

explored the relative contribution of training students to use

intended cognitive responses within one training mode. Contrasts

three and four compared the training components from Study IT and

tested the relative contribution each component made to the

combined training condition.

The third major category of predictors considered in these

analyses were aptitudetreatment interactions. These were created

multiplying each a priori contrast vector by the vector of

vocabulary scores deviated about the grand mean.

As was the case in Study IT, the vectors representing all

these predictors were entered into the regression analysis

first step. Thereafter, predictors that did not account for a

ically reliable portion of variance in the dependent

variable (p >.10) were removed from the equation until only
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TABLE 1O

A Priori Contrasts Among Oro Ps

Untrained Trained

Contrast
Ildeotape
only

Videotape
Worksheet

+ Worksheet
Only

Videotape
Only

Videotape +
Worksheet

Cl -1 0 1 O

C2 0 1

e3 0 0 0 -1

C4 0 0 O 1
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predictors meeting this criterion for catisti al reliability

(p 4 .10) remained.

Descriptive statistics for the vocabulary and achievement

data from Study III are presented in Table 11. The results of the

regression analyses and effect sizes for the a priori contrasts or

aptitudetreatment interaction terms involving an a priori

contrast (differences between adjusted means divided by the square

root of the residual mean square from the regression analysis) are

presented in Table 12. Croup differences are reported if they

describe effects that would be statistically reliable at least ten

times per hundred comparisons (p < .10). As in Study TT, this

more than traditional allowance for type T error was made since

this experiment was exploratory and involved very small group

sizes.

The results of these analyses are quite varied. They are

reported here organized according to the contrasts that were

investigated and according to the order in which the achievement

measures were collected, i.e., sleep, psychology, and delayed

psychology achievement tests. Main effects for all of the

contrasts are discussed first, followed by consideration of the

aptitudetreatment interactions. As is discussed below, by far

the most interesting and theoretically rich information is found

in results involving aptitude- treatment interactions.

Table 13 summarizes the results of the 12 regression analyses

reported in Table 12. It is organized by contrast and shows the

-dependent variables that were involved in reliable group

differences, as indicated by the main effects portion of the

table, and those that were dependent upon vocabulary by g,-oup

aptitudetreatment interactions.

As one'would expect, vocabulary scores were reliahlly related

to achievement test scores, contributing between five to 247 of

the variance in the dependent variables. The main effect term for

vocabulary score remained in 11 of the 12 equations, failing to be

retained only in the' equation where the psychology compareand

contrast score served as the dependent variable. But even in this

equation, vocabulary was associated with a statistically reliable

aptitudetreatment interaction term.
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7A5LE 11

Means, Standard poyiations and Correlations Among Vocabulary and Achievement Variables

Study III

V

control

1144 4

control

W

only

V

only

V4rW 1 2 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13

1 11. VbtLry _

24.70 74.67 22.43 19,63 74,70 79 42 42, 45 43 46 33 11 36 40 37 31 32

4.85 3.64 5.86 4.07 5.56

2, Sloop Maitiplo-chrico ,4 5.89 5,00 4.75 6.60 72 39 39 44 23 14 08 19 37 12 16 16

15 1.17 2.24 2.49 1.65

3. Stec, A 3.70 5,33 5.14 4413 4.40 85 90 94 52 61 53 59 55 59 57 59

1.64 2,6n 2,85 2.59 2.84

4, 1 6,50 7,27 6.71 5.88 5.80 77 97 45 60 63 67 45 60 70 69

rograit 1.65 2.68 3,35 2;51 3.61

5. S:eep Total Fssav 11.70 13.67 17.00 10.25 10,10 82 48 60 56 64 50 fil 66 67

3.58 5:72 6.06 4.68 6,44

6. Psychology Hultiole 14.60 17.33 14.86 15.13 17.50 54 45 44 43 80 45 44 46

choice 3.24 2.45 2,79 2.90 2,88

7. Psychology Attributes 4.20 5,56 4,14 4.50 4.90 72 80 91 49 4 73 79

Recalled 2.25 3,88 3.13 2.78 3,41

8. Psychology Compare-and 8.60 7.67 7.71 8.13 7.90 71 93 40 65 84 75

Contrast 2.01 4.80 3.45 3:48 4,04

9. PsyChology Total Essay 15.10 15.11 12.57 13.00 13,50 73 44 76 84 84

4,25 8.52 4.89 4.90 7.0i

10. Delayed Multiple-choice 14.40 17.56 13.57 15.38 17.60 68 50 41 46

4.14 3.32 2.88 3.25 3.37

11. Delayed Attributes 4.10 5.11 3.57 4.25 4.80 76 79 90

Recalled 2.47 3.48 2,82 3.41 3.29

12. Delayed Compare-and- 8:30 8.33 7.14 7.88 7.10. 74 95

Contrast 1.83 4,24 3.44 3,27 4.43

13. Delayed Total Essa)% 1340 15,700 11.00 12788 12.30 80

3.89 7.04 6,11 6.08 7.80

1

Upper numbers are means; lower numbers sre /Italian! deviations. Means are unadjusted for vocabulary.

2 Alpha reliability cncfficients rt displayed in the diagonal. Decimals are omitted in time and the correlations

Note: V controls Videotape control; Vi4 control videotape-plua-vorkaheet control: V only . Worksheet only;

V only . Videotape only; IOW g. Videotape ploi workihel;



TABLE 12

Backward Selection Regression Analv
Study ITT

Dependant Variable Predictors 8 Pitl

Sleep

Total equation

Vocabulary 13

7.09

1.s7

,.01

.10

.1C

1r)5

Multiple choice

Cl -.36 -7.70 .01 .17 -1.65

Vocah x C2 .27 7.06 .05 .07., .77

Constant ( 5.99) 21.91 g.01

Actribu _a Recalled Total equation 5.76 ,.01 .25

Vocabulary .52 1.70 .01 .24

Cl .10 2.07 .05 .07

Vocab x CI .28 2.08 .04 .08

an ( 4.77) 13.92 g.01

Com pa nd-contrast Total egvatton 2.90 g.01

Vocabulary 2.73 ,.01 .12

02 -.28 -7.17 .04 .07 -

Vocab x C2 ..40 7. 92 c.01 .11 -.64

Constant ( 6.45) 18.97

Rsaay Total Total equation 6.34 .01 .77

Vocabulary 2.57 '.01 .11

02 -.11 -7.11 .01 .09

Vocab x C2 2.78 .11 -.79

constant 16,,111 ., m

Psychology

Multiple ctiotce Total equation 6.71 '.01 .27

Vocabulary .48 .01 .20

CI .35 2.15 .02 .09 .21

01 .77 1.80 .08 .06 .90

Constant (75.97) 40.61 '.01

Attributes recalled Total equation 5.05 .03 .09

Vocabulary .13 2.25 .03 .11

Constant ( 4.681 10.71 '.01

Compare-and-contrast Total equation 6.91 .01 .12

Vocab x C2 .38 2.61 .01 .14

Constant ( 8.01) 16.15 '.01

Family Total Total equation 4,83 .01

Vocabulary .29 2.02 .05 .08

Vocab x C2 .25 1.75 .09 .06 .44

Constant (11.941 16.69 g .01
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endent Variable Predictors p v-rianee2

PelayedPsYcholoav

Multiple choice Total equation 5.38 <.01 .23

Vocabulary .43 3.02 <.01 .16

Cl .23 1.67 .10 ,D5

C4 .27 2.03 .05 .07 1.08

Constant (15.77) 32.11 <.01

Attributes recalled Total equation 4.89 .01 .15

Vocabulary .35 2.46 .02 .12

Vocab x C3 .24 1.71 .10 .06 .18

Constant C 4.201 9.62 4.01

Compare-and-contrast Total equation 5.04 .01 .16

Vocabulary .27 1.91 .06
-

.07

VOcab x C4 .32 2.29 .03 .10 .17

Constant ( 7.631 15.87 <.01

Essay total Total equation 5.47 .01 .17

Vocabulary .28 2.03 .05 .08

Vocab x C4 .33 2.36 .02 .11 .17

Constant .75) 14.94 <.01

F-atattstics are reported for the regression equation containing all predictors
remaining in the equation (p <.10) t-statistics are reported for each
predictor's slope coefficient.

2 The figure reported for the Total equation is R2 adjusted for shri.n. age. Those
associated with each predictor are squared part (or semtpartiall correlations.

Best Available
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TABLE 13

Summary of Statistically Reliable Effects Involving Contrast
Coded Vectors from Backward Selection Regression Analyses

Study ITT

Contrast Dependent Varia Direction of
Effect

Main Effects

1 Sleep multiple choice
Sleep attributes recalled
Psychology multiple choice
Delayed psychology multiple choice

2 Sleep compare-and-contrast
Sleep total essay

IF

ATI

Psychology multiple choice

Delayed Pychology multiple choice

Sleep attributes recalled

Sleep multiple choice
Sleep compare-and-contr
Sleep essay total
Psychology compare-and-contrast
Psychology essay total

Delayed Psychology attributes reca

Delayed Psychology compare-and-con
Delayed Psychology essay total

led

Note: The direction of effect for the aptitude - treatment
interactions indicates the slope of the regression
line for the trained group.
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The first contrast compared the two groups that viewed the

videotapes where one of the groups zas trained to make intended

cognitive responses and one was not. On three of the dependent

variables (sleep attributes recalled, psychology multiple choice,

and delayed psychology multiple choice), students trained to

execute intended cognitive responses outperformed their untrained

counterparts. The effect size statistics for these three

dependent variables indicate that the average trained student

performed at t e 67th. 68th and 63rd percentiles in contrast to

the average student in the zomparison group for these three

dependent variables, respectively. However, on the sleep

multiple-choice test, the comparison group considerably

outperformed the trained group. The effect size was a large

-1.65, indicating that the average trained student scored at the

fifth percentile on this scale in contrast to the average Student

in the comparison group.

From these analyses, it would appear initially that training

students to use intended cognitive responses on material projected

by an overhead had deleterious effects on achievement,

particularly with respect to cued recall on the multiple-Lhoice

test. There was a modest positive effect of this training on the

number of attributes students recalled on the essay test, which is

more akin to a free recall task. However, this relation vanished

on subsequent tests measuring transfer to the psychology

curriculum, where it was replaced by reliable, but modest, effects

on both the psychology and dr-laved psychology multiple-choice

tests.

The second contrast compared the effect of training students=

in intended cognitive responses by using both videotapes and

worksheets with a group that used the same materials but was not

trained to make intended cognitive responses. This contrast

replicates the between-group comparison in Study II. Main effects

for this contrast-Were found-on two dependent variables, both of

which were derived from the sleep essay test. On both sleep

compare-and-contrast and sleep essay total scales, the comparison

group had, on average. higher scores than did the trained group.
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Both of these effects were fairly strong. with the average trained

student scored at the 26th percentile _ contrast to the average

comparison group student on the sleep compare-and-contrast

variable. The effect size for sleep essay:total score placed the

average trained student at the 21st.percentile relative to the

average comparison group student. The main effect for the

contrast for these two groups did not appear in the analyses

the psychology or delayed psychology test data.

These data suggest that thetraining deleterious again,

at least with regard to its immediate effect. Some modest support

from training emerged on the psychology and delayed psychology

multiple-choice tests, but the support was not startling.

However, the aptitude - treatment interaction analyses modify these

interpretations considerably. Before turning to discuss these

more complex findings, the data comparing the full training

package (videotape-plus-worksheet) to the videotape-only and

worksheet-only training groups are presented.

Contrast three compared the videotape-only group the

videotape-plus-worksheet group. Contrast four compared the

worksheet-only group to the videotape-plus-worksheet group. There

was an effect for the former on psychology multiple-choice and for

the latter on delayed psychology multiple-choice scales. Both

effects were somewhat strong, elevating the average student in the

group receiving full training, in contrast to the average student

in the respective comparison group, to the 81st percentile for

contrast three and the 86th percentile for contrast four. Thus,
fi

there appears to be no support for the hypothesis that the

worksheet and videotape components of the training are

debilitating when used jointly.

There were nine statistically reliable aptitude-treatment

interaction terms in the regression analyses. All indicate a

positive relation between-vocabulary score and achievement for the-
.

students trained to use intended cognitive responses, and a

negligible or slightly negative relationship between vocabulary

and achievement for the untrained students in the comparison

groups.
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Contrast one was involved with only one aptitude-treatment

interaction-term involving the number of attributes recalled in

the sleep essay test. In this case the slope for the videotape-

only treatment group was .48, and the slope for the videotape-only

comparison group was ,03.

Contrast two was involved in five aptitude-treatment

interaction terms, by far the most of all the contrasts. These

aptitude-treatment interactions indicate that students with higher

verbal ability, as measured by the vocabulary test, had higher

scores on the various achievement tests only if they were trained

to make intended cognitive responses. The relationships were

negative between verbal ability and achievement in the untrained

group for all of the aptitude-treatment interactions involving

contrast two. The range of raw regression weights for the trained

group in these seven dependent variables was from .27 to .94,

while, the range for the comparison g-oup was from -.08 to -.42.

Contrast three interacted with vocabulary on the scale

measuring the number of attributes recalled on the delayed

psychology test. The regression of the number of attributes

recalled on vocabulary for the videotape-plus-worksheet trained

group resulted in a regression coefficient of .42, while the

comparable statistic for the Videotape-only trained group was

-.01. Similar aptitude-treatment interaction terms were found for

contrast four on the delayed psychology test. On the essay total

score and on the compare-and-contrast score, the videotape-plus-

worksheet students with higher vocabulay scores achieved more

highly than both their lower ability peers in the same group and

the students in the worksheet-only training group.

CONCLUSIONS TO THIS POINT

The results of Study I indicated that studen

cognitively active as they responded to teaching in classrooms.

The data shoWed,that teachers' intentions for-students.' Cognitive.

processing and students' reports of the cognitive responses they

thought their teacher intended them to use were sometimes

mismatched. As well, there were instances where these appeared to
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be a high degree of correspor.dence between teachers' intentions

and students' cognitive responses. We interpreted the findings

from Study I to hold promise for the cognitive meciiationamediational model

as a means for guiding research and sugge=trd that the phenomena

warranted experimental' analysis. Studies 11 and TIE were

designed, in part, to determine if elementary school students

could he taught to respond to instrutional stimuli systematically

with strategic cognitive operations.

Studies II and III provide abundant evidence that students

can acquire cognitive strategies for learning in classrooms and

that these strategies can be employed by students in a simulation

of classroom tasks and conditions. Students in throe groups in

the two latter studies provided evidence that they used the

intended cognitive responses that they had been taught in training

sessions by tracing components of these strategies on the

worksheets. All participants in the trained group in Study'IT and

in the worksheet-only group in Study III obtained perfect; scores

on the behavioral indicator for the compare-and-contrast cognitive

response for the sleep curriculum. The other group trained to use

worksheets in Study III, videotape-plus-worksheet, had nearly

perfect scores (M=3.60, maximum score of 4). For the consolidate

response, the mean scores for these three groups ranged from 75%

to 93% of the maxiumum score.

It was not difficult to train students to make intended

cognitive responses during instruction that also could be

manifested in observable performance. This finding is valuable

for three reasons. First, that students did not rebel at the task

of learning or using intended cognitive responses during teaching

sustains the applicability of the cognitive mediations] model as a

potential guide for helping students to profit from teaching.

Second, this finding bodes well for future research about the

cognitive mediational model. Researcher!, will he able to design

treatments that include students' cognitive mediations as

independent variables in experiments by training these mediations

first, and then verifying that students use them during

teaching. This check on implementation validity is a necessary
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step in creating valid explanations about whether and how teacher

behaviors relate to students' achievement by influencing students'

thinking during instruction (Doyle, 1978; Winne, 1982 a. b).

Finally, the fact that students can manifest aspects of their

cognitive activities during teaching can provide teachers with

evidence about how well students are following the plan of a

lesson from moment to moment. Such interctive data describing how

students are cognitively manipulating content to be learned may

become an important input to teachers' interactive decision

making, supplementing information about what students have

acquired at particular-points in lessons (Marx & Winne, 1981).

In a sense, establishing whether students could be taught to

use cognitive strategies was the easiest question to ask and to

operationalize. More difficult questions can be raised that

address the coordination of the two cognitive strategies by

students as they learn from teaching, the transfer of the

strategies over time From one curricular area to another, and the

utility of the strategy for acquiring curriculum information

during instruction and subsequently retrieving it in response to

test,Auestions. These latter questions were far less successfully

wered by the latter two studies.

The best set of data f-txamining whether students' were

able to use both strategies that they were taught to apply during

the videotaped lessons was in the psychology curriculum. Because

of the zero variance in two of the trained groups in the compare

andcontrast behavioral indicator for the sleep curriculum,

correlations could not be computed that included the sleep

compareandcontrast behavioral indicator data. Usable data were

available, however, For both behavioral indicators obtained during

the psychology curriculum for all three groups in the two studies

who were trained to make behavioral indications of cognitive

responses.

In Study TI, the correlation between the two behavioral

indicator scores for psychology was unexpectedly .52. Assuming

that the behavioral indicator data reflect students' use of the

cognitive responses in which they were trained, this correlation
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shows that the students could not manage to ese kr.rh _responses

during lessons as we had intended. But the correlations between

use of both strategies in Study TIT were .22 for the videotape-

plus- worksheet group and .58 for the worksheet-only group. given

that means were high for behavioral indicator scales during the

sleep curriculum, some students under some conditions were quite

capable of executing both cognitive strategies during both sets of

lessons.

Several speculations can he offered shout why the stability

use of the intended cognitive responses was not higher. First,

although the students in the two studies attended very similar

schools serving what appeared to be similar populations, there may

have been individual differences among the students related to

between-school factors acro:-s the studies that influenced the

results. The vocabulary scores for groups in the studies suggest

that the two samples were similar, at least in this respect.

However, there may be individual differences arising from fac

other than verbal ability that may have influenced students'

acquisition and use of the instructional responses we trained. In

paricular, some students may be more capable than others at

perceiving teachers' intentions for cognitive processing.

We have demonstrated in another study (Marx, Winne, Howard,

1982) that individual differences in locus of control and field

independence were not related to students' a ity to perceive

cues that teachers use to signal their intentions for students'

cognitive processes. However, both vocabulary and aptitude for

perceiving instructional stimuli were related to students'

achievement (see also Stayrook, Corno, F. Winne, 1978). Both the

Marx et al. (1982) study and Studies II and III reported here were

based on videotape simulations of recitation teaching. Thus, it

becomes doubly hazardous to generalize these unstable findings to

classroom contexts. Research in naturally constituted classrooms

is needed to explore these relations among aptitude for perceiving

intended cognitive responses and achievement in more ecologically

valid settings. The five related studies reported in the next

chapter are one such extension.

p
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A second possible source of instability in the findings of

Studies TT ind TTT reIntos to the consistency in delivery of the

training cross the two studies. Training for the videotape-plus-

worksheet comparison group and the videotape-plus-worksheet

trained group were delivered-by different trainers in the two

studies. While we attempted to control most of the parameters of

training instruction to make them constant (e.g., by controlling

time of exposure, directions, content students worked with, and

comprehensively scripting the training activities), differences

due to trainers may have occured. However, we have no data

available tb explore this possibility.

A third possible factor that might help explain the

inconsistencies has to do with the behavioral indicators. It is

necessary to verify the occurrance of the cognitive response if

one wants to test hypotheses about cognitive events in

classrooms. Experimental psychologists frequently use response

es or measures about the organization of responses as data upon

which to base speculations concerning inferred cognitive

processes. Obtaining response times is extremely difficult in

classroom research for obvious methodological.and technical

reasons. We made use of organization of responses through the

scoring system for the essay tests. But the arguments put forth

in Chapter T claim that more immediate, in vivo data are required

to verify that the hypothetical cognitive processes, the intra-___
instructional cognitive'events that are the putative cause of

learning, actually occur. Relying only on retrieval data as

represented by tests of cued or free recall only partially

reflects aspects of the acquisition environment where interactions

among delivery variables, acquisition processes, and retrieval

processes take place. Yet, clearly, it is the acquisition

environment and its interactions with other facets of instruc

that are most central to a study of teaching effectiveness.,

Hence, we developed the methodological feature of the behavioral

indicator to attempt to operationalize the occurence of students'

cognitive processes as they occur during learning.

One of the unfortunate features of the behavioral indicator

is that the learner must devote time and cognitive resources to

fi
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the task of ati g it It is possible

needed to create the behavioral indicator inter: -.re with or, at

least, diminish resources devoted to processing inherent in

carrying out the cognitive strategy per se. Put differently, our

insistence on operationalizing students' on-the-spot cognitive

response by requiring them to produce behavioral indicators may

counterproductive. Even though we have data from the training

components of Studies it and ITT showing that students can acquire

the cognitive response and use the behavioral. indicator, hindsight

raises doubts that they achieved,high levels of automaticity of

these processes as a result of the training they were given.

Hence, when put into a situation where they were not guided

specifically by a trainer, their performance deteriorated over

time.

Finally, Studies II and III provide evidence that students'

use of the cognitive strategies we have created can influence

learning. The correlational evidence showed that more frequent .

use of the strategies during the sleep curriculum was associated

with higher achievement on the psychology curriculum. This effect

occured with the consolidate instructional response in Study TT

and the compare-and-contrast instructional response in Study

III. Beyond noting the inconsistency-across studies, we are

unable to explain what caused the. instability of relationships

between use of the two instructional response and subsequent

achievement.

Several aptitude - treatment interaction terms emerged from the

analyses of Study ITT data. The most frequent of these involved

the contrast between the videotape-plus-worksheet conditions, one

of which received training in cognitive responses, and one that

did not. All of these interactions showed that students with

higher vocabulary scores who were trained to use cognitive

responses were more successful on the aChaevement tests than low

verbal ability students, while the reverse was true in the

comparison group. This finding is supportive of the cognitive

mediations] model, although one would hope that these aptitude-

treatment interaction effects would he attenuated by increasing
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the degree to which the low ability students could use the

cognitive responses productively.

Of course, one could speculate that more robust effects of

cognitive strategy usage on achievement did not emerge because the

two cognitive:. strategies we trained were simply not very useful.

While this interpretation must always he considered in research of

this genre, it :s not favored here because large bodies of

literature on human learning show that the cognitive responses we

trained students to apply to content have a solid history of

promoting learning (e.g., see Doyle, 1980). Perhaps learning from

simulations of interactive classroom teaching is radically

different from the settings out of which these positive findings

arise. Although we doubt this, too, the differences do need

further specification (Snow, 1974). The next set of studies

address some of these issues.
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GRAI TER V

Training Students to Respond Strategically to Their

Teacher's Instruction - Five Classroom Studies: Study IV
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CHAPTER 5

Training Students to Respond Strategically to Their -

Teacher's Instruction: Five Classroom Studies

INTRODUCTION

The studies described to this po4t in our program of

research provide three major conclusions) about how the cognitive

mediational paradigm relates to conceptions of teaching and to

students' learning from teaching. The first study demonstrated

that teachers and their students berate in ways that clearly

reflect the mediating role of students' cognition in teachers'

choices about instructional actions and in students' learning from

teaching. Specifically, teachers, attempt to influence the ways

that students cognitively process information, and students

respond, sometimes idiosyncratically, to perceived instructional

events by engaging cognitive strategies that they activate either

automatically or as a result of scime amount of decision making.

The second major conclusion, arising out of the second and

third studies, is that students can be trained to discriminate

instructional stimuli from other events that occur during

teaching, and to engage prearranged cognitive strategies upon a

teacher's delivery of instructional stimuli. This provides

evidence that teaching can do more than merely respond to the

array of individual differences students display. Specifically,

teaching can take some hand in shaping how students learn, as well

as what they learn, by instructing students about links between

instructional stimuli and cognitive strategies that can support

learning. effect, this validates the idea that teachers may

facilitate students' learning by providing students with an

enabling curriculum that consists of declarative and procedural

knowledge about the cognitive activities involved in learning from

teaching (Marx & Winne, 1981).

The third major conclusion, also emerging from the second and

third studies, as well as from prior research, is that students'
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achievement is partly a function of the cognitive strategies they

activate in response to the instructional stimuli they perceive in

teaching, Moreover, the results of Studies IT and III demonstrate

clearly that, under certain conditions, the cognitive strategies

students bring to bear during teaching can influence learning

deleteriously. Although we certainly did not plan to reduce

students' achievement by training them to use cognitive strategies

that were constructed from a foundation provided by hundreds of

other studies in educational and instructional psychology, this

did happen with some students. These negative findings, while

perhaps explainable as due to a lack of automaticity in students'

use of new cognitive responses to teaching, rather than pointing

to a potential weakness in the foundational research, only

reinforce further the need to continue research on teaching from

the perspective of students' cognitive mediation of instruction.

This is particularly important because of the repeated aptitude-

treatment interactions showing that high verbal ability students

e able to benefit from cognitive strategy training.

The five experiments that are reported in this chapter were

undertaken to explore further the interrelations among students'

use of cognitive strategies to learn from teaching and subsequent

measures of their achievement. What distinguishes these

experiments from the preceding-pair are seyeral features that h

penetrate even further the black box, of students' cognit ons

during everyday teaching.

By the time students enter the upper elementary grades, it is

almost certain that they have developed a repei-toire of cognitive

responses to the instructional stimuli that appeared in the

thousands of lessons in which they have participated earlier. It

p

seems reasonable to assume that, like in all other areas of

learning, students- will display individual levels of achievement

both in the range of cognitive responses they make to

instructional stimuli, and in their developed abilities to

identify instructional stimuli keyed to specific intended

cognitive responses (Marx et al., 1982). In other words, we

hypothesized that students have developedAifferent levels of what
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might he labeled "perceptual acuity" for intended cognitive

responses. Srt,1,..n._ with different levels of this aptitude may

respond differently to teaching, and this subsequently may

influence their achievement. To explore this hypothesis, we

devised a procedure to gauge students' aptitude for perceiving

their teacher's intentions about students' cognitive responses

during lessons. Scores generated by this procedure were treated

as representations of an aptitude in our analyses of achievement

data.

A second feature of this last quintet of experiments that

sets them apart from Studies II and -III is that we attempted to

insure that students who were trained to make intended cognitive

responses matched to an instructional stimulus did so more

automatically than before. This goal was approached in several

ways. Training sessions were longer ,and slightly greater in

number to increase opportunity to learn the instructional

response. To increase the relevance of training, the medium for

training was videotapes of lessons in which the students had

participated only minutes prior to the training session. To

promote automaticity in transferring training from videotape re
presentations of lessons to live teaching, we involved the

stude'nts' respective teachers in the training. They retaught a

brief section of the preceding lesson while students practiced

identifying instructional stimuli, carrying out the associated

intended cognitiveresponses,andwriting down behavioral

indicators of their co..itive responses.

A third feature of this final set of studies was the fact

that they were carried out in an instructional context that was

nearly identical to the context of these classrooms prior to our

interventions. In fact, the only difference in the teaching that

each of the five teachers delivered as a result of our work with

them and their students was that, at times the teachers thought

appropriate (and that had been discuss' irior to the lesson),

,simple instructional stimulus was delivered. In every other

respect, the nature of their instructional delivery was left to

their discretion, just as it would he had we not enlisted their
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participation in our research. With respect to students'

experiences, the only difference in the instructional context for

untrained students was that we distributed booklets in which they

recorded class notes on paper which had two vertical lines

dividing the page into three vertical sections. All students were

informed that we would collect these booklets. Since each of the

teachers in our studies had involved their students in notetaking

prior to our entry into their classes, the main differences for

students was the fact that someone other than their teacher would

he examining the booklets, and that there were lines on the pages

of these booklets unlike "plain" notepaper. Untrained 'students

were told to ignore these divisions because they were there only

for the other group (trained students) in their class with whom we

had been working. These minimal differences provided a

naturalistic environment for the research that we judge to be

nearly ecologically equivalent to that which students would

normally experience in an average classroom in the participating

school district.

Tt is possible, of course, that reactive effects of our work

with the teachers occured, and that these effects changed the

classroom environment in such a way that it had different effects

on learning than had the environment prior to our influence.

However, to a very large degree, the question of this influence is

moot bee e_it _impossible to conduct research on classrooms

without influencing the environment in some way. We judge that it

is possible to reduce the confounding nature of these influences

by working with the participating teacher in a collaborative

effort. In this way, research questions and methodologies used to

investigate these questions can be tailored to the idiosvncracies

of particular classrooms, while still having sufficient

experimental rigor to speak to a theory of teaching that extends

beyond the boundaries of individual classrooms. The research

design used for the five experiments reported in this chapter was

created to take advantage of collaboration with teachers in the

service of enhancing the value of our intrusion for the teachers
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who worked wl th

our research.
Overview of the

An five 5
format consistil_
research staff wo
curriculum mate
experiments as such.

_and extending the theoretical generalit y of

uclie-s reported in this section foil_ owed a -onimon

a preparatory period, during which tht =
with the participating teachers to cleelop
and three subsequent phases coristitoing the
Each study corresponds to a classroori=1 that

participated in the =project. Because of platoonirig in thi
district (the same a=s for Studies II and III), one of the
teachers, Mrs. Chris- (a fictitious name used to insure
confidentiality), ta'ght three of the five classes of studnts.
Mr. Dixon and Mr. Vo-----rrester (also fictitious names) each tught
their own class. T'h in. nature of work undertaken in this study
required that each t-acher have constant and easy access tr=, a
member of the researh team. Thus, at the first meeting tl=tat
initiated the period during which curriculum materials wert-
developed, each
the duration of

During the

rencer was paired with a research assistart for
the - study.
prepratory period, the entire research st= ff

worked with teacher's to create curriculum materials end

achievement tests tht would he used in the three phases La the
experiments. 'three sits of curriculum were developed, on for
each experimental pi The topics covered in the units ,..ere:
the human sense of hmraririg, the sense of vision, and an
introduction to loca ecology. Although a large proportior= of
concepts and other apects of these curriculum units were
comaprable across -6 five classes, there were important
idiosyncracies as well. This reflects our intent to condo t the
research in as naturlistic a fashion as possible while ins uring
that our data would rtrovide a foundation for valid interprtation.

Following these curriculum development activities, there were
three phases to the __-tudy. The first phase, called the mar=gping
phase, was designed o produce a comprehensive descriptton of the
intended cognitive rsponses characteristic of the natural
teaching in each oaf .1-_-"zhe five classrooms_ A four-lesson uni t on
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the sense of hearing served as the curriculum for the mapping

phase. The secanc= phase of the study, the training phase, was

designed to train a randomly chosen half of the students in each

classroom to use .7=n generalized intended cognitive response when

prompted by their teacher's instructional stimulus. This training

phase was carried out when the lessons comprising the unit on the

sense of vision taught. In the third phase of the

experiments, the --implementation phase, all students in each

classroom partici _oated in recitation lessons about the ecology

unit taught by th.imeir regular teacher. The purpose of this phase

was to test whethwsmer the training that half the students had

received in phase two would generalize to everyday teaching, and

whether trained s-tudents' use of intended cognitive responses to

their techer's in_._structional stimuli would affect their learning

of infmatiOn in the ecology unit. The nature of each phase is

describA in more detail in the following sections.

Context:

METHOD

r rester- Class A

Partici ants The students in Mr. Forrester's class were 27

grade six childre-:-n in a small elementary school. The school,

which had one as at each of eight grade levels, is located in a

middle socioeconomic suburban area consisting mainly of single

family dwellings. Students in Mr. Forrester's class were

predominantly whi te, though his class included approximately 20%

Asian students, Of the 2' children in the class, 15 were girls

and 12 were boys.

t Students normally were seated in rows -;f four

or five but varied depending on the nature of the lesson to

be taught. Stucl-tits felt free to move their desks before a

lesson, though tit is usually entailed moving closer or further fr

the board. Rare y did students exchange desks or alter their

anion in row. Two or three students were not in rows but

seated in nic«,.re private spaces in the class, either by a

cabinet or near _ corner of the room.

1 6 .
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Mr. Forrester kept his desk at an angle to the class by the

doorway to '-he hall. On one side of the class was a sliding

screen separating Mr. Forrester's class from the adioining grade

five class. This screen prevented st cents from seeing activities

in the other class, but noise from the grade Five class

occasionally interrupted Mr,. Forrester's lessons. At the front

the classroom was a blackhuard and lectern from which Mr.

Forrester gave his lessons. Occasionally he would use the

blackboard on the side wall, opposite the sliding screen. At the

back of the class were several windows and a door to a playing

Field.

The classroom was Filled with a wide array of resource

materials including a collection of musical instruments and a

micro-computer. Mr. Forrester had divided sections of the wall

for posters and students' work relating to various aspects of the

grade six curriculum. He also used charts to monitor student

homework and other activities.

Mr. Forrester typically used an inductive approach to

teaching. He would usually hegin a lesson with a review of the

last lesson and a brief overview of the upcoming lesson. He would

then ask a series of questions to cover the points In his

lesson. ,Mr. Forrester reacted encouragingly to students'

responses while indicating the correctness of the response. With

his guidance, more often than not the students eventually arrived

at the Intended learning outcome without Mr. Forrester having to

state it outrightly. During this inductive process, Mr. Forrester

permitted modcrate background chatter and activity, never

demanding absolute, undivided attention to himself. However, if

the noise level became too high or the students' activity too

obviously off-task, he meted out discipline quickly and

efficiently.

Context: Mr. Dixon, Cl ass B

Participants. The students in Mr. Dixon's class were 20

grade six children, ten boys and ten girls, in a large elementary

school. The school located in a middle socioeconomic suburban

area consisting of single-family dwellings. The classwes
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predominant 1 y white al though One tjF---re ahout 1n7 Asian

students. -fr. Dixon taught- allscie_-_---nro and social studies to

this group. For the remnirvtgsrrhi ts, this group was taught by

another teacher.

Class format. Duri ng 1Imt t1e 1 nst two sssions in the

third phase of the study, th class at in groups of four or five,

each group at one of f our 1 arge tabl F s in the cl assroom. The

desks of students i u Mr home---room class were spread around

the perimeter of the room one were nit used h1,-, the el ass

participating in this study gept citring the last two sessions.

For these lessons, the t hie had bee n removed and the homeroom

desks were put into convent? rot4s-_--; = The students sat where

they wished. During the trarnIeg pilse of the experiment only,

the group that received t-iing sat at the two tables nearest the

video equipment= During son5, stL=Arlents remained at their

tables except when sharpen.ink using the washroom, or

participating i n a class 'PIO.

Mr. Dixon used a table Fora lectern and positioned it at the

front of the classroom for E-1.svaceasi hi 1 1 ty to the al ackhoard
Frequently during I essons, t11-,Mixon used an overhead prolector

aimed at a screen to the sturients' n gh t . The cl ass room was

essentially undecorated.' few maps and some examples of

students' work were hung on the wal

Mr. Dixon usual v began Alessor-- with a review of the past

day' s lesson and a bri of ovel-view of the current lesson. lie then

would begin, using the blackboard or overhead proiector, to

Introduce the new material Dixn encouraged students'
questions, often using then, gstarti ng poi nts for a discussion

concepts specific to, or s imt hr to tut diverging from, those

Planned for a lesson, RecallMof they - ati tilde he allowed in this
latter respect, he did abayg teaxach al 1 the material he had

planned.
Context: Mrs. Christ (71 and

Mrs. Christy taught tbrwRciene classes, al l of which

participated in this stuffy. ref erred to as Cl asses

and E. Classes C and D were tenth grade cl asses of rl s and
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ten boys ,and 12 girls and 11 boys, respectively. Class F was a

sixth grade class containing 14 boys and 12 girls. The school was

a large elementary school, situated in the suburbs and primarily

populated by middleclass families. Students in Mrs. Christy

classes were predominantly white, though classes included a small

proportion of Asian students, some of which participated in an

English as a second language course which kept them from attending

some of the lessons involved in this study.

Class format. Students in each class were normally seated in

rows consisting of F)ur or five pairs of desks each, but this

varied depending on the activities for a lesson. On some

occasions students changed desks, but this was usually the result

of a disciplinary action by the teacher. Mrs. Christy was head

teacher at the school And her lessons were frequently interrupted

by the principal to discuss administrative matters.'

(Th.isty planned her lessons in detail and referred en

to her written plan during instruction. She primarily used an

inductive approach to teaching. Lessons usually began with a

rE-view of tho. main concepts covered in the last lesson plus a

brief overview of the upcoming lesson. Her lessons were mainly

teachercentered and she di1 most of the talking. As the lesson

developed, however, Mrs. Christy began to engage students in

discussion. She frequently used the hoard to draw diagrams and to

write concepts that she wanted the students to copy into their

notebooks. Although Mrs. Christy was friendly, she did not

tolerate charter, and on several occasions students were

reprimanded and asked to leave the classroom if they could not

refrain from talking. Seemingly because of this restriction, the

students took opportubities to chatter when the teacher was not

instructing.

culum

The curriculum content for the three phases of the study was

determined in a meeting involving all five researchers (the two

principal investigators and three research assistants) and all

three teachers. The criteria used to select content were:
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1) the information should he new to the students so that

measures of instructional effects would be sensitive to

teaching that occured during the study rather than

reflecting students' prior knowledge;

the content should fit rho individual teachers'

objectives and preferences as much as possible:

the material should be well-structured yet lend itself to

the various kinds of resting, training and analysis that

the study requires.

After careful consideration of these criteria, the teachers

and researchers agreed that the suhiect areas that would be taught

in the study would center around the science program for the upper

intermediate grades, specifically dealing with the sense of

hearing for the first phase of the study, the sense of vision for

the second phase, and the science of ecology for the third phase.

The process for developing the science units Following this

meeting began by informally observing one or two science lessons

in each class. During these observations, the amount of content

(e.g., number of concepts) and duration of a typical science

lesson were assessed Based on this information and subsequent

discussions with all three teachers, it was deeded to plan four

lessons in the unit about hearing, six lessons in the vision unit,

and eight lessons in the ecology unit.

Following this preliminary work, the research team developed

a general first draft of the currirulum that could serve as a

stimulus to which the teachers could react. Based on this global

plan for the curriculum, the teachers were asked to begin

preparing an outline of more specific topics that would he covered

in their lessons.

At a second meeting two weeks after the First meeting, the

research team and all the teachers met for a full day to outline

in more detail the major aspects of content for each of the three

science units. During this meeting, each teacher and the research

assistant assigned to him or her began to plan the overall

structure of each unit and list concepts to he dealt with in

the lessons within those units. In addition to onal
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knowledge, several sources were used including: Exploring livin

Things: Laidlaw Exploring Science Program (1977 Stecher et al.

(1976); Program nn Teaching Effectiveness (1976); and several

introductory psychology texts.

To provide for differences among the teachers in their

objectives and prefere=nces, the researchers and teachers had

several subseuctent, often daily, meetings to add to and alter the

agreed-on outline of concepts. The units and lessons that emerged

from these adaptations are outl'ned in Appendix E. Since there

was no intent to pool the resu,, across the teachers' classes,

these modifications to the gene-:-al outline of the curriculum were

expected and accepted in compliance with our second criterion for

curriculum materials for the study.

Mapping

The goal for this first phase of the study was to produce a

"map" of each teacher's characteristic intended cognitive

responses. To accomplish this, a procedure based on that for the

first year of the project was used to videotape each teacher's

lessons and obtain his/her interpretations about intended

cognitive responses in an interview following the videotaping.

The procedure was as follows,.

The teachers research assistant set up the videotape

equipment before class. Then s/he videotaped the lesson and took

brief notes about incidents in the lesson that might contain

intended cognitive responses. These notes and the corresponding

segments of the videotaped lesson would be analyzed during the

teacher interview. Criteria for identifying these events for

later analysis were general. The research assistant had to 'be

able to identify a possible cognitive response that students might

use in response to an instructional event. The research

assistants were prepared for this task through practice in,a pilot

study. After videotaping the lesson, the research assistant moved

the equipment to another room and reviewed the notes to prepare

for the interview that followed within an hour of the lesson.

The post-lesson interviews of the teacher ranged in length

from 25 to 40 minutes and were audiotaped for further analysis.

In the interview, the teacher viewed the videotape of the lesson-
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and was asked to stop the videotape tAt points where s/he intended

students to think in specific ways in response to particular

teaching events. The teachers were prepared for this task prior

to the first videotaping by a discussion of about ten minutes in

which the research assistant described several intended cognitive

responses identified in the earlier studies and provided several

examples of each. However, if a teacher passed over a large

portion of instructional events that had been noted by the

research assistant during the lesson, tie research assistant also

stopped the videotape to obtain the teacher's analysis of these

segments.

During the interview, teachers were told not to invent an

analysis of intentions for students' cognitive responses when they

had intended none during the lesson. The goal of- the analysis was

to obtain from the teacher as precise a description as possible

about cognitive operations s/he intended students to use in

response to his or her teaching. Sometimes, the teacher p3rovided

this description without proMpting or requests for clarification

from the research assistant. When this was not the case, however,

the research assistant probed the teacher in a manner such that

analyses were solicited from the teacher rather than the research

assistant asking the teacher to verify one or another

speculation. Only after non-directive probing proved insufficient

did the research assistant request clarification in ways that

directly structured the teacher's description of intentions for

student cognitive processing. This procedure was used to reduce

the chances that the researcher's biases would influence the

teacher's self-reports. We have no data, however, to support the

validity of this procedure, nor do we have any data which

indicates that research assistants selected the same types of

incidents for teachers to comment upon.

After a teacher was interviewed, the research assistant and

both principal investigators analyzed the videotape ref the lesson

and corresponding audiotape from the interview. The goal of these

analyses was to create categories of intended cognitive responses

that were unique to each teacher. The procedure was as follows.
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videotape was stopped at points where the teacher had

indicated in the interview that s/he wanted the students to engage

in certain cognitive operations in response to his/her teaching.

At these points, the intended cognitive response(s) described in

the interview were written down, interpreted, and clarified based

on findings from the first year's study. As these descriptions

accumulated, preliminary category schemes were proposed and

compared with previous and subsequent inc'dents within each

lesson. These analyses were performed on each of the first three

lessons on hearing in Mr. Forrester's and Mr. Dixon's classes.

Because much of her teaching proved to be so similar across her

three classes, we sampled only the first two of the four lessons

an hearing in each of Mrs. Chr sty's classes (a total of six

lessons) to reduce our demands on her time. These analyses

produced an idiosyncratic "map" of the intended cognitive

responses each teacher sought to have students use when s/he cued

students by delivering instructional stimuli during teaching.

Following these analyses, tallies of each category of

intended cognitive response were made along with annotations about

their typical placement in lessons (e.g., in the introduction,

after question-and-answer sessions). Eight intended cognitive

responses used very frequently by each teacher were common among

all three teachers. Thus, these eight categories of intended

cognitive responses were used to describe teaching for all three

teachers, although the frequency with which each teacher used

specific intended congitive responses varied. These eight

intended cognitive responses and the phrases we used to describe

them to teachers are presented in Table 14.

After generating this list of indended cognitive responses,

each research assistant verified with their teacher that this list

accurately reflected the characteristics of their teaching in

general, and that the specific instructional behaviors and

cognitive operations they intended students to engage in response

to these events were.paired correctly. Each teacher agreed with

our proposed list.
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T,F 1 I4

Totended Co ni_ive Respon

( 1 Monitor Comprehension:

Check to see if you und_

(21 compare Codes:

Think what i s the same about the term and a diagram.

(11 Retrieve:

Try to remember something in particular.

(4 Monitor Other Student' Answers:

Listen carefully to what the next students say.

(51 Compare Attributes:

Figure out what is the same and di erent about the

two ideas.

(61 Rehearse:

Say this idea once or twi re in your mind.

(71 Orient to Microscopic Flements:

close attention to the very next thing.

Retrieve Attributes and reneralize:

Remember the key parts idea and use them

an answer.
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The rnrrh lesson t. as rot used in the

mapping phase_ it was used to create aptitude tests that measured

students' accuracy of perceiving their teacher's instructional

stimuli and intended cognitive responses. These tests are

described later in tie section on instruments.

General -ized Intended cognitive Response (TOR_ The eight

common intended cognitive responses identified by mapping the

three teachers' instruction constituted too large a set to

consider training students to execute all of them in response to

eight distinct -categories of instructional stimuli that a teacher

might use. The problems. we faced, then, were those of balance and

economy. On the one hand, there were practical constraints during

the training phase of the study regarding time and students'

abilities to learn intended cognitive responses. On the other

hand, we wanted to train students to use a large number of the

intended cognitive responses their teacher cued in lessons so that

their cognitive responses to teaching would be valid and would

have an optimal chance to influence learning the ecology

curriculum.

The solution dopted was to attempt to create a generalized

intended cognitive response that had several properties. First,

it should be a composite of as many as possible of the discrete

intended cognitive responses identified in Table 14 to maximize

-content validity." Second, it should be theoretically

applichle to several different forms of learning that would be

tested by different types of items on the objective arld essay

achievement tests administered at the end of the ecology unit.

This would increase its usefulness for students. Third, it sh

be amenable to being cued by a single instructional stimulus at

quite different points in a lesson. This would reduce the demands

placed on students and their teacher by requiring students to

watch for only one instructional stimulus during lessons, and by

ul d

requiring the teachers to work consciously at only one change in

their teaching style. The need to minimize changes In the

teacher's typical delivery also was necessary so that students not

trained to use the generalized intended cognitive response would
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not find their teacher's Instruction subs iti allv altered,

thereby disrupting previously acquired cognitive activities for

the comparison group during lessons. Fourth, the intended

cognitive response needed to be structured so that students could

provIdeJnstructionally unobtrusive but observable (written)

indicators that they had executed the appropriate cognitive

operations on the correct curricular information, i.e., produce a

behavioral indicator of their cognitive responses to teaching.

The generalized intended cognitive response we produced was a

mul ti -step cognitive plan for processing information. Each

teacher signaled students to use this generalized intended

cognitive response for important Information by uttering a unique

tag, the instructional stimulus, like "Make sure you ... We

label the pair formed by the teacher's instructional stimulus (IS)

and the students' intended cognitive response (TCR) an TS-TCR

unit. Several paths through this plan were possible, depending on

the student's state of knowledge and whether the information had

already been presented or would he presented shortly in the Form

of an answer to a teacher's question (see Figure 3). This

cognitive plan incorporates all eight of the intended cognitive

responses listed in Table 14, alrhough a single execution of an

TS-TCR unit rarely would involve all eight intended cognitive

responses. This generalized TS-TCR unit met the first three

criteria we required of an intended cognitive response.

To address the fourth criterion we demanded of an intended

cognitive response, we sought to create a behavioral indicator of

the generalized intended cognitive response. Four other criteria

had to be met in creating this indicator. First, the behavioral

indicator had to be simple so that students could learn it

easily. Second, it had to require a small amount of time for its

prodution so as not to interfere with the rapid flow of

instruction in the classroom. Third, it should require that

student engage in the intended cognitive response in order to

produce a correct behavioral indicator, i.e., he dependent on the

intended cognitive response. Fourth, the behavioral indicator had

to reflect the various parts of the generalized intended
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EVENT

Instructional stimulus

statement or diagram compare codes

cmpare attributes

rehearse

COGNITIVE, RESPONSE AND BEHAVIORAL INDICATOR

write

statement

monitor

comprehension

rehearse

write

statement

record

orient to source of

microscopic confired

elements ststement

Iastructional stim6lua

plus question compare codes wfitt

rewrite/

correct

record

source of
-i

miter
--

orient to

retrieVe preliminary comprehension prelimin- nieroscopic confirmed

compare attributes

orient to

microscopic

elements

retrieve attributes

and generalize

answer monitor other

students'

Answers

rehearse

ry answer elements spswers

Figure 1. Correspondence of Co nitive Responses to Parrs of Behavioral

Indicator for Varying Instructional Events
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cognit response so that it represented the several covert.

cognitive activities students engaged in response to instructional

stimuli.

The behavioral indicator we designed to meet these

requirements had three parts. Each part reflocred the product of

information processing corresponding to one step of the

generalized intended cognitive response. The behavioral indicator

for the first stage of the generalized intended cognitive response

consisted of the student writing out a short,hut meaningful

phrase. The phrase either repeated the teacher's statement, was a

verbal representation of a diagram on the chalkboard, or

represented that student's preliminary answer to the teacher's

question. This observable act reflected intended cognitive

responses noted in Table 14 in the following ways. Forming a

preliminary answer to a teacher's question entailed the intended

ive responses of orienting to microscopic elements of

traction to identify appropriate content, retrieval of

.attributes plus generalization, or comparing attributes of

concepts. The particular.cognitive response depended on the kind

of question the teacher had asked. Formulating a verbal

expression about a diagram reflected the intended response of

comparing codes. Writing a repetition of the teacher's question

demands at least one rehearsal of that information.

To reflect the second stage of the generalized cognitive

response, students also wrote a short phrase. It included

information they had confirmed as important and correct. This

component of the behavioral indicator for the generalized intended

cognitive response could reflect several of the simple intended

cognitive responses listed in Table 14. When students judged the

correctness of the information that they had in mind before

writing it, they were monitoring comprehension. An even more

valid indication of students monitoring their comprehension was

obtained when, in the context of a teacher's question, the phrase

they wrote corresponding to the second stage of the generalized

intended cognitive response differed from that written fir the

first stage. This suggests they were checking the accuracy of
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information cos doi -i i , the lesson. As thev wrote this

information it was T'ehearsed at least cue, if the information

being processed originated from another student, they had to

monitor other students' answers before monitoring their

comprehension and rehearsing.

Tn order to obtain more general evidence about students'

patterns of attention to sources of information, we included a

third part in the behavioral indicator. This part required

students to record the source confirming that information they had

cognitively processed in the second stage of the generalized

intended cognitive response was important and correct. This

confirmation could originate from any one of three sources: their

own reasoning, information that the teacher stressed verbally or

highlighted on the chalkboard (e.g., pointing at a part of a

diagram, underlining a word), or another student's response that

the teacher acknowledged as correct. Operationally, students

wrote a code indicating the source of information. The codes'were

M for me (i.e., self was the source), T for teacher, B for the

board, or S for another student. Thus, all eight of the intended

cognitive responses in Table 14 that comprised the generalized

intended cognitive response were .reflected in one way or another

in the three stages of the complete behavioral indicator.

Training

There were two purposes of training: to train students to

use the generalized intended cognitive response when cued by their

teacher's instructional stimulus, and to train them to proVide

behavioral indicators of the cognitive operations they carried out

during lessons. For this latter purpose, students were provided

with lined notebook paper that had been. divided into three

columns. The leftmost column was used to record the results of

the first stage of the generalized intended cognitive responses.

The rightmost column was the place for recording their responses

representing the second stage of their cognitive processing, while

the middle column was reserved for the codes (M, 1, B, S)

indicating the source to which they oriented to complete this

second stage.
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A training program consisting of six sessions was esigned to

introduce students and their teacher, who also attended these

sessions, to the nature of the IS-ICR units and how these units

would be onerationalized in the upcoming lessons on ecology. The

first four training sessions followed a comthon format. Each began

with the research assistant instructing students about features of

the generalized intended cognitive response and the corresponding

behavioral indicators. To begin the session, the research

assistant described what wou)d be trained that day. Then, a pre-

selected segment from the videotape of the preceding lesson on

vision was shown. This was followed by the research assistant's

description of how students were supposed to respond with the IS-

ICR unit to that part of the lesson followed by a description of

the corresponding parts of the behavioral indicator. Students

then attempted these cognitive and behavioral activities, and were

given feedback-on their work by the research assistant. Three or-

four more opportunities for practice and feedback followed, each

based on a new segment of the videotaped lesson. These activities

occupied about the first two-thirds of each training session.

In the last third of the training session, the teacher

retaught some of the material from the lesson that had been the

basis for the preceding training activities. S/he practiced using

the instructional stimulus and had an opportunity to observe the

time students required to execute their mental and written

tasks. Students practiced their instructional response during-

these periods to iMprove_the skills they had worked on that day

and in preceding-training sessions. The research assistant

provided corrective feedback to both the teacher and students

about thei'r performances.

The last two training sessions included only live practice

with the teacher and students, and thus followed the format of the

last third of the first four sessions. More detailed description

of each session is provided next.

The first training period,_began with the research assistant

providing a general description of the nature and purposes of

training. Students were told that what they would learn in these
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sessions should help thri get higher marks on the achievement

tests they would take on the vision unit and, subsequently, on the

ecology unit, Next, the research assistant played the first

segment of the videotaped lesson and identified the teacher's use

of the instr=uctional stimulus. All segments chosen for this first

session illustrated a teacher's statement that implied an intended

cognitive response. The research assistant. described only the

rehearsal component of the first stage of the generalized intended

cognitive response by saying, "The teacher wants you to repeat

that information several times in your mind." Then, the research

assistant demonstrated on the hoard the first part of the

behavioral indicator.

Practice examples followed in which the research assistant

first asked students to verbalize what the ISTell unit was, and

then to write the behavioral indicator of their cognitive

processing in the leftmost column of their worksheets. Feedback

about what the students wrote down was provided to insure that the

information was correct, and to help students learn how to write

brief but accurate descriptions rather than long verbatim accounts

of the information they had rehearsed. Then, the live practice

plus feedback session followed.

There were two objectives for the second training session.

The first was to consolidate the training from the first

session. The second objective was to introduce the second stage

of the generalized Intended cognitive response and the part of the

behavioral indicator associated with it. The session began with

the research assistant reviewing the previous day's session.

Several segments of the videotape from the second lesson on vision

that contained teacher statements tagged with the instructional

stimulus were then used to practice these skills. As in the first

session, the research assistant provided students with feedback

about their work.

The research assistant then introduced students to procedures

for using both the first and second stages of the generalized

intended cognitive response when the teacher tagged a statement

with the instructional stimulus. Specifically, they were told
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that, ng the first stage of the intended cognitive

response, they were to rehearse this information at least one morn

time and then write it in the rightmost column of the worksheet.

Practice segments from the videotape followed. The second

training session ended with the teacher providing some live

practice for students, supplemented with feedback from the

research assistant.

With the two stages of the generalized intended cognitive

response and their respective behavioral indicators now introduced

and practiced for teacher statements, in the third training

.session, students moved on to extend the use of these skills to

occasions where teachers tagged a question with the instructional

stimulus. Using an example from the videotape of the lesson,

students were told to: (1) ,try to answer the question, (2) write

a brief answer, (3) seek confirmation of their answer, (+)mentally

revise the first answer if needed, (5) check to be sure they

understood the correct answer, (6) rehearse the correct answer

several times, and (7) write out a brief version of the correct

answer. For questions where students could not generate an ans

for the question (step 1 above), they were instructed to draw a

line in the leftmost column of their worksheet to indicate that

they had noticed the instructional stimulus, and then proceed to

the fifth step of this routine after seeking the correct answer to

the question from another student or the teacher. A few practice

plus feedback examples followed.

The only aspect Of the generalized intended cognitive

response remaining to be trained was for the student to indicate

the source of the verified information that they had rehearsed and

written pn the worksheet. This also was an objective of the third

training session. Students oNserved a segment of that day's

videotaped lesson and received instruction from the research

assiOtant regarding orientation either to their own cognitive-

responses, the teacher, the chalkboard, or other 8-tua611:81

answers. They also were taught to record the code(s) on the__

worksheets that identified the source of the verified information

they had rehearsed and written as a'resu ,,of stage two of the
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generalized intended cognitive response. A few further

opportunt - provide practice this new component in

response to videota examoles. This training session ended with

the teacher providing live practice for students plus feedback

from the research assistant about the complete generalized

intended cognitive responses and the corresponding behavioral

indicators for both statements and questions.

The fifth and sixth training sessions provided the teacher

and his/her students with further opportunities to engage in live

practice and receive feedback from the research assistant. The

objective of these sessions was to consolidate and sharpen the

entire repertoire. The research assistant also continued to help

students frame brief statements for the first and secori parts of

the behavioral indicator so that they would not fall behind the

flow of information and events in regular lessons.

ilt2Litude_Test

The model from which this research is derived postulates

that, during instruction, teachers intend students to manipulate

information cognitively in particular ways. Teachers cue these

intended cognitive responses with instructional stimuli. The

intended cognitive response (ICR) aptitude test was developed to

gauge the extent to which students accurately perceived their

teacher's intended cognitive responses for pre-selected

instructional stimuli. A videotape of lesson four in the hearing

unit served as the source of instructional stimuli and

corresponding intended cognitive responses.

The ICR aptitude test was developed in several stages. Using

the list of eight intended cognitive responses created by mapping

the three teachers' instruction (see Table 14), we analyzed the

fourth videotapes in each of the five classes to identify

instances where an instructional stimulus cued intended cognitive

responses. The goal sought in this analysis was to locate at

least three salient illustrations in each lesson of each type of

intended cognitive response from tine list in Table 14. In total

we identified 27, 23, 28, 31, and 32 such instances in each of the

videotapes in the five classes A-E, respectively. Following our
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preliminary anal research assistant met with the teacher

to validate the instances we had chosen. To do this, the teacher

viewed the segments of videotape we had isolated with the 1

the eight common intended cognitive responses from Table 14 in

hand. The teacher's job was to select from the list the type of

cognitive response that s/he had intended to use in that segment

of the lesson.

The teacher's data from this validation, along with several

other criteria we imposed that are described shortly were the

bases used to create a 20-item aptitude test for that class'

lesson. All instances where we and the teacher had agreed on the

intended cognitive response were sorted into the eight categories

of intended cognitive responses listed in Tabte 14. The first

criterion imposed on these instances in selecting 20 for inclusion

on the ICR aptitude test was that the entire test had to contain

two or three instances from each of the eight categories so that

there would be a relatively balanced distribution of the types of

simple intended cognitive responses over the 25-30 minutes of the

videotape. Second, we chose instances in such a way that there

were no long segments on the videotape, more than about 4

minutes, that did not contain an instance. Third, the instances

were chosen so that the curricular information in the segments of

videotape was as well-developed as possible. This decreased the

chances that students' perception of intended cognitive responses

would be influenced by weaknesses in their state of prior

knowledge (see chapter 2). Fourth, all examples had to he of high

technical quality, i.e., audio and video aspects had to be easily

comprehensible. if there were more than three examples for each

type of intended cognitive response, we reviewed our selections to

choose the segment of the videotape which, in our judgmeqt, most

clearly represented each type and which met the foregoing

criteria.

Tf there were fewer than two selections from-a category of

intended cognitive response, we reviewed the videotape to identify

instances on which we and the teacher had disagreed in our

original analyses. We then selected from among these instances
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what was needed to complete the test in accordance with the

fur(Fk,reiti g criteria. In these few cases, ranging across the five

classes from only 1 to 25 percent of all the instances that we had

identified originally, we used the intended cognitive response

that the teacher had selected as the "correct" intended cognitive

response.

The selected examples of TS -ICR units formed a unique 20 -item

four-alternative multiple-choice test for each class. The stem of

each item consisted of a segment of the videotape illustrating an

1S-ICR unit in the teacher's list and a corresponding paper-and-

pencil question. e.g., "How did Mrs. Christy want you to think

now The three distractors listed for an item on the student's

test paper were intended cognitve responses which corresponded to

instructional stimuli other than the example portrayed on the

videotape. They were chosen under the constraints that they had

to seem to be plausible intended cognitive responses at that

point, and that each intended cognitive response serve as a

distractor with approximately equal frequency. The "correct"

answer was the intended cognitive response that we and the teacher

had agreed on independently. Each intended cognitive response

occurred as a distractor approximately three times.

To administer the aptitude test, the research assistant

showed the entire videotape of lesson four from the hearing unit

to the students up to the point of the 20th IS -ICR unit. During

playback, the videotape was stopped at those points which

corresponded to a written item on the test. Each test item asked

the students to indicte how they thought their teacher wanted them

to be thinking that point in the lesson. The videotape was

restarted after all students had answered the item. The items

contained in each of the aptitude tests are listed in Appendices

F-H. The number of items students answered correctly served as

their score on the ICR aptitude test.

Procedures for Scoring Notebooks

Students' notebooks in both the comparison and the trained

groups were scored for the content recorded in them that related

either to objective test items or to material for which points
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the essay items. For students in the trained

groups, four type scores were created. The first kind of

score, called the behavioral indicator score, reflected the extent

to which students' behavioral indicators of their cognitive

operations were complete. This score conceptually similar to

the behavioral indicator scores in tuu:lies TT and TTT, varying

only because the components of the intended cognitive response in

this study differed from those of the earlier ones. Here a con

was identified for each test item on the objective test and for

each point constituting the scheme for "coring essay items. The

students' behavioral indicators were awarded from zero to three

points for each concept depending on the number of aspects of th

behavioral indicator that they completed on the notebook pages we

had constructed for them. Thus, for the objective test on

ecology, students in the trained group could get a maximum score

of 72 (three points per complete behavioral indicator x 24

objective items). Separate behavioral indicator scores were

generated for notes corresponding to items on the objective test

and for notes corresponding to material that was awarded points in

scoring the essay items. Students in comparison groups obviously

could not receive a behavioral indicator score.

The second kind of score concerning students' cognitive

operations during teaching measured the rxtent to which students

took notes of any sort pertaining to ma_ covered in the test

items. This meant that any aspect a student's notes referring

to content covered in a test item was given a score of one. This

score was also computed for students in the comparison groups.

Thus, for the notes corresponding to items on the ecology

objective test, students in both the trained and the.comaprison

groups could achieve a maxiumum raw score of 14. In order to

allow comparison of this score with the behavioral indicator

score for students trained to make intended cognitive responses

and provide behavioral indicators, this raw score was multiplied

by three to place it on the same length scale as the behavioral

indicator scores. This score, which awarded full credit for any

component of a behavioral indicator for students in the trained

groups, was called the total notes score.
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The third and the fourth kinds of sores characterizing

r ;.ud arid c mparison group students' notes taken during teaching

reflected the extent to which they took notes about concepts that

the teacher had tagged with an instructional stimulus, and about

concepts which appeared on the test but which were not tagged by

teacher's instructional stimulus. These are called the tagged

notes score and the non-tagged notes score, respectively. In

order to make these easily comparable to the foregoing scores, the

sum of these two scores was fixed to place it on a scale with a

length of zero to 72. Thus, the tagged notes score can be

compared to the behavioral indicator score and to the total notes

score by forming a ratio of the former to one or the other of the

latter. The same type of comparison can be made for the non-

tagged notes score. Also, the sum of the tagged and non-tagged

notes scores equals the total notes scores. In the case of class

A, the maximum score for the tagged notes scale was 54. The non-

tagged notes scale had a maximum of 18 for this class. In the

other four classes, the number of items on the objective test were

equally divided between those tagged by teacher's instructional

stimulus and those not tagged. Thus, the raw score maxima for

those other classes were 36 and 36, respectively (12 items times

three).

ScoreS for concepts recorded in students' notebooks

corresponding to information that was awarded points when scoring

the essay items varied from class to class. In class A, the

maximum essay score was 72. In class B, it was 63. In classes C,

D, and E, this maximum score was 38.

Achievement Tests

Because there was only general consensus among teachers as

the information that would be covered in each of the three

curriculum units, teachers varied in the concepts and principles

thdy taught. The research assistants met with their teachers to

write items for the achievement tests for all three units prior to

the beginning of instruction'on each unit. These tests, comprised

of objective Items (multiple-choice, matching, fill-in) and short

essay sections, were then reviewed and refined by the entire
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research staf d then again by the teacher. Each test

linked to one or.more specific concepts in a lesson (see

Appendices F, G, and H).

In order to assure content validity of the test items, the

research assistant reviewed the vi

during the lessons. if the information needed to answer an item

pt's and the notes taken

was not covered, was stricken fram the test and a new ite

generated covering content that had been taught. Prior to

administering the achievement tests to students, all test items

were checked a final time by the teacher for clarity and content

validity.

The.test for the hearing unit contained two essay items, and

the tests for vision and ecology units each had three essays.

Total essay score values across teachers ranged from 14 to 23 for

hearing, 24 to 27 for vision and 21. to 23 for ecology. ttn the

objective part of the achievement test, there were 12 items for

hearing, 15 items for vision, and 24 items for ecology. Scores on
4

the essay and multiple-choice tests covering the unit on vision

are not used in analyses. These tests were included both for the

teachers' purposes of assigning grades, and to acquaint students

Cher with the nature of achievement measures they would

experience at the end of the ecology unit. We also reasoned that

these achievement scores could not tell much about students'

'learning vis a vis the cognitive mediational model because

students in the trained group were in the process of altering

their cognitive responses to teaching.

The achievement tests were created by sampling content from

each of the lessons within a unit roughly equally. This criterion

was only partially achieved because of a nuraber of constraints.

First, for the vision test, the number of items we sought was not

divisible equally by the number of lessons that had been taught.

This required us to include fewer items on the test from some

lessons. Second, each lesson taught by the three teachers did not

contain equivalent amounts of information. Some lessonS contained

more concepts and facts than did other lessons. Thus, a strict

application of the equivalent item sampling criterion would have
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rt.quirod t = ring concepts and facts that were of minor importance

because a particular lesson was conceptually and Factually lean.

Third, in some instances a teacher misrepresented the meaning of

key information due to incomplete knowledge. We decided not to

test students for information that they had been taught that was

not factually correct. Thus, for some lessons, the pool of

available content from which items could be sampled was reduced

further. Fourth, on the ecology test, we wanted to distribute

items on the test over both tagged information (i.e., information

the teacher had tagged with the instructional stimulus) and

untagged information (i.e., information not tagged with the

instructional stimulus). The complete specifications for all

the achievement tests for the five classes can be found in

Appendices F, and H.

All questions on both the essay and objective parts of the

achievement tests were randomly ordered. For all tests, the essay

items were completed before the objective part. There were four

possible responses in multiplechoice questions which were

randomly ordered with the proviso that there were an approximtely

equal number of correct responses in any given position.

Scoring manuals were created (see Appendices FH) to score

the essays. Points were assigned according to the degree of

correspondence between a student's response and the criteria

established as acceptable in the manual. Each research assistant

marked all the tests for the students in his/her assigned classes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For all of the analyses reported in this section, the

original sizes of the training and-comparison groups were reduced

to the levels as shown in Table 15. Criteria used to make these

reductions in sample sizes were as follows: Students could not be

absent for more than one of the lessons in the hearing unit or the

ecology unit, and h to be present for the ICR aptitude test, the

objective and the essay tests on the hearing lessons, and the

objective and the essay tests about ecology. In addition,
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studours in the trained groups had to be present for at least four

of the cix training sessions. Thus, in classes A, B, and E,

student_ were allowed to misQ two of the training sessions

still be included in the experiment provided that they met the

preceding crl In classes C and D, where one training

session of the six planned sessions had to be cancelled due to

problems in scheduling, students had to be present for four of the

Five training sessions. These criteria ensured that students had

an opportunity to learn the material presented in the lessons, and

that there were scores available for them on the ICR aptitude test

and prior achievement tests on the hearing unit that could serve

as predictors in backward selection regressions analyses.

For at least one variable in each of the five classes, was

computationally impossible to produce internal consistency

estimates of reliability due to problems of indetermina

Moreover, some of the remaining estimates of reliability were less

than classical test theory allows when judged against the

correlations between variables, i.e., squared correlations

exceeded the reliability coefficient for one or both variables.

We conclude from these conditions that many variables measured in

these classrooms were not internally consistent (heterogeneous;

Cronbach alpha ranged From .05 to .79; Md = .60) and that the

small sample sizes per classroom exacerbated this situation.

Therefore, we have not reported reliability coefficients for

variables in this section. However, on the basis of both

correlations among variables and the regression analyses presented

later in this section, we do not judge i_uat the datd' is

unreliable. Rather, we take the view that real teaching

situations in the classrooms where we worked produced variables

for which internal consistency estimates of reliability are

inappropriate.

Can Students Be Trained to Make Intended Cognitive ons_

Table 16 provides mean standard deviations, and t -tests

among mans for the trained and comparison groups in all five

classes on the scores derived from their notebooks. Only for the

essay-related scores for Class R were there statistically reliable
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dittor,nces htween the tra i peel and compa rison groups in the

notetaking (h! ring losso-s. this single instance, students in

the comparison groun took more notes relating to concepts

appearing as test items than-did students in the trained groups.

Thus, to the extent that students' notes indicate that some kind

of cognitive processing or testrelated information is taking

place, there were no differences in the overall levels of

cognitive processing exhibited by students in the trained groups
mod in the comparison groups, with the exception of class B.

Also provided in 'fable 16 is a withingroup comparison of the
scores earned by students in the trained groups on the behavioral

indicator score and the total notes score for concepts appearing

-n the ohiective and on the essay tests. In every case, students'

total not,, scores oxceedecl (p C .10) their behavioral indicator

scores at statistically reliable levels. Thus, while students in

the trained groups generally did not differ from their untrained

counterparts on the number of occasions in which they engaged

cognitions regarding curriculum content to be tested, their notes

revealed that not all of these occasions completely reflected the

threestage generalized intended cognitive response they had been
taught. Whether this difference indicates that students in the

trained groups had internalized more of the intended cognitive

response, thereby making the behavioral indicators .perhaps seem

less nece5sary to them, or whether same aspects of the generalized

intended cognitive response were not carried out cannot be

determined from these data. All that can be said is that there

are some statistically reliable differences in trained students'

execution of the generalized intendce cognitive response far

concepts appearing on the tests when compared to their total notes

scores.

One way to measure the extent to which these differences

occur is to calculate effect sizes. These effect sizes,

culated by subtracting the mean of the behavioral indicator

score from the mean of the total notes score and dividing by the

standard deviation of the total notes scores were as follows: in

class A. .47 for the objective test concepts and 1.21 for essay
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concepts; in class 1, the petive concepts and .21 for

the essay concepts in class C. .63 for the objective concepts and

1 _ 74 for the essay concepts; in class n, 2.06 for the objective

concepts and 5.67 for the essay concepts: anl in class R, 2.15 for

the objective concepts and 2.15 for the essayconcepts. Thus,

with the exception of class B, there were fairly substantial

differences in the extent to which trained students provided full

behavioral indicators for the generalized intended cognitive

responses they carried out corresponding Co information that

appeared on the tests.

Another feature of the data reported in Table 16 that

warrants mention is the relatively large variance in several

the distributions of scores. Examination of frequency counts for

scores revealed that the distributions of these scores were

occasionally extremely skewed, with some students taking

absolutely no notes whatsoever and other students taking

relatively massive amounts of notes. Thus, even in the trained

groups, there was wide variation in the extent to which the

teacher influenced students to cognitively process information

that appeared on the test. The fact that the trained students did

not generally differ from comparison students in the number of

notes they took on concepts that the teacher had tagged with an

instructional stimulus might be interpreted to indicate that

students in the trained groups missed many opportunities to engage

in the generalized intended cognitive response that they had been

trained to use. It also could be interpreted, however, to reflect

demanding pace of regular classroom instruction which might

prevent students from providing complete indications of all the

.cognitive processing they undertook. In particular, it might be

that students do not take notes on all concepts that are tagged,

but take notes only on- those concepts that they believe are

particularly difficult or that warrant an "extra" amount of

cognitive processing. As well, these data might indicate that we

have still not overcome the methodological problems created by the

use of behavioral indicators of cognitive processing. That is,

the behavioral indicator may he interfering with the students'
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cormitive responses. Tn the face of conflicting demands regarding

whether they should complete the behavioral indicator or continue

to execute the cognitive strategy, students may have chosen the

latter over the former.

Overall, then, it can he said that students in the trained

groups and the comparison groups took roughly the same quantity of

notes p6rtaining to information that appeared on the tests. Thus,

any differences that are observed on test scores cannot be

attributed to the quantity of notes that were taken. Instead,

differences in achievement scores must ect qualitative

featur_. s of the cognitive operations that the students undertook

and reflected in the notes that recorded aspects of these

cognitive operations during teaching.

How Do Intended Cognitive Responses Relate Achievement,

To explore relationships between students' cognitive

processing of content that would appear on tests and their test

scores, correlations between the various scores derived from

students' notebooks and achievement tests were computed. These

are reported in Table 17 for each of the five classes. As can he

seen in Table 17, there is wide Nariation in the degree to which

students' quantity of notes is associated with their

achievement. While statistical tests of these correlations are

hampered due to the small sample sizes, with only several

exceptions, the general finding i that students notetaking, and

by inference, their cognitive processing of information during

teaching, is positively associated with their achievement. This

seems particularly true for students who were trained to make

generalized intended cognitive responses and provide behavioral

indication when the objective tests served as the measure of

achievement. Tn these cases, the median correlation was .48,

it was only .23 -when essay tests served as the measure of

achievement. This pattern was reversed for the students who

participated in the comparison groups,. For those groups, the

median correlation beZween quantity of notes and achievement on

the objlIrctive test items was only .23, while the comparable median

correlation for the essay test items was .42.
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Carrelations R

TABLE 17

n A-,,bievement Scores and Notes Scores
For Al ClasseS

Study TV

Seal es Carrelated

Objective
TOtal scale and 44 68* 50 44* 61*
Total notes -08 '60 5n -1 5 42

Tagged items and 43 77 44 53* 40
Tagged notes -03 45 52 -50 42

Mon-tagged items 21 61* 56* 49 26

Non-tagged notes -14 23 75* -13 16

Total scale and 34 70* 46 42 70*
Behavioral Indicator

Fssay
Total scale and -73 36 19 61* 31

Total notes 43 74* 09 40t

Tagged scale and -42 19 54* 41t
Tagged notes 11 71* 17 70 -02

Non-tagged scale and 13 13 02 _a

Non-tagged notes R4* 51 51 a 47

Total scale and -02 13 -01 64*
Behavioral Indi cator

Mote: Upper correlations are within the trained group; lower
-correlations=ate_within the comparison group. Decimals
are ornitted._,

a There was no variance on the Nan =tagged notes For essay
content in Class D.

p x.05

p <.10
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Do Intended Co-nitive Responses Enhance Learning from Instruction?

To test the relative influence that-training students to make

intended cognitive responses had on their achievement, comparisons

were made to their untrained counterparts. The method of analysis

here paralleled, that for Studies-II and III. In particular,

backward selection multiple - regression procedures employing four

major categories of predictor variables were applied to the

data. The first category consisted of aptitudea: students' ICR

aptitude test scores, their scores on a prior measure of

achievement based on objective items from tests on the hearing

lessons, and their scores on essay measures of achievement based

on the hearing lessons. The'sedond major category of variables

included a measure of students"notetaking during lessons that

corresponded to the dependent variable, i.e. , tagged objective -

items, non-tagged okiective items, tagged essay items, and non,-

tagged essay items). For instance, when tagged objective e

was the dependent variable, the tagged notes score was used as the

measure of classroom process from among the various notetaking

scores that were described previously. The third major category

was a single varable consisting of an effects c ed vector .

comparing the trained (+1) versus'the comparison group (-1) of

students. The fourth major category of variables included seven

interaction terms. One was a notetaking by treatment interaction,

using the notetaking score that was matched to the particular

dependent variable, as in the second category of predictors

described previously. Three were formed by multiplying the three

aptitude test scores from the first category of prediCtors by the
I

treatment contrast vector. The remaining three were three-way

interactions representing the product of aptitude x notetaking x

treatment.

Descriptive statistics and the results of backward regression

analyses. are reported in Tables 18 through 32. The results are.

described first in terms of each of the five clasSes

,individually. An integration of the result6 across the five

classes is then presented and reflected in Table 33:
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A tatist cal Note

Before presenting the results, three aspects of these

analyses warrant some elaboration so that the inforMation and

statistics to be presented later can be uq0erstood more easily.

The first item to be addressed is the method for interpreting a

multiple regression'equatiom that contains or more terms

involving either a contrast between the experimental and

comparison groups, aptitude - treatment interactions, notetaking-

treatment interactions, or all these types of predictors. A

second issue that is discussed pertains to interpreting aptitude-

notetaking x treatment interactions. The third item reVates to

the fact that only one measure of effect size can be reported per

analysis even though two or more terms involving the contrast

-between the trained and comparison groups may appear in the

results of an analysis.

Often a multiple regression analysis reported in the

following sections contains several predictors involving the

contrast between the trained and the comparison groups. To

generalizable -case, suppose that the analysis of the total

objective scale (Y) had retained. these terms: ICR Aptitude
---

Group (X2), ICR Aptitude x Group (X3), and Prior Objective

Achievem'ent x Group (X4), plus a constant- -term (C) corresponding

to the intercept. The multiple-predictor regression equation for

this fictitious illustration could he written symbolically like

(1) Y' = C + blX, + b2X2 + b3X3 + b X4

To explain how individual terms in this equation can be

interpreted (keeping in mind the caveat in footnote j, p. 106), it

is advantageous to write equation (1) in a novel format, replacing

themathematicalX,With the-.words describing the predictors to

which they refer and labeling ,ach term in the equation. Phe

rewritten version of the fictitious example would look like this,'

(2) Predicted Total Objective Scale Constant (a)

b1 (ICR Aptitude)
1

(b)

+ b2 (Group) (c)

b
3

(ICR Aptitude x Group) (d)

b (Prior Objective Achievement k Group)
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The principle that is appli ed to 14lterpret any one, predictor
rewrite the equation to crate two groups of predictors. One of
thesegroups.will he made t_m.p of all the terms in the equation that
include the predictor that is going -t0 be interpreted. For

,

exam interpret the effect of ICR Aptitude,' terms hand d

_are gro ed together:
(3) , bi (ICR Aptitude) -b (ICR Aptitude x Group).

This grouping Of terms can be it,ten ike this:
(4) + b3(Gtoup)) It____;'R Aptitude

because, the predictor 11111.4ffik.ptitude was included in both of the
original terms labeled b d in equation tr2). Now, when the

code assigned to a- particuM ar group, eithTr +1 for the trained
.group or -1. for the cornpariZ son group, is substituted into

expression 4 for the word Group," and when the numerical vsilu
cot the partial raw regress-Con coefficients are substituted for b'

1

and b 3' a single numerical value for the terms in the brackets of'
expression (Wean be calcv_iilated. This single vaLlie is,the
partial raw iegression .coe ficient for the predictor ICR Aptitude'

4
that, is associated with th group whose' code was .sublitituted in

the calculations. Hence, -here are two regression coefficients
p.

produced by doing these 6u-institutions twice, one for the trained
fi

group when +1 is substituted, for .Group, and another for the
Icomparison group when -'1 i_._ substituted for group. Now, we turn

Ir...-
to the second collection o terms rnenttoned in the principle
stated earlier.

All of the remaining -errns in equation (2), labeled , c, and
e' in that equation, are ad cdel together to form the second group of

,

predictors referred e Tier

(5) Constant + (
112

ou-r)) + b4 (Prior Objective Achievement x
group).

If we combine expressions <4) and they look like this:
(6) .EonstAnt hz-i(Group) + b4(Prior Objective Achievement

x Group)] [b2 -3(Group)1 ICR Aptitude.

When it is:noticed that Am lies can be 'substituted for every one of

the -terms' Erma within braa'kets, simply adding up these .values to
get one number makes this -- expression look suspiciously like a
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simple regression equation. ,It inv-olves only o= a predictor, IC8

Aptitude; .one regression coefficient, the terro,

Ebl ,

+ b3('Group1 j ; and a constant that is made --up iof several it

added together, namely the terms in e?Oress inn 5. The question

that remains to be answered is how ro choose v'a lues for these

terms to' produce one numerical value for, the terrn that is the
regression coefficient, 'and one'for tAe term th -s.t is the constant.

Consider the term for the regression one fficient first,

Numerical values for b2 and bq .ai-e part of the resul is piovided

diredtly by the original' multiple regression There,ere

two numerical values for the word "Group"; amecrid -1. Thus,

looking at Lb1 + b3 (Group)] jien, subst ti_i.ted for Group, the.

numerical values for b1 and bare also subptit ted, and the

arithmetic of multiplying by +1 and adding tM-ie result to hi is

done, the end result 'is a regression coefficien=rz for the training

group. Repeating the procedure but siiilostitutin -1 for the word

"Group" produces a second regression coefficiencior for the
comparison gro4. Thus?, there are really two different regression

coefficients, one for each of the two groups symbolized by the

word "Group" in eous.tion (6).
'Miming to the collection Hof terms inside soothe brackets

representing the constant (i.e., expression 5), the word up"
ac

can be.!retal,aced by its code, i.e., +1 for the t.-a inea groupor -1

for the comparison group deperiing. on which gt-op 46 'are working

with for the ,mornent. Since we are, -now :deseribil=rtg a compl6te group
of students, it seems reasonable to replace the words "Prior
Objective Achievement" with a statistic that decribes the group
being considered. The number chosen for this eL'.=_Ilostitution is a
group '; mean on Prior Objective Achievement. Nxt,' substituting

the values produced by the multiple regression analysis for

Constant, b2, and b4, and doing the ari thmetic yields a single

numeriicsl value. This value is the y-into iTept for the group

whose co `was substituted for the word "Croup" and whose +mean

score was substituted for Prior Objective Achieement. Thus,'

there-will be two y-intercepts; one for tr=tined group and

another .for the comparison group..
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The overall result of these operations is to produce two

separate regression eqr7vatione: One predicts Total Objective

scores for students Ah theertrained group. The other predicts

these scores for studemmats in Ehe comparison g roup. Each,

regression equation ham a simple form, namely:6

(75 C +bX

Because the regression _equations for each group have different

regression coeffici'ent=m3" these two equations describe an aptitude-
-,

treatmene interaction. Following the same procedures as just.

outlined, the aptitude---treatment inte'action involving Prior

Objective Achievement -iaalso?could be described as two simple

regression equations.. In general, any, predictor can be described

similarly by following this procedure.

The next'aspect o 1Ethe multiple regr analyses that

needs explanation is hew to.tnterpret aptitude - aptitude - treatment

interactions or aptim--41e-noteraking-treatment interactions. In

general, the same proc-leduce as was just described is applied to

these more complicated terms' except that One more step is

needed. Using'the sammNe example as before (see equations l and 2),

we add on one more tern involving an aptituft-notetaking treatment

interction (X5 ) where the notetaking variable is -the Total Notes

score on objective iterrins. This produces parallels to equations

(1/ and (2) that look like this:

(8) Y' C + &X -+ to-X + h
t 1 2-2

and

b4X4 b5X5

(9) Predicted fotantl Objective Score = Constant

+ b
1
(1CR AptE_tude)

+ b (Group)
2

b-
3
(ICR AptE,tude x Group)

(b)

b (Prior Ohmmjective Achievement x Grqgp) (e)

+ b5 (Prior Ozojective Achievement xJotal Notes x Group) (f)

Applying the prirmucipleo regrouping to the predictor Prior

Objective Achievement- the' following two groups of terms are

created:

(10) Constant. + b1C::ICR Aptitude) b(Group) + Aptitude

x GroUp

and
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-4.(Prifir Oh;,-
Objectiv,

The terms in
0_ ective /tell

A;

group' or
subat

Achievement x -rou x b5cPrior
x Total 'Note x.Group).
-sn be rearrar Led. to isolate Prior

-,ta intes x trot. Prior Objective

it the codes for either tlie training
n expression lO and substituting the

-;
dorrespomdi 'can scor for each group's MECR Aptitude Test

produces -for each group.. same procedure applied
---

to the fear ' Itarriei in expression I2 prduces a unique
regression cc, .icie,nt for each of the pa. Putting these two
results tr.o one simple' regress on equation for each
group that deMcri,DeS the relationship betwr<=2,en-a student's

predicted total Objective Score and his or her Prior Objective
Achievement score.

There is one elaboration of this proci=dure that now needs to
he pointed out. Each time a numerical vale was substituted for a
predictor that was a continuous variable, -uch as the Total Notes

score, the value chosen for substitution %.7.s the group's mean

score. However, this particular choice is not the only value that

could be deed. For instance, a score equa to the group mean plus
, one standard deviation mighthe used inste.--td. If this alternative

value for the Total Notes satire were substituted in expression I I,
a different number would be created for t1-1 group's regression
coeeficient. In other words, within a sin,le group of sCurlents,
say the trained, group; there is a differ4. en= slope relating the

predicted Apendent variable, Total Object ----lye Scores, and the
aptitude, Prior Objective -Achievement, for every score that can.care he

recorded for the notetaking variable, Totat Notes. Thus, the

relationSip between predicted Total. Ohjec tive Scores and

students' .Prior Objective Achievement chariwges as scores on Totalt
Notes change.

Conceptually, this is what interaetio=-1 means. When there is
a "simple" aptitude-treatment interaction, the slope relating a
predicted dependent variable to the aptitue different in each
group. That was exactly the point developed earlier when it was
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explained how aptitude-treatment interaction terms that were

embedded in complicated regression equations cpUldbe interpreted

by simplifying the original regression results. Here, this sue

idLa of relations that change as one considers different group in

exten ed to terms in a regression equation, like'an aptitude-
.

notetaking:treatment interaction, where part of the interactinis

a -continuous variable rathpr than,a code for 4 group. New, rot
. 0 .

only does-the slope relating a predicted dependent variable to an

*
aptitude change depending on Which group is being considered, ht

.

ofthis slope also changes withi; the group or stude as their

scores change on 'the notetaking variable change. Although it is a

long sentence to read, the statement'that captures this idea in:

When there is an aptitude - notetaking - treatment interaction, the

relationship between students' aptitude and the predicted

dependent variable changes as one considers different kro ps;And

within a coup or students, the retation"between students'
aptitude .and the predicted dependent variable changes as one

considers different scores on the notetaking variable. Thus, to

fully appreciate the nature of an aptitude-notetaking-treatment

interaction, more than one substitution needs to he made for the

value of the notetaking variable so that changes in the

relationship between the aptitude and the dependent variable can

be displayed.

Before going on, a further question should be answered: Will

there also be different y-intercepts for different values of A '

notetaking variable? It depends on the composite that forms the

y-intercept. In the example being rised here (see expression 10),

the variable Prior Objective Achievement is aot included in the

composite that forms the y-intercept. So., in.thia case, the r

intercept will not change because there are no different valuclof

Prior Objective Achievement to be substituted in the composite

that forms the constant. l-lowever, it is possible for the

composite that Corms the y-intercept to include a variable that is

also inclUded in the second group of terms that produce&

regression coeffic.ient. When this is the case, there a

different v-intercept corresponding ach different value of the

regression coefficien
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There are no well-accepted guidelines for chnosi"ng the number

of different regression coefficients, an&possibly their I-

corresponding y-intercepts, that one needs to examine'co ilex

interactions fruitfully. In the analyses reported here, these

complex interactions include aptitude-notetaking-treatment

interactions or aptitude-aptitude-treatment 'interactions. Some

researchers (e.g. Peterson, 1977) produce three-dimensional

graphs of such interactions, thereby avoiding the issue of how

many values to choose by displaying an infinite range'of such

coefficients. We find these figures useful, providing that the

reader can interpret them. An alternative, illustrated by Cohen

and Cohen (1975, section 8.4)j, is to produce regression equaEionm

for each-group at three points along the scale of the "extra"

interacting variable (the notetaking variables in the previous

example): the mean minus one standard deviation, the mean, and-

the mean plus one standard deviation. We have followed this

latter course j.n this report, judging it easier to present and to

interpret. Oilr choice also seems more defenSible in the light of

small sample sizes for which an infinite range of coefficients

might suggest a smooth change where such relationships may not be

.justified by our tiata. A disadvantage of our, choice, however

that standard deviations are sensitive to outliers,although the

presence of outliers would distort three-dimensional graphs as

well. Further, one should not discard outliers from'a data,set

unless it can be determined that the outliers-
,
represent a

different population than. the scores constituting the remainder .A

.the distribution. We assume here that.outlierseimply reflect the

absence of intermediate values due to small samples. Thus, when -

we describ- aptitude - aptitude - treatment interactions or aptitude-

notetaleng-treatment interactions, we present tables describing1/77

within-group regression slopes and intercepts at these three
.,

points of the scale for the interacting. variable.

The final issue to be explained before turning to the results

why only one effect size statistic is reported per analysis,

may seem intuitive that an'effect size describing differendes

between group means could be reported for every term-in-the
. _

regression analyses that includes the group code. For example, in-
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expression 9, it may appear reasonable that four effect sizes

could he calculated, ono For each of the terms labeled e, d, e,

and f. The reason that this is not possible is given by the same

principle for regrouping terms as has been demonstrated

previously. When, in expression 9, teems labeled a and bare

grouped to form a constant, and terms labeled c through fare

collected to create a regression coefficient, there is only one

equatioi b describe the predictor Crop, namely:

(13) Predicted Total Objective Score

OConstant + bl (ICR Aptitude)[

+ rh2 + b3(ICR Aptitude) + b4 (Prior Objective Achievement

b5(Prior'Objecr've Achievement x Total Notes)-16roup.

Substituting group means for the aptitude and notetaking

variables. and a code for the Group produces only one predicted

mean score per group. Hence, only one effect ze can beTomputed

comparing the two groups, calculated as:

(14) E (VT
Ylc) / MSresidual

Regardless how the terms in expression -9 are arrange_ for example

as in expressions 10 plus IT, they can always be rearranged to

give expreabion 13. In other words,*when there are orilytio

groups, there can be only one effect size when.groupmeansare,

substituted for continuous variables contained-in the regression

equation. This differs from the results of Study III, where the

four vectors representing contrasts among flys groups were ell

free to remain in any particular regression equation. In that

case, one separate effect size could he calculated for ead.

contrast. But when a particular contrast was also involved' in 'an

aptitude-treatment interaction, only one effect eize was '

calculated for both the contrast main effect and the aptitmie-
4.--,

treatment interaction. With these statistical explanatiosbehind

us, we turn now to the results.-

Class A

Descriptive statistics for the.dependent variables inClass A

are reported in Table 18. Differential effects on students'

achievement due to the treatment were observed for everyAepende

variable except Non-Tagged Objective Itards. Although these

effects were statistically reliable, the effect sizestatietics



Means, Stared DeviatInna,

TABLE 18

. = Correlations Among All Va d 'ables in Chas A

Study iv

Trained Nairioon 2 3 4 10 11

1. MP Aptitude 8,-90
1

8.45 54 37 33 42 14 16 06 27 31

1,66 2.34

2, Prior Objective 10,00 , .9,82 02 05 -35 -37 -18 38 25

Achievement 2.21 1417

3. Prior Easay Achievement 13.40 12.09 34 33 33 14 13 12 49 55

3,72 4.30

4, Total Notes; Objective 37,50 , 33,55 99 91 44 28 17 22

Itm .
, 14.23 15.15

5. Tagged Nntes, objective 24%90 77.91' 83 42 42 26 14' 18

items 9.80 11.48

6. Nor -tagged Notes 12460 10.63 44 45 28 29

Objective Items 4'.,86' 4.11

7. Total Notes, Essay 20.40 23.71 95 75 -20 -,11,1

'concepts 4.43 10.52

8. Tagged Notes, Essay 14.10 17413 -17 46
Concepts 3.18 7.99

91 Non-tagged Notes, 6430 6.00 -20 -08

Ess'av Concepts 2.21 3;55

10. Total Ohfectiv Seflie 14.70 , 13:18 94

4.13 , 4.12

11. Tagged Objective Items 940 9:09

3414' 2.77

1.

12. Non-tagged Objective 4.70 4.09

Items 1,49 1,87

13. Total Eqsav Scale 3.70 1.91

1.49 2.17
I

14. TAgged Essay Scale '.70 1416

:67 1.27

15. N n-taggedissay Scale 1.00 .73

1.41 ' 1401 i

UPPe !limbers Are means: lower nut; are

2
Decimals are 1,teed On tOrrElatiON,

, 12 13 14 Is

11

48

24

46 48

14 a 00

37 Ob

11

0

03 59 32 g

01 61 41 11

06 45 07 0:

-30 19 15 0

.35 43 74 19

80 -08 -23 P

54 02 -18 71"

23 -24

76 69

06
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suggeSt that educationally important differences were not ound

(see Table 19). In particular, 'on the Total Objective Scale,

.students' achievement in the ..trained group corresponded only to

the.53rd percentile relative to the average student in then

comparison group. On the other dependent variables, differences

these relative terms were indistinguishable. However, these ,

omnibus contrasts require qualification on the_basis of the

interactions that were common among these analyses. Table 20

shows the calculations for these interactions as described in the

previous section.

The interaction involving Tagged Objective items as the

dependent variable provides an example of the complex results

training students to use cognitive strategies in regular classroom

lessons. Consider the interaction using notetaking (X2 in Table

20) as a grouping variable rather than ICR, aptitude., Either set of

equations in Table 20 provides the same information and reflects the

same statistical result reported in Table 19. The upper set where

notetaking is the grouping variable provide .clearer depictton of

the effects of training 'than the, alternative.. Note that at the

,means on notetaking for both groups, the differences of slope for

the two'groupgare inconsequential (see Table 19). However, high .

notetakers with high ICR aptitude (at +1, standard deviation) in the
. ,

trained group had high scores on Tagged Objective items, while their

'trained colleagues who had high notetaking scores but low ICR

aptitude had low achievement'scores. The opposite result oectire'd in

the comparison group. Here,high aptitude, high moto,taiters,had,pOor

achievement while high aptitude, low notetakers were more successful

achievers.

These results can be interpreted as follows. The-ICR aptitude

test was designed to indicate the degree to which,students -were able .

to interpret their teacher's intentions for students_' cognitive

prodessing. The test was administered in early spring., after the

students had been working with their teachers for about seven

months. Assuming that the teachers had not drastically altered

their teaching methods nor their intentions,for student cognition

after we had begun working with them, the ICR aptitude measure

assessed an historically,developed set of communications between
±Te
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Backward

TABLE 19

ection Regreaajon Analyaes for Class ;A

Study TV

Dependent Variable Pre p

Total Objective Scale Total equation 6.04' .01

Prio Objecttve
Achievement 1.81 .09

'IGRAptitude x
Total Notes x

,.Group .51 2.24 .01

constant (13,53) 18.71 e .01

Tagged Objective Items Taal equation 4.93 .04

ICa Aptitude x
Tagged Notes
Group .45 2.22 .04

Constant ( 9.24) %,,16.04 4 .01

Non Tagged Objective Total equation 5.81

Items Prier Objective
Achievement .48 2.41 .03

Constant 4.3'8) 11.25 4 .01

Total-Eatiacale Total equation J3
Irk Aptitude. x

_

Group -1.87 .08

Constant (1.89) 4.98. e .01

Tagged 81say Scale Total equation 7.05' ' .02

ICR Aptitude x
Group -.52 -2.66 02

Constant 1.02) 4.04 01

Non- tagged Esn'y Total equation 5.65

Scale Prior Objective
Ach x Group -.41 -4 2.18-* .04

Non-tagged
notes x Group -.40 ,05

tonstant .86) 3.96 < .01

-variance

. .34 .07

.15

.26

s

. .16

.19

.21

iT .00

.27

2

.32 .00

.16

`
F-atatistics are repOrtZd for the regreaaion equation conaining all predictor
remaining In the equatiOn (p < .101; t-statistics-are repo'rted for each
predictor', slope coefficient.

The figure reported for the Total equation'is 11' (idly ted for shrinkage,
Thane associated with each predictor are squared part (dr semipartini)
correlations.

nI
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TARTS" 20

Simplified R4gression Equations for Interpreting
IneractIons from Analyses In Class A

Study TV

Dependent Variable Predictor (X) thin-group Regression
Equations

Total Obiective
Scale.

Tagged Chi__
Items

ICR Aptitude
Total Notes
Croup

ICR Aptitude
Tagged Notes
Croup

F' 60 -,1.04X1 at -lad X2
E' = 17.60 .4 .18X1 at M X2
F' - 13.60 + 1.39X1 at +lad X2
C' 13.48 - 1.45X1 at -194 X2
C' = 11.48 + .n2x1 at M x2
C' - 13.48 1.24X1 at +lad 1(2

F' 13.60 .16X, at -lad XI
E' - 13.60 .02X2 at H X1
F' 13.60 - .17x? at +lad XI
C' - 13.48 4 .22 %? at -1sal
C' . 11.48 .02X, at M XI
C' = 11.43 - .18X2 at +lad X

E. - 9.14 - .67X at -lad X2
E' = 9.24 + .014X at M Y2
E' 9.24 + 827,C at +lad X2
C' - 9.24 4 .95X at -lad X2
C' - 9.24 + .02X M X2
C' 9.24 - .80x -1-lad x2

E' - 9.24 - .11X at -1sd-X1
- 0,24 * 01% at M XI

E' - 9.74 + .36% at +lad XI
C' 9.24 + .1.9% at -lad XI
C' - 9.24 + .02X at H XI
C' 424 - .16% at +lad

Total Essay Scale TCR Aptitude X Group E' 1.89 - .36%
C' .36%

Tagged Essay Scale ICR Aptitude x Group E. - 1.03 .14%
C' -01.03'4 .34X

.Non-tagged Esaay
Reale

Prior Objective E' '.133 + .29%

Achievement x Group C' - .83 - .29X

Non-tagged Notes x E' 188 - .16X
Croup C' = .88 + .16%

note: For aptitude-aptItude-treatment interactions or ap tude-noteta ng-
treatmenl interactions, the regrersion equations at the mean of, the
varlableifor which group scores yfre suhstituded are equivalent to the
aptitudes.tre:Stment interaction or :he notetaktng-treatment interaction
from the preceding table in which the grouping variable does not appear

MiOrofilmed- From
--Best Available
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teachers and students. Presumably, the students who scored high in

ICR aptitude were those who had understood these communications more

hadsuccessfully than those students who had low scores. But

understanding these intentions is not the same as being able Co

execute the instructional response that teachers intend. The

training may have provided this capability, but only if the training

were used. Thus, students Who were successful at perceiving these

intentions, but were unable or unwilling to execute the response had

relatively poor achievement. This was the high aptitude, low

notetaking trained group. On the other hand, some of the high

aptitude, high notetaking students who had been trained now were

capable of using and willing to employ a rather sophisticated

cognitive strategy to learn from teaching. Their high notetaking

scores constitute prime facie evidence itat they used these

strategies specifically in association with the teacher's signals to

use them with content that was to be tested.

In the comparison group, high .ability, high notetakers

performed poorly on the achievement test. Recall that their

notetaking did not necessarily re pre-sent the:execution of an

appropriate cognitive response. Rather, it simply indicated that

these comparison gi-oup students had processed instruction and,

written something corresponding to tested content in their

notebooks, but not necessarily at the point of the sson when this

information was tagged by the teacher. High scores indicated -more

test appropriate notetaking, but not necessarily the more frequent

execution of an appropriate strategic cognitive response. Thus,

these students' notes may be reflecting a high degree of sensitivity

to any of
A
a host of varied instructional stiiiiuli that they perceived

somewhere in the lessons, but the inappropriate or incomplete

execution of a strategy for cognitively elaborating the information

for storage in long term memory due to allocating too much cognitive

resource to notetaking. As a result,'ihey were- less successful on

the test. This may have happened.despite the fact that their high

ICR aptitude scores indicated that they could recognize situations

in which appropriate cognitive responses were being signalled. On

the other hand, high aptitude, low notetaking students in the

comparison groups were perceiving the teacher's intentions for
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cognitive processing, but were not distracted by the task of taking

notes that were not necessarily representative of appropriate

cognitive operations, as was notetaking in the trained group. These

students, then, may have been attending to the important information

to be tested later, and elaborating this informationfor storage in

long term memory by using idiosyncratically developed cognitive

responses about which we have no data.

The form of the ICR. Aptitude x Total Notes score x treatment

group interaction on the Total Objective achievement score is quite

different than the one discussed previously. The difference in

intercepts between the two groups is slight numerically, as well as

practically given the small effect size (E. = .07) at the joint mean

of ICR aptitude and Total Notes. However, note the regression

coeffieients for each group that show the relationship of ICR

Aptitude to pre'dicted achievement scores at three points (-1 sd,

sd)along the Total Notes, scale (X2 for the analyses reported for

the Total Objective scale in Table 20). What is strikingly apparent

is that the regression slopes for the two groups are vgligiblv
40

different both at the mean and one standard deviation above the mean

(-.15 and -.16, respectively' for total notes taken. But at -1

standard deviation the difference was -.41. Herein lies the locus

of the three-way interaction. High ICR aptitude students have

higher total scores on the multiple choice test in this class if

they take' more notes, regardless of treatment group. For students

who took an average number of notes, their achievement was .

correlated to aptitude. Again, this was true regardless of

treatment group. But treatment did make a difference for high

aptitude students who took relatively few notes. For these

students, achievement was relatively low whether ther were trained

or not. However, the high aptitude,-low notetaking trained students

performed better than their untrained counterparts, indictating that

tratning did influence the cognitiVe responses of these atudents.

Turning to the essay dependent variables,-the interaction of

ICR Aptitude and Group wa ri.zy:identical on the_Total Essay Scale

and the Tagged Essay Scale. :Intthe trained groups, students'

predicted achievement was negatively'related to TOR Aptitude. The

opposite was true of studerits in the comparison group.
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On the Non-Tagged Essay Scale, two interactions were

observed. Prior Objective Achievement was proportionally related to

predicted essay scores in the trained group, and inversely related

in the comparison group. In contrast, students in the trained group

who took more rather than fewer notes corresponding to non-tagged

information tested on the essay test were predicted to score lower

on this essay scale. The reverse was the case in the comparison

group where the amount of notes taken in non-tagged concepts was

positively associated with predicted achievement.

Class B

Descriptive statistics for ail variables are displayed in Table

21. In this class, achievement on the essay testand its two ,

subscales was not'.affected differentially by the experiment since no

predictors involving the contrast between groups accounted for

statistically reliable variance in these three dependent variables

(p >- .10). There were, however, statistically reliable and

educationally important relati,ons among students' scores on the

objective tests involving training and both prior achievement and

notetaking variables (see Table 22)_. On all three objective

achievement scales, trained students generally outscored comparison

group students. Effect size statistics based on the regression

equations show that an average trained student scored at the 92nd

percentile on the total objective test and at the 93rd percentile on

the non-tagged objective items compared to an average untrained

counterpart. Although the same direction of effect was found on the

tagged objective scale, the magnitude of this effect was

considerably less, An average trained student scored only at the

56th percentile relative to an average comparison group student.

Table 23 displays the simplified regression equations for

statistically reliable interaction terms that were retained in these

. backward selection regression analyses. For the two dependent

-variables showing large effect sizes (Total Objective Scale and Non-

tagged Objective Items), opposite relationships between aptitudes

and achievement resulted for the two groups of students. When the

-dependent variable was Total Objective Achievement, Prior Objective

Achievement was inversely related to achievement in the trained
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TABLE 21

1

Means, Stan6rd Deviations, and Correlations Among all Variables in Class' 8 Study IV

1. ICR Aptitude

2. Prior Cbjective ANevement

3. Prior Essay Acbibvement

4. Total Notes, piective Items

5. Tagged Notes, Objktive Items
.

6. Nan-taged Notes,

Objective Items

7. Total Nntes, Essay Concepts ,

8. Tagged Notes, Essay Conte

I
9. Non-tagged ;;otes,

;Essay Concepts

10. 401 Objective Scale

II. Tagged Objective Item$

12, Nan-tagged Objective Items

13. Total Essay Scale

14. Tagged Essay Scale

15. No Essay Sca1

Trained Comparison 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 '14 15

7.75
1

6.85 12' 18 -14 -14 01 -24 -12 =30 21 17 19 25 21 -17

1,58 1.77

7.50 6.43 59 26 25 27 06 -09 09 57 51 47 39 51 13

2,14 2.76

4.37 2.71 53 55 48 18 06, 20 87 74 77 40 59 07

2.20 1:80'

24.38 30.00
97 46 65 47 67 50 34 54 55 53 38

20,87 '11.87
0

.

12.00 15.42
86 71 5 74 44 31 i 4 6 / 51 49 37

10.52 6.58

12.38 14,57
54 39 55 53,- 36 58 55 55 37

10.81 6.34
p.

7.13 22.29
89 99 06 01 10 15 07 20

6,98 7.52

1.00 4.06
85 -05 -07 -02 -01 =08 06

1.41 1.00

6,13 18.29
08 02 13 19 10 22

5.87 640 j

11.13 8.29
88 86 53 71' 15

3,40 3.15

4.75 3.42
51 40 64 01

1.49 2.51

6.38 4.86
52 59 26

2,07 1.57

5.75 4.43
85 82

3,01 2.57

2:87 1.57

40

1,55 1.81

2.88 2.86

.1.73 1.57

I upper numbers are means; lover numbers art standard deviations.

2 Decimals art omitted On correlations.. 209



Backward Sele

TABLE 22

Mul ipl_ =session Analyses for Chia B.
Study

Dependent Variable Predictors , P

%

variant

Total Objective Scale Total equation
Prior Essay
Achievement 83

Prior Objective

27.07

6.70

<.01

<.01 .68

Achievement x
Group -1.96 .07 .06

Constant (9.991 23.45 <.01

Tagged 0bjeetL items Total equation 4.89 .16
Prior Objective
Achievement x
Group 2-,97 .01 .30

ICR 4titude x
Croup

Tagged Notes a
2.04 , .07 .14

Croup
rcR Aptitude x

2.21 .05 -16

Tagged Notes a
Group -.60 -2.81, .02 .27,

Constant (4,291 10.43 <.01

Non-tagged Objective Total equation 7.95 <.01 .71 1.45

Items Prior Essay
Achievement .41 2.09 .07

Non-tagged Notes .57 2.75 .02

Group .32 1.87 -.09 .07

Prior Essay
Achievement x
Group .34 1.90 .07

Non-tagged
Notes x Group -.45 -2.24 .05 .10

Constant (5.23) 15.98 :01

Total Essay Scala Total equation

Tagged Essay Scale Total equation 6.78 .02 .29

Prior Essay
Achievement .39 2.61 ..02 .34

Constant (2.27) 5.96 <.01

Non-tagged Essay
Scale

1 Pstatititics ae reported for the
remaining in a equation (p < .10

predictor's a',4e coefficient.

easion equation containing all predictors
-statistics are reported for each

2 The figure reported for the Total equation 82 adjusted for shrinkage. Those

associated with each predictor are squared part (or semipartisl) corral clans.

Microfilmed
Best Availab,
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TABLE 23

Simplified Regression Equation
Analyses in

for Interpreting Interactions from
lass B, Study IV-

Dependent Variable Predictor (X) Within-group Regression
Equations

Total Objc
Scale ,

Tagged Oiajeeti

Items

Non-tagged
Objective Items

Prior Objective E' 11.05 - .37X
Achievement x Group .C' 8.79 + .37X

Prior Objective E' --- 4.44 - .51X
Achievement x Group C' 4.24 + .51X

TCR- Apti tude (XI) x E' = 2.77 + 2.19X1 at -1sdX2
Tagged Notes (X ) x E' = 3.86 + .77X1 at MX2

Group E' = 4.96 - .64X1 at +lsdX2
C' = 3.50 + .08X1 at -1.sdX2.,

C' = 3.80 - .31X1 at MX2
C' a 4.87 - 1.69X1 at +lsdX2

E = 3.38.+ .2q2 at -15dX1
E' 4.26 + .05X2 at MX'
E' = 5.14 - .16X2 at +19c1X1
C' = 5.25 - .41X2 at -1sca1
C' =- 4.25 - .17X2 at MX'
C' 3.27 + .07X2 at +lsdX1

Prior Essay E' -= 5.82 -72X
Achievement x Group C' = 4.89: .03X

Non-tatged Notes x
Group

6.40 + .00X
4.59 + .23X

Note: For aptitude-aptitude-treatment interactions of aptitude-notetaking-
treatment interactions, the regression equations at the mean of the

variable for which group scores were substituted are equivalent to

the aptitude-treatment interaction or the notetaking-treatment
interaction from the preceding table in which the grouping variable

does not appear.
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group, but positively related to achievement in the untrained

group. Thus, on the objective items as a whole, training allowed

low aptitude students to achieve more like high aptitude students

who presumably used natural cognitive strategies during

instruction. These two regression equations have their pain

intersection at +1.28 standard deviation units or the 90th

percentile on the Prior Objective Achievement Scale. We conclude on

this basis that training does not hurt high aptitude students'

performance.

Students' performance on the non-tagged informs on tested by

objective items was positively related to their prior essay

achievement in the trained group, but unrelated in the comparison

group. In other words, students who demonstrated more aptitude

learning information relevant to essay items by displaying that

knowledge on a prior essay test profited more from training than did

students:lower in this aptitude. However, the point at which the

regression equations for the two groups intersect is at -.63

standa ;d deviation units or the 24th percentile on'the Prior Essay

Achievement Scale. This suggests that it would not be very common_

for a low aptitude student who was trained to make intended

cognitive responses to achieve less than an untrained student.

Thus, training boosted students' ability to learn information tested

by non-tagged objective items overall, and especially for students'

with higher aptitude for learnihg essay-related information.

The-regression equations describing the interaction of the non--

tagged notes scfaxia with treatment revealed that students who were

trained tomakeintended cognitive responses did not profit further

on non-tagged information tested by objective items by taking more

notes while untrained students did. However, taking into account

the differences in intercepts for these equations shows that

untrained students must exceed_at least the 82 percentile in

notetaking standard deviation units) to match or better the

achievement levels reached by trained students. It appears, then,

that the majority of untrained students would profit from training

because they could take fewer notes during class (about one-third as

much) and still demonstrate relhtivelv higher achievement.
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Several relations nee he considered jointly in the

interpretation of the interac n terms that emerged in the analysis

of Tagged Objective Items. First, the interaction of students'

prior objective achievement and treatment took much the same form as

this same interaction that emerged in analysis of the Total

Objective Scale, except that the point of. intersection was at the

53rd percentile .08 standard deviation units on the prior

Objective Achievement Scale). Thus, this interaction describing

learning of information that was tagged is much more disordinal than

the former. The present intersection suggests that training

students to make intended cognitive responses when cued by the

teacher's instructional stimulus interferes with high aptitude

students' learning tagged information, but promoted low aptitude

students' achievement on this scale. Indeed, training made low

aptitude students perform as well as high aptitude untrained

students.

The simple regression equations produced from the complex

interaction of ICR Aptitude, notes made about information tagged by

the teacher's instructional stimulus, and the treatment condition

show several things (see Table 23). First, the y-intercepts for the

equations in which ICR Aptitude is the predictor (the first of the

two blocks of six equations associated with ICR Aptitude (x1) x

Tagged Notes (X2) x Group in Table 23) progressively increases as

students' scores increase from -lsd to +lsd on the variable

measuring notes taken about information their teacher tagged with an

instructional stimulus. Since the ICR Aptitude scores were deviated

about the gtland mean in these analyses, this progression of values`

for the y-intercepts indicates that as average aptitude students

ok more notes about tagged concepts, their predicted achievement

increases also. However, the interaction of ICR Aptitude and Tagged

Notes indicates- that this relationship varies with the level of

studenra' ICR Aptitude.

In the experimental group, the relation between ICR Aptitude

and preiicted achievement on information tagged by instructional

stimuli becomes less positive as students took more notes about

tagged information. In fact, for students whose notes scores for .
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tagged information were standard deviation from the mean, there

was a negative relationship between ICR aptitude and achievement on

Tagged Objective Items. This suggests that students at low and

average levels of aptitude for recognizing when to make appropriate

cognitive responses profited from training when they took more notes

about tagged information, but that students high in this aptitude

would be predicted to score higher as they take fewer notes.

However, when trained students took re1*-t+vel-v--more notes ( +lsd),

only those students with ICR Aptitude scores that exceeded the 69th

percentile for their group had predicted achievement r_s that

fell below those for trained students who took an average amount of

notes about tagged information. This crossover point is at the 81st

percentile ICR Aptitude scores when comparing frequent notetakers

lsd) with less frequent ones ( lsd).
4

Thus, training students to make intended cogni -ve responses

during lessons is somewhat beneficial in general, elevating their

learning'of tagged information tested by objective items to the 56th

percentile relative tp average comparison students% These results

could be interpreted as follows. Suppose that high ICR Aptitude

students do not provide behavioral indications of the intended

cognitive response we trained them to use because they don't use

this mediation when the teacher tags infolmation. Rather, they

substitute a cognitive response that they presumably have developed

by virtue of the fact that they exhibited high ICR Aptitude

scores. Following these assumptions, it is possible that these

students have rejected our version of.cognitive processing in favor

of processes they prefer and have developed on their own (see Winne

Marx, 1979). In contrast, lower and middle ICR Aptitude students

who used our intended cognitive response when cued by their teacher

(the 4-1sd equation of the first block of six equations) are

predicted to score very well indeed on this information as indicated

by the highest yintercept (4.96) and a negative regression

coefficient (.64) for this equation.

Although training students to make intended cognitive responses

was beneficial overall in this class, the complex interaction of ICR

Aptitude, Tagged Notes. and Group reveals that the effects of
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training are not always superior to no training. In fact, training

is predicted to enhance achievement of information that the teacher

tagged with an instructional stimulus only under certain conditions

in this class. For students who took relatively fewer notes, no

training was better if IC! Aptitude scores were below the 58th

percentile. For those who took an average number of notes or a

relatively larger quantity of notes about tagged information, no

training was better for students who scored below the 49th

percentile or the 48th percentile, respectively.

Class C

On objective measures of achievement for students in Class C,

training in the ute of intended cognitive responses was reliably

related to learning. After scores had been residualized for prior

achievement, students in the trained group outscored their untrained

peers on the Total Objective Scale and on the Nontagged Objective

Items, reaching predicted averages of the 60th percentile on the

former and the 76th percentile on the latter in comparison to

predictions for an average student in the comparison group (see

Table 24 for descriptive statistics and Table 25 for summaries of

regression analyses). Thus the training yielded a practical, as

well- as a statistically reliable effect. However, there were no

statistically reliable differences identified between trained and

untrained students on objective -items that tested information that

the teacher had tagged with instructional stimuli.

On the essay measures of learning, ICR Aptitude was a

consistent variable that influenced relations among achievement,

treatment, and in two of the three cases, notetaking by students.

As well, the simple comparison of the two groups' predicted mean

scores revealed that training deleteriously influenced essayrelated

learning overall and learning concepts that had been tagged by'the

teacher. In these two instances, average predicted scores for

trained students fell to the 16th percentile on the Total Essay

Scale and the 6th percentile on the Tagged Essay Scale, compared

the -predicted average comparison student. The opposite effect

occured on the NonTagged Essay Scale, however. On this scale,

training Aided learning, boosting predicted average achievement to
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Backward Se

TABLE 25

:0 pie Regression Analyses for C1ass C.
Study IV

Dependedt Variable Predictors vari ance2

Total Oblecti v tale Total equation 14.72 .01 .73

Prior Objective
. Achievement .57 1.61 <.01 .73

Prior essay
Achievement_ .48 2.80 .02 .14

Croup .14 2.27 .04 .09

Constant (14.171 26.80 <int

Tagged Oh-iective Ttema Total equation 9.69 <.01

Prior Ohiective
Achievement 2.17 .15

Prior Essay
Achievement .44 2.11 .06 .14

Constant (6.501 14.80 <.01

9K
Non-tagged Objective Total eqUation 10.10 .61 .72

-Items Prior Ohlecttve
Achievement .79 4.87 <.01 .61

Croup .12 1.95 .07 .10 -

Constant (7.861 27.30 .01

Total Essay Scale Total equation 17.31 <.01 .78 -.99

Prior ESIgIAV

Achievement -.40 4.83 < . 01 .36

ICR Aptitude x
Croup -.25 -1.95 .07 .06

JCR Aptitude x
Total Notes x
Croup .64 -1.00 .01 .14

Constant (1.79) 10.29 <,01

Tagged Essay Scale Total equation 22.30 <.01 .81 -1.59

Prior Essay
Achievement 77 6.58 <.01 .55

Tagged Notes -.44 -2.79 .02 .10'

ICR Aptitude x
Tagged Notes x
Group

Constant

-.56
(2.03)

-3.44
11.20

<.01

<.01
.15

Non-tagged Essay Scale Total equation 7.25 <.01 .56 .25

Prior Essay
Achievement .75 3.96 <.01 .47

Croup .45 2.36 .04 .17

TCR Aptitude x
Croup -.48 -2.74 .02 .22

Constant (1.361 3.23 .01

F-stst sticaare reported for the regression equation contnining all predictors

remaining in the equation (p < .10); t-stattstica are reported for each

slope coefficient.

2
1

The figure reported for the Total equation is R- adjusted for shrtn -ge. Those

associated with each predictor are squared part (or semfpartial correlations.

Mi rofiimer
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the 60th percentile relative to an average entrained counterpart.

These simple findings are modified by interactions involving

the essay test scores. Consider the Non-tagged Essay Sale first.

On this dependent variable, trained students with average ICR

Aptitude scores slightly outscored comparison students also having

average ICR aptitude, as indicated by the difference in y-intercepts

in Table 26. (Recall that TCR Aptitude has been deviated about its

grand mean, thereby making the v- intercept correspond to average ICR
. 1

Aptitude scores.) Bdk the interaction of aptitude and treatment

indicates that this description does not hold across the range of

scores for ICR Aptitude. In fact, beyond the 79th percentile of 1CR

Aptitude seores,.comparison group students are predicted to outscore

their trained peers. Moreover, the negative regression'coefficient

relating ICR Aptitude and essay achievement of non-tagged concepts

for-the trained students (see Table 26) indicates the training put

higher ICR.Aptitude students at a disadvantage relative to low

aptitude students with regard to achievement measured by the Non-

-tagged Essay Scale.

Analyses of the Tagged Essay Scale and the Total Essay Scale

both revealed similar complex interactions. involving ICR Aptitude,

the relevant notetaking variable, and treatment. Consider the

Tagged Essay Scale first. The y-ntercepts for the simplified

regression equations Involving ICR Aptitude as the predictor (the
a
Jthird block of six equations in Table 26) show that predicted scores

for comparison group students having average ICR Aptitude are at

least as high or higher than those for trained students of average

ICR Aptitude. Indeed, within any expected rangd of ICR Aptitude

(+30d) untrained students who take a mean number of notes about

information tagged by instructional stimuli are always predicted on

average to outscore trained students. Among students who took,

relatively fewer notes on these tagged,concepts (- lsd),an average

student trained to make intended cognitive responses whose TCR

Aptitude scores exceeds.the 69th percentile is predicted to score

better than an average student in the comparison group. However,

among students who took relatively more notes on the tagged concep

tested by essay items, an average trained student's ICR Aptitude

needs to fall below the 30th percentile before the Tagged Essay

10 21



TABLE 26

plified Regression Equations for interpreting Interact
Analyses in Class C, Study IV

Dependent Variable Predictor (x) Within-group Regression
Equationi

Total Essay Scale ICR Aptitude X1) x E' = 3.12 + .25X1 -1sdX2

Total Notes (X2) E' = 3.12 - .77X1 at JA2

Group E' = 3.12 - 1.79X1 at +1sdX2
C' = 4.90 - .98X1 at -1sdX2

C' = 4.90 + :25X1 at MX2
C' = 4.90 + 1.92X1 at +1sdX2

ET = 3.20 .02X2 at -1sdX1
E' = 3.41 + .05X2 at MX1
El = 2.08 - .20X2 at +1sdX1
C' = 3.62 - .24X1 at -1sdX1
C' = 5.38 - .09X1 at MX].

C' = 5.60 + .13X1 at +1sdX2

Tagged Essay Scale ICR Aptitude (X ) x E' 2.13 + .52X1 at -1sdX2
Tagged Notes X2) x E' = 1.51 - .16X1 at MX2

Group E' = .89 - .85X1 at +1sdX2

C' = 3.68 - 1.14X1 at -1sdX2
C' = 2.90 - .27X1 at MX2

C' = 2.12 + .60X1 at +1sdX2

E' = 1.66 + .05X2 at -1sdX2
E' = 1.66 - .01X2 at MX'
El = 1.66 - .08X2 at +1sdX1

C' = 2.65 - .04X2 at -1sdX1
C' = 2.65 - .06X2 at MX'
C' = 2.65 + .03X2 at +1sdX1

Non-tagged Essay ICR Aptitude x Group E' = 1.84 - .72X

Scale C' = 1.23 + .72X

Note: For aptitnde-aptitude-treatmeAt interactions or aptitude-notetaking-
treatment interactions, the regression equations at the mean of the

variable for which group scores were substituted are equivalent to
the aptitude-treatment interaction or the notetaking-treatment
interaction from the preceding table in which the grouping variable

does not appear.
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Scale score.is predicted to exceed an average untrained students'

achievement. Thus, students high in ICR Aptitude who

operationalized training we gave them about making intended

cognitive responses, insofar as performing the behavioral indicator

was representative of these questions, were hurt. In contrast,

students with higher ICR Aptitude who did less notetaking than we

instructed were predicted to outscore untrained students.

Although the crossover points vary when Total Objective Essay

scores are examined, the same relationships hold as were described

for the Tagged Ebsay scores. Higher ICR Aptitude students who

operationalized intended cognitive responses at either average or

above average (4-1sd) levels achieved lower scores relative to both

untrained students in general, and to higher ICR Aptitude trained

students who recorded relatively fewer notes ( lsd).

Operationalizing training to make intended cognitive responses

benefited only fairly low ICR Aptitude students in this class on the

essay test.

Class D

In this class (see Table 27 for descriptive statistics),

effects due to the treatment condition were observed for two-of the

three objective scales and one of the essay scales (see Table 28).

On the Total Objective Scale, the interaction of Prior Objective

Achievement with Group,.and the intersection of Total Notes with

Group complicate the simple interpretation than an average student

in the trained' group would be predicted to score at the 95th

percentile relative to the averge of the comparison group

distribution.

The interaction of prior achievement and .treatment with the

Total Objective Scale as the dependent variable is explored in Table

29. The withingroup regression equations show that training

lessened the dependence of the Total Objective Test

stoles on prior achievement (13.47), compared to untrained students

who-used their natural cognitive processing strategies (b----1.48).

.However, predicted scores on the Total Objective'Soale.for trained

students whose prior level of achievement exceeds the 82nd

percentile begin to fall below those predicted for comparison group
. .

students. Thus, training students to make the cognitive responses
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TABLE 27

Means, Standard Deviations, and
Correlations Among All Variables in Class LI, Study IV

Trained

1

Comparison

7.75

2.43

7.38

3:02

1.88

1.25

43.88

8.48

25:88

2.75

18:00

6.99

41.63

5:66

32.63

5,66

9.00

0.00

10.88

3,56

5.13

1.73

5.75

2.25

3.38

2.00

2,87

1.81

.50

- .53

1.

2,

3.

4.

5:

6,

7.

8.

9*

10.

II,

17.

13.

14.

15.

ICR Aptitude

Prior Objective Achievement-

Prior Essay Achievement

Total Noti±g, Objective It

Tagged NoIel, OtlivetiVe Items

Non-tagged Notes,

Objective Items

Total Notes, Essay Concepts

Tagged Notes, assay Concepts

NO-tagged NOUS.

Essay.Concepts

Total Ojective Scale

Tagged Objective Items

Non-tagged Ohjective Items

Total Essay Scale

TaggEd Essay Scale

Non-tagged Essay Scale

9.82

2.86

8,91

2.66

5.27

1.35

48.55

11.29

76,73

4.13

21:82

7.95

45:00

4:45

36.00

4.45

9.00

0.00

14.63

3,75

7,45

2.25

7.18

1,72

3.91

2.21

3.27

1,62

.63

1:03

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

457 40 50 36 50 28 28 -= 74 75 61 46 26 63

75 44 38 41 34 34 -= 61 48 67 52 44 42

44 31 44 36 36 47 39 50 50 50 25

82 96 44 44 -- 32 20 40 22 10 35

63 30 30 -- 44 28 56 15 -04 47

44 44 -- 22 14 28 23 15. 26

1,00 .- 32 31 29 39 39 20

-- 32 31 29 39 39 20

94 92 61 40 71

73 58 40 65

54 34 67-

upper numbers are means: love numbers are standard devisriOnS.

Decimals are omitted on correations.
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TABLE 78

Backward Selection Multiple Regression Analyses
Study IV

for Class D,

Dependent Variable Predictors
2

variance

Total Objective Scale Total equation 10.17 .01 .75 1.87

Prior Objective
Achievement .68 4.07 .01 .23

TCR Aptitude .50 3.07 .01 .13

Total Notes -.59 -1.08 .01 .13

Croup .24 1.87 .09 .05

Prior Objective
Achievement x
Croup -.33 -2.16 .05 .06

Total Notes x
Croup .60 3.21 .01 .14

Constant (12.72) 25.41 .01

Tagged Objective Ties Tote] equation 22.18 .01 .54

ICR Aptitude .75 4.71 < .01 .57

Constant (6.47) 17.96 .. .01

Non-tagged Objective Total equation 12.83 .77 1.02

Prior Objective
Achievement .80 5.48 .01 .39

JCR Aptitude .45 3.02 .01 .17

Non-tagged Noted -.51 -1.22 .01 .13

Prior Objective
Achievement x
Group ==43 -1.07 .01

Non-tagged Notes
x Croup .61 4.17 c .01

Constant .501 27.1c < .01

Total Essay Scale Total equation 6.33 .02 .73

Prior Objective
Achievement .52 2.52 .02 .27

Constant (3.681 8.78 < .01

Tagged Essay Scale Total equation 5.57 .03 .70

Prior Essay
Achievement .50 2.36 .03 .25

Constant 9.1/ < .01

Non- tagged Essay Scale Total equation 7.82 < .01 .43

ICR Aptitude .53 .01 .26

ICR Aptitude x
Croup .33 1.81 .09 .10

Constant (.47) 3.01 .01

F-StAtiitiCA are reported for
remaining in the-equation (p
predictor's slope coefficient.

he regression equation containing all predictors
.10); t-statistics are reported for each

2 The figure reported for the Total aquatic to R2 adjusted for shrinkage. Those

associated with_each predictor are squared 'Part (or semipartiall correl.otiona.
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LE 79

Simplified Regression Equations for Interpreting Interactions from
Analyses in Class D, Study IV

Dependent Variable Predictor (X) Within-group Regression
Equations

Total Objective
Scale

Prior Oblective E' = 14.33

- 14.62

± .47X
Achievement -x-Grou-

Total Notes x Group E'

.48X

A- .01X
C' = 0 59 - .48X

Non - tagged Prior Objective E' = 6,84 .25X
Objective T Achievement x Group C' = x.79 .89X

Non-tagged Notes x E' = 6.95 + .03X
Group C' = 5.32 - .11X

Non-tagged Essay ICR Aptitude Group E' = .47 .27X
C' = .47 .05X
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was not beneficial for all; only students :n the first four-fifths

of the distribution. of prior achievement are predicted to benefit

from training.

in the case of the interaction between rraining and students'

total notetaking during lessons, the within-group regression

equations in Table 29 show that, for trained students, notetaking

was essentially unrelated to their predicted achieVelment on the

Total Objective Scale. In contrast, the more notes that comparison

group students took, the lower their predicted achievement. Only

comparison group students whose Total Notes score was below the 16th

percentile would be predicted to outperform trained students. , Thus,

for all but a very few students, training in making intended

cognitive responses during instruction was advantageous° regardless

of the extent to which those students operationalized their

cognitive processing in the form of,notes taken during lessons

The results for the Non-tagged Objective Scale parallel those

for the Total Objective Scale. First, trained students:outscored

untrained-students in general, averaging predicted scores at the

'85th percentile of the untrained students' distribution. And, as

before, the same types of interaction effects complicate this simple

comparison. In the case of the interaction of nrior achievement and

treatment, training decreased the extent to .-xion achievement

predicted students' learning (see Table 29). tukever, the, crossover

point for these two within-group regression equations was much

nearer-the middle of the distribution of Prior Objective

Achievement, namely, at the 53rd percentile. Thus, students below-

average on prior achievement profited from training, but with

respect to information tested on the objective scale that was not

tagged by the teacher, it was more beneficial not to train students

to make cognitive -responses to teaching if.their prior achievement

was above average.

The interaction of students' notes about informittion not tagged

by the teacher's instructional stimulus and treatment also was

'Statisticatly'reliable when the Non--tagged Objective Items served as

the dependent variable (see Table 29). It showed that trained

, students would be predidted to outscore untrained students provided

that they operationalized thein cognition in the form of notes
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least above the 26th percentile. Below that level of notetaking

about 11.-sngged trained students' predicted scares

fell below their untrained peers.

Turning to the interaction of ICR Aptitude and Croup identified

in the analysis of the Nontagged Essay Scale, the withingroup

regression equations (Table 2q) show that aboveaverage ICR Aptitude

students profited frkm training, but trained students were predicted

to score lower than comparison group students on this achievement

scale if their ICR_Aptitude_wasbelow- average.

Class B

this class, were statistically and practically

significant effects of training students to respond cognitively to

instruction on all three of the objective measures of achievement.

Descriptive statistics are displayed in Table 30. However, there

were no statistically reliable effects of the treatment conditions

on any of the essay measures of achievement. In the simplest terms,

training was detrimental to learning, decreasing trainedatudents'

scores relative to comparison group students to the 14th percentile._

on the Total Objactive Scale and the Nontagged Objective items, and

the 30th percentile on the Tagged Objective Items. However, in each

case, these simple differences are complicated by aptitudetreatment

interactions, notetakingtreatment interactions, or both. Table 31

reports the results of the backward selection regression analyses.

When the Total Objective Scale was the measure of achievement,

the treatment manipulation interacted with students' prior objective

achieveMent and with the extent to which they took notes about test

related information. In the case of prior objective achievement,
, -

the withingroup regression equations (see Table 32) intersect at

the 19th percentile on the scale for this aptitude. Thus, with the

exception of all but a very few trained students wih -low prior

objective achievement, -.predicted achievement was higher for students

in the control group than for students trained to make cognitive

responses during teaching.

The. opposite form interaction was found when students' notes

was the interacting variable. However, beCause students' in the

comparison group scored higher in general, only when trained

students' Total Notes score exceeded the 92nd percentile was it
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TABU 30

Meant, Standard Deviations; and Correlations Among A11 Variables in Class E; Stv0 IV

iraint6 Lomoriao 4 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

I. IC8 Aptitude
7.551

807 212
21 -03 33 23 09 -02 12 23 21 18 08 15 -04

2.07 2.84

2. Prior Objective Achievement 7.09 8.00 37 48 44 39 44 33 25 70 58 61 62 42 70

2.70 3.46

3. Prior Essay Achievement 4.21 3.43 15 07 18 33 11 50 44 39 55 49 48

2;10 2,10

4. Total SOEe3, Objective items 43.90 40.93 85 87 58 38 38 38 41 22 40 45 24

6.51 9.68

5. Tagged Notes, Objective items 19.36 18.21 50 54 31 40 39 38 27 26 24 22

4,90 5.58

6. Nao-tagged Notes, 24,55 22.71 46 35 26 27 33 11 44 53 19

Objective lteMs 3:66 5.09

7, Total Notes, Essay Concepts 37.36 36.43 68 65 45 45 30 36 22 ;43

6.20 7.05

8. Tagged Notes. Essay Concepts 13.91 15.86 -12 20 08 27 28 21 79

5;89 4.31

9, Son.aeged Notes; 23,45 20.57
40 52 13 19 08 29

Es$ay ConEepts 2.94 5.75

10. Vita, Objective Scal0 9.81 12.50
86 82 60 42 66

o",?,!ivn 4,Q1 5,13
42 53 43 52

2.34 2.64

12. Sorg ed Oblectiveltems 4.91 6,57
47 28 59

1.64 7,41
.4P

13, Total Essay Scale 2.64 3;07
91 84

2.01 2.46

14, Tagged Essay Scale 1.00 1.14-
53

1.41 1.51

15. Non-tagged Essay Seale 1,64 1.93

.92 1.27

1 ttUpper nuaTrs are meari5; lower nuMberg dfe standard deviations.

7'

2f-1Detim313 are omitted on correlations. ,Jofilmed From

bust Available Copy..



TABLE

Packward Selere tiple Regression Analyses
Study TV

for Class E.

ependent Variable Pred 2
variance-

Total °elective Scale Total equation 8.17 '4.01 -1.06
Prior Essav
Achievement .46 3.26 4.01 .17

Total Notes .50 3.56 < .01 .21
_ Group

-'52
Prior Objective
Achievement x
Group -.38 -2.32 .03 .09

Total Notes x
Group .29 1.87 .08 .05

e Constant 19.75 <.01

Tagged Objective Items Total equation 5.27 4.01 .42 -.51
Prior Essay

Achievement .55 3.38 4.01 .28
Tagged Notes .45 2.81 .01 .19
Group -.36 -2.27 .03 .13
ICR Aptitude g

Group .30 1.80 .09 .08

Constant (5.45) 13.97 4.01

Non-tagged Ohlect Total equation 6.26 4.01 .52 -1.08
Items' Prior Essay

Achievement .10 1.91 .07 .07
Non-tagged Notes .31 1.98 .06 .08
Group -.50 -3.46 <.01 .06
Prior Objective
Achievement x

. Group -.59 -3.40 4.01 .23
Non-tagged Notes

x Group .27 1.78 .09 .06
Constant -.401 16.55 4.01

Total Essay scale Total equation 11.30 4.01 .46
Prior Essay
Achievement .37 7.29 .01 .12

Prior Objective
Achievement .49 3.00 .01 .70

Constant ' (2.881 8.76 <.01

Tagged Essay Scale Total equation 7.15 .01 .70
Prior Essay

Achievement .49 2.67 .01 .24
Constant (1.081 4.20 <.01

Non-tagged Essay Beale Total equation 22.62 <.01 .47

Prior Objective
Achievement .70 4.76 e.01 .50

Constant 1.80) 11.01 <.01

1 F-statistics
equation

for theregression equationion containing all predictors
remaining in the equation (p 4.10); t-statistics are reported for each
Predictor's slope coefficient.

2 _2The figure reported for the Total equation is R adjusted for shrinkage. Those
associated with each predictor are squared part (or semipartial) correlations.

and From
Copy
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TABLE 32

Simplif=ied Regression Equations for Interpreting Interactions from
Ano.lyses in Class F, Study TV

Dependent Variable Predictor (X) ngroup Regression
Equations

Total Objective
Scale

Prior Obiective
Achievement x Group

ET
C'

=
=

0.57 .49X
17.30 -i- .49X

Total Notes x Group F' 9.21 -i- .35X
C' = l2.62 .09X

Tagged Objective ICR Apt' cup E' = 5.00 _10X
Items C' = 6.00 .BOX

Nonta ged Prior Objective _ ET = 4.6g .42X
Object ve Items Achievement x Group C' a 6.40 .47X

Nontagged Notes x Group 7' = 4.66 4- .75X
= 6.56 .02X
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predicted that training facilitated learning relative to the control

experience. Thus, for most of the students in this class, training

served to depress scores on tle Tota I Otlipci-;vs. Seale.

On the Tagged Objective Items, the within-group regression

equations show that, for students in the comparison group, Tat

Aptitude scores were inversely related to achievement on information

tagged by instructional stimuli. But, for students who were trained

to make cognitive responses, ICR Aptitude was proportionally related

to achievement. Because the regression equations intersect at the

75th percentile for scores on the Tagged Notes Scale, only when

trained students greatly manifested their cognitive processing of

tagged information by use of the behavioral indicator, did their

predicted achievement exceed the comparison group students'

achievement.

The simplified regression equations involving either Prior

Objective Achievement or Non-tagged Notes when Non-tagged Objective

Items measured learning are nearly identical to those for the total

Objective Scale (see Table 32). On this .dependent variable, when

trained students' prior achievement fell below the 26th percentile

was their score predicted to exceed their average untrained

counterpart's score. Also, only when trained students' non-tagged

notetaking scores exceeded the 94th percentile was their achievement

predicted to be higher than untrained counterparts.

CONCLUSIONS

As in Studies II and III and in earlier work (Winne, 1982b;

Winne & Marx, 1979), we showed here that students could be taught to

execute cognitive responses intended by the teacher. Further, the

results of the work in the five classes studied here show that these

cognitive responses could be employed, at least in large part, while

the students were working on standard recitation-teaching tasks in

regular claSsrooms. This is encouraging, particularly because this

cognitive strategy was so complex However, the contrasts bgtween

the total notes scores and the behavioral, indicator scores suggests

that the trained students employed the cognitive response Somewhat

Inconsistently throughout the-Jessons, at other tkmea taking notes

in a mangier indicating that the intended cognitive response was not
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used. Indeed, in Table 16, the average behavioral indicator scores

corresponding to the objective test items ranged across the classes

from 52 to 89 percent of the average Total 'rotes scores. For the

essay tests, these figures were 44 and 79 percent. Presumably, at

those times when the students' notes did not correspond to the

behavioral indicator, they were using cognitive responses that they

had developed prior to the training.

As in the previous studies, the relationship between the

students' use of the cognitive response and achievement was

inconsistent. While on some achievement scales and in some classes

this relationship was strong (see Table 17), in other cl -asses and

with different measures of achievement, it was weak. For the

trained students, the relationship was moderately strong (median r

.48) between use of the cognitive response and achievement on the

objective tests, but not the essay tests (median r .23). The

opposite was_true for the relationship between notetaking and,

achievement for the comparison students (see p. 185 and Table 17).

However, the interpretation of the simple relationships between

notetaking and achievement must be tempered by the presence of

several notetaking x treatment interactions that emerged in classes

B, D and E with the objective tests serving as the dependent

variables. These are discussed below.

A summary of the various regression analyses performed in data

in the five classes is reported in Table 33. Of the three aptitude

measures -the two measures of prior achievement most often appeared

as statistically reliable terms in the analyses. Interestingly

while the measure of prior achievement on the essay test appeared

more frequently in analyses in which the various essay measures

constituted the dependent variable, both the objective and essay

measures of prior achievement appear equally often when the

objective measures served as dependent variables. ICR aptitude

appeared as a predictor of achievement only in class D.

Notetaking appeared as a reliable predictor of at least one

achievement measure in classes B, C, D, and E. The relationship was

positivein classes B and C, but negative in classes D and E. These

relationships, however, are moderated by the presence of several

notetaking x treatment interactions, as referred to above.
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TABU 13

Sultefy of StatiEtIcally Reliable Term from Backward Selection Multiple Regression

Analyses for All Five Classes, Study IV

APTITUDE-

Treatment

CenErast

(5)

INTERACTIONS

ICR

(l)

Prior

Object.

Achim
(2)

Prior

Essay

Achim
(3)

Nate-

takiog

(4)

I x 5 x 3

....

1x4x5 2x4x5 3x4x5

TOTAL 0+ A+ Pf 1)=- A
OBJECTIVE E+ 0+ E
ItALF 0+ E+

TA TED 0+ C+ C+ E+ E- B A
OEJECTIVE F+ E

ITEMS

NT-TACCED 0+ A+ B+

OBJECTIVE

ITEMS

C+

ri+

r+ 0+ C+

E-
E B

E

TOTAL D+ C= A C

ESSAY E+ C

SCALE

TAGGED

ESSAY a
C- C

SCALE 0+

E+

NON-TAGGED E+ C A A

ESSAY 1,

SCALE

Note: Letters indicate claalet

The sign Indicates the slope of the regression.veigta. For the treatment contrast, a positive slope indicates that the
treatment group mean vas reliably higher than the comparison group mean; a negative at indicates a reliably higber
mean for the CM-01Mo group..,



The simple treatment contrast proved t© be statistically

reliable in four of the five classes for eight different regression

analyses, seven of which involved one of the objective achievement

scales, In class E, the contrast favored the comparison group. All

other statistically reliable treatment contrasts favored the trained

_groups._

The most complex findings concern the aptitude x treatment and

the aptitude x notetaking x treatment interactions. These are

=summarized in the seven columns on the right hand side of Table 33.

While ICR aptitude entered the regression analyses as a simple

term. only in class D, it appeared in either two- or three-way

interction terms in all classes. From these data, it appears that

the ICR aptitude measure has potential utility in uncovering

relations in instructional research. However, like many aptitudes

employed in the study of aptitude-treatment interactions, there.

appears to be a lack of reproducibility. For example, in the seven

regression equations in which. a two-way interaction appeared

involving ICR aptitude, three indicated that high aptitude trained

students and low aptitude comparison students scored higher, while

four were of the opposite form.

However, some regularity appears in these results when the

analyses are clustered by type of dependent variable. For the

objective measures, only analyses involving the Tagged Objective

Items included notetaking x treatment interactions (for classes B

and E, see Tdble 33). Both of these analyses were of the same form,.

where trained students with.high aptitude outperformed their .

I

untrained peers oC equivilent aptitude -, while untrained students

with low aptitude outperformed their trained peers. Of the five

times that notetaking x treatment interactions appeared in

regression equations that had an essay measure as the dependent'

variable; four of the five had positive slopes for the comparison

group negative slopes for the treatment group. Generally, this

showed that high aptitude comparison group students outscored high

aptitude trained' students. The exception was class)), where the

high aptitude trained students were superior.



The prior achievement measures ppeared in eight interaction

term with the treatment contrast. In seven of these regression

equations an objective scale served as the dependent variable, with

six involving the prior ohjek_ ive achievement items. In all of the

equations where an objective scale served as the dependent variable

and prior objective achievement interacted with treatment, the

comparisongroup had a positive slope. The slopes for the trained

groups in these classes CB, D, and E) were both positive and

negative. In all cases, however, comparison group students with

high prior objective achievement outperformed their trained peers,

while trained students with lower prior objective achievement had

higher predicted objective achievement scores than did untrained

students. Thus, training served to attenuate the relationship

between prior knowledge and achievement. This was particularly

helpful to low aptitude students, for whom training served to

increase scores to the level of untrained high aptitude learners.

On the one prior objective achievement x treatment interaction

with an essay test as the dependent variable (non-tagged items), the

high aptitude trained students rand the low aptitude comparison group

students scored highest. Thus,;there was no evidence that training

Was able to help students Jair-ei-come ability limitations on the essay

test. Becedsethis interaction occurel in only one class and did

4 t \-1 i
-not replicate, gener tions,oebed on it is hazzardous. This is

Aso true of: the on erection involving prior essay achievement

treat men
1

1

Neither of he prior aarielieMent measures appeared in a three-

Ir. .7--

way interaction. These inte*tions all included the ICR aptitude

test as .the 'measure of aptitude. 'However, because of the strong

likelihood that these effects are unstable, we judge it unwise

-speculate more than we already have about these relations,

especially in the light of the absence of reproducible effects

across the five classes (see Table-33). Earlier discussions of

these relations were included for speculative, and exploratory

reasons only. But in accord with the caveat proffered in chapter

3, we choose not to lend-further weight to these effects by

summarizing them. That they were statistically reliable in the
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individual analy does not overcome our skepticism about their

meaning. Though this same argument can he carried back to simpler

effects, we have chosen not to employ it there because of the

semblence of reproducibility that emerged for these findings. We

point again to the caveat made earlier as sufficient warning about

the statistical and the subsequent substantive robustness of the

findings in tato.
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Conclusions and Implications
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Implications

At the end of each of the previous chapters, we have, provided

summaries or conclusions relating to the data presented in those

chapters. Here, we draw together those findings and discuss

conclusions and implications that arise from the project as a

whole.

CONCLUSIONS

Research on teaching through the 1970s was based on a set of

presuppositions about how teaching events were related to

students' achievement. Along with methodological rules, these

presuppositions constituted the process-product paradigm. One of

these parad;gmatic presuppositions underlying process-product

research was that process variables, in the form of teacher

behaviors such as statements of praise or higher-cognitive

questions, directed students' on-the-spot cognitive operations on

the content to be learned. Another presupposition was that the

immediate products of these cognitive operations could be measured

later by administering an achievement test to students. Thus

process-product research sought to identify and explainrelations

between process variables operationally defined as teacher

behaviors and students' achievement as represented by paper and

pencil tests. It is important.to note that, while researchers

frequently used language that implied the-existence of the

intervening student cognitions relating these phenomena, rarely

was the link between teacher behavior and student cognition

explicitly discussed.

To interpretrelations between these two categories of data,

however, several other tacit assumptions had to supplement those

already made. These tacit assumptions included at least the

following: (1) Every occurrence of a uniquely operationally

defined teacher behavior is associated with only one set of

students' cognitive operations. (2) Every occurrence of any'
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operationally defined teacher behavior invariably results in a

cognitive product that, once students have created it, could be

reproduced invariantly on an achievement test. (3) Every student

in a single classroom or treatment group experiences the same

teacher behavior that the researcher operationally defined as the

independent variable. This happens every time the teacher

behavior occurs. These three tacit assumptions permit a

researcher to perform logical and quantitative operations

necessary to do things such as compute a correlation coefficient

between a teacher's use of a teacher behavior and the class (or

group) mean on a measure of achievement and interpret it in terms

of a theory of learning (Gage, 1964) or motivation (see Winne,

1983a, b, for details).

A notable characteristic of each of these three tacit

assumptions is that they make statements about: some aspect of a

student's covert cognitive oPerationa in relation to observable

events of instruction. As we argued in the first chapter,

series of empirical studies and logical analyses of the process

Product paradigm produced some doubt about the paradigm's

appropriateness. In particular, over the last decade a growing

number 'of studies questioned the validity of each of the three

tacit assumptions just mentioned. The studies comprising this

project demonstrate clearly that such doubts are warranted. In an

attempt to accomodate these findings, we adopted a new

paradi atic stance.

areas the process product paradigm relied on assumptions

about students' cognitive responses to instructional stimuli as

defined a priori-by a non participant in 'instruction (i.e., the

researcher), the cognitive mediational paradigm takes a more

descriptiveand- more-Tri-gorOUsStand on'thls,xisue. Its rigor

derives from the fact that it requires operational documentation

about both students' cognitive operations during the course of

instruction and the cognitive-products that these operations

-yield. In this project,:docdMentation about these phenomena was

secured by two procedures: stimulated recall interviews of

students in Study I, and the methodology of .behavioral indicators

in Studies II IV.
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As to the increased descriptive power of research guided by

the cognitive mediattonal paradigm, this-was achieved by

explicitly accomodating the fact that -students' vary in their

naturalistic use OF ci-Tnitive operations as well as in their

achievement of cognitive products during instruction.- Such

accomodation took three forms in Studies IT IV of the project.

The first form was to train students to perceive and act on

instructional stimuli. This sharpened processproduct methodology

by reducing the range of variation in students' cognitive

mediation that was observed in Study I. By training students in

this manner, we attempted to control the goals students approached

during instruction and the cognitive products they attained. This

control was operationalized by determining a priori_the cognitive

operations students would draw on and by providing criteria in the

form of behavioral indicators for them to judge their success at

these tasks. As well, by tying these cognitive-events to

instructional stimuli-delivered at apecific points in the

development, of content in lessons, we attempted to control the

amount of information students processed. Finally, by previously

acquainting students with the exact structure and function of

cognitive responses to chosen instructional-stimuli, we tried to

govern the immediacy of their cognitive mediations of these

instructional stimuli.

The second-form of accomodation we made to naturalistic

variation in students' cognitive mediation of instruction

concerned the assessment of-cognitions at the time they occured

during instruction. We did not assume that students necessarily

would cognitively mediate instructional stimuli as had begn

presuMed a priori in processproduct research. Instead, we

assessed the extent to which students actually used particular.

cognitive responses -by collecting behavioral traces of their

cognitive mediations. This measurement provided an index upon

which to base 'interpr ations about how instruction influenced

immediate cognitive resoonses, which in turn related -tit)

achievement. This description served to reduce further some

sources of variance that were extraneous to the propositions

tested in these studies.
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motivation. In the training sessions, special emphasis was made

of the ways that the cognitive mediations being trained could

support students when they responded to achievement test items.

We assumed that demonstrating this congruence would motivate

students to carry out nearly equivalent cognitive mediations in

ahicn they were trained, both during instruction and later when

they responded to test items calling for those same cognitive

mediations.

In gauging the qualities ofthese accomodations, students'

behavioral indicators served as descriptive data for evaluating

the extent to which the research in Studies Ti IV accomodated

the observations made in Study I. From another perspective, the

latter three studies of this project tested rather than assumed

the four components of successful cognitive mediation of

instructional stimuli that Winne (1982a) identified. This

provides both logical and methodological advantages to cognitive

mediational research on teaching relative to processproduct

research.

In an effort to enhance or at least address teaching

effectiveness in the project, we designed the cognitive mediations

students were trained to use in Studies II IV by building on

prior findings from psychological research (e.g., Gagne, 1978) and

from previous interpretations of processproduct research on

teaching. The hypotheses we advanced obviously evidenced our

"informed commitment" (cf. Dunkin & Biddle, 1974, concerning less

informed commitment) that students-who were trained to carry out

cognitive operations we, identified should have learned more.

although this simple relation was only partially supported, and

usually was complicated by interaction effects, there was some

evidence that we were able to elevate trained students'

achievement relative to untrained peers. Given the novelty of

this approach to research, and the problems we encountered, these

findin s can be taken as indications about the potential of the

cognitive mediational paradigm to foster research that is both

theoretically and practically useful. Specifically, theoretical

propositions about how students' cognitive mediations of
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instruction influence learning can be examined by cognitive

mediational research because these cognitive operations are

defined and observed in the immediate environment of teaching

rather than at a later time and indirectly by students' total

scores on achievement tests (Snow, 1968). Practical utility also

may derive from more exacting descriptions regarding what students

can do cognitively when'thev participate in instruction, thereby

prescribing how time on task can be filled to promote achievement

(cf. Gage, 1978). But research that achieves these gains will

teed to solve several problems encountered in or raised by the

studies reported here.

Problems in_kagnitive Mediational Research

In many respects, a major focus of this project has been

methodological. A broad sense of the term methodology is intended

by this statement, meaning "the description, the explanation and

the justification . . of methods, and not merely the methods

themselves" (Kaplan. 1964, p. 18). But a series of difficulties

or weaknesses also characterized the methodology of this

project. In this section, we discuss concerns of this nature in

order to place appropriate bounds on the validity of the current

findings and to note issues that future research will have to

address.

Identi in- co nitive mediations. Threats to the validity of

co usions from Study I have been summarized and debated by

Nisbett and Wilson (1977) and Ericsson and Simon (1980). Our

methodology fails to meet the standards of validity mentioned in

these works, but neither is it so messy as to warrant outright

dismissal (e.g., see Pete son, Swing, Braverman, & Buss, 1982 for

1one adoption of a nearly dentical procedure). It can be

considered as one source of potentially useful and valid

descriptions of students' cognitive mediations of instruction,

albeit one subject to some difficulties. Several of these

difficulties warrant explicit attention.

Tobias (1982) and Calfee (1981) distinguish microprocesses

and macroprocesses. The former are elementary cognitive

operations. They may be under conscious control, such as

rehearsal in the form of simple repetition, or theymay not be
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consciously regulated, such as discriminating vertical from angled

components of letter forms. Macroprocesses, on the other hand,

are assemblages of microprocesses that probably correspond to

plans for dealing with instructional events. Reviewing

information to organize it more compactly and to monitor the

degree to which parts of this organization make sense is a likely

candidate for an instructionally cued macroprocess.

Analyzing students' stimulated recall protocols to identify

cognitive mediations is problematic in several respects. First,

students are naive with respect to reflecting metacognitively,

making their descriptions. ambiguous in many, if not most

in-stances. Second, when microprocesses and macroprocesses are

highly automatic, students' are likely not to be aware of them and

thus are unable to report their occurence. Third, to the extent

that cognitive mediations involve macroprocesses that include

orienting or cognitive responses that are to take place at a later

time in the lesson, students may be unable to describe them.

Two approaches to dealing with these and related issues

(Ericsson & Simon, 1980) can be proposed. One is to provide

students with a brief education so that they can identify and

describq cognitive events in terms commensurate with those used by

researchers to describe cognition. This may help to lessen the

gap in communication between students and researchers by lessening

students' naivete. A second approach may be to devise

instructional tasks that segment macroprocesses into either

smaller macroprocesses or microprocesses that are of interest to

the researcher, and requiring students to create behavioral traces

that correspond to cognitive operations and. cognitive products

that-can-be-examined--(e.g.,-see-Browm-&-Burton, 1978).

Of course, a third source that can be drawn on to identify

microprocesses and macroprocesses that may characterize students"

cognitive mediations of instruction is the vast literature of

cognitive psychology. Tapping this source may need to be done

with some 'caution, however, since this literature may exhibit some

problemA wheh identifying cognitive mediating operations. One

caution, often given lip service but perhaps too rarely heeded in

practice, is to Consider possible developmental differences in
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forms for macronrocesses. At the least, variations in the

capacity of working memory may need to be addressed.

A second caution pertains to the use of nomothetic research

strategies to study cognition. In most of these studies, data

have been aggregated over multiple occurrences of a treatment

variable (e.g., underlining terms in a text) and over students.

Idiosyncracies in the cognitive activities of individuals as they

respond to the same variable over time are aggregated into the

uninformative category of residual variations. While such studies

may describe "average" cognitive operations validly, it may be the

case that the idiosyncratic variations would be a better source

for identifying instructionally relevant cognitive mediations than

models of the cognitive activities of a hypothetically average

student, who, in fact, might not exist (see Winne, 1983a).

Tracin- co-nitive mediations. The behavioral indicators we

designed to reflect students' cognitive mediations or some valid

substitute for them are an essential component of cognitive

mediational research on teaching. Several problems with obtaining

these. traces of students' cognitions can be described.

One difficulty with the behavioral indicator methodology

regards fitting it into teaching so="-that it does not disrupt

instruction, but supports it. There are several aspects to this

problem. One of them is that, while students are engaged in

producing a trace of cognitive mediations, they probably have to

disengage cognitively from other potentially relevant

instructional activities, e.g., listening to the teacher. In

Studies II and III, it was relatively easy for us to create

instruction that employed long teacher wait time. In Study IV,

however, where instruction was more interactive than it was when

it was delivered by videotape, as in Studies II and III, the

teachers found it difficult to provide this, wait time consistently

following delivery of the instructional stimulus. This may have

been an artifact of our design of Study TV.- Had all rather than

just half of the teacher's students been trained to engage

specific cognitive mediations and produce behavioral indicators,

we may havebeen able to avoid the need for teachers to keep non

trained students engaged. Similarly, they would not have had to
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respond to the initiations of non tinned students during the wait

in which trained students e recording behavioral

indicators. When instruction and students participating in that

instruction are matched to take account of the wait time teachers

must provide for -gathering data in the form of behavioral

indicators, this artifact may disappear.

A second aspect of lack of fit relates to students'

propeusity to produce behavioral indicators. At several points in

our earlier discussions, we speculated that some students trained

to use cognitive mediations may have done so but subsequently not

provided a trace of those activities. Unless behavioral

indicators per se have utility for students during the course of

classroom learning, obtaining these data may be problematic. The

motivational link we made between the cognitive mediating

strategies students were trained to use during Instruction and

then again upon encountering a test item that could be answered

using the same strategy, apparently did not induce the

participants to record behavioral indicators at "early the

frequency that we would like in order to make stronger inferences

regarding cognitive mediation of teaching. This problem needs

tention in future work. Perhaps merely making these traces an

automatic response, by considerable practice, will help to insure

their production

A different problem with behavioral indicator data that was

partly addressed in Studies II and Ill, but inadequately addressed.

in Study IV, are the links across specific occurrences of

instructional stimuli, behavioral indicators, and achievement test

items. Ideally, each triplet -- instructional stimulus,
. _

behavioral indicator,_and one or a set of test items solely

dependent on a cognitive product resulting from the execution of

the intended cognitive response would be available for

examination by the researcher. These kind of data, liowever, were

not available in Study IV for two reasons. First, we could not

invent a workable procedure by which students trained to provide

behavioral. indicators could log which occurrence of their

teacher's instructional stimulus triggered their use of -the

cognitive mediational strategy. Thus, the link between the first
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pair of the ideal triplet could not be assessed

accurately for every student. Second, the generalized intended

cognitive response designed for Study IV was representative of

each classroom's milieu. But achieving this degree of

representativeness and allowing freedom to the teachers to deliver

all other aspects of instruction in their own way prohibited

making the second link in the ideal triplet. This trade-off

-between internal validity and representativeness (Snow, 1974)

lessens that informativeness of our data about the relations among

items in the ideal triplet. Work'to improve on our procedures in

the context of classroom teaching i needed.

The last problem with behavioral indicator data is the most

fundamental. If behavioral indicators of students' cognitive

mediation of instructional stimuli are to be useful, they must

have con rust validity. That is, behavioral indicators must

reflect the cognitive operations and cognitive products they are

intended to reflect. In Studies II,And III, the behavioral

indicators we designed approximated the criteria listed on pp.

164-166. But Study TV provides an illustration of an experimental

setting where other, more substantial problems can arise with the

behavioral indicator methodology. The first of these derives from

the fact that the behavioral indicator in Study IV was reactive

both to a student's state of prior knowledge and to sequential

events in the classroom. In part, this reactivity reflected the

representativeness of the cognitive mediation that was designed

based on data from the first phase of Study IV. But the trade off

is that not all aspects of the behavioral indicator can be

interpreted unambiguously. For example, if a student's behavioral

indicator for Stage 1 is incomplete, it may be so because the

instructional stimulus was not perce ved, prior knowledge-was

lacking, or one or two parts of the cognitive mediations (see

Figure 3) were not performed.

A related/problem arises when behavioral indicators reflect

macroprocesses/ that are not invariant, such as having several

branches in a procedure. Tf, for example, a students' partially

correct answer to a teacher's question resulted in the teacher

going off on a tangent and never returning to the topic of the
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question, students who were listening to this exchange would have

needed to alter the second and third stage of their intended

cognitive mediations and, hence, behavioral indicators. However,

we did not provide a means for them to note this or other

deviations from our one path through instructional events.

Misinterpretations of incomplete behavioral indicators would

result were this hypothetical situation to have occured in the

study. Although better data collection procedures concerning all

three items in the ideal triplet would help to counter this

weakness, problems of this general type may be inherent in

research of this genre unless the teacher follows a script very

closely. Work in this veift merits attention in the near future.

1)..Etr1.1. Two problems are associated with the models

of statistical analysis that were used in this research. Notable

among these is the_facttha', if students are discarded from a

randomly constituted treatment gtoup because their behavioral

indicator data sustains the interpretation that they were not

engaging in cognitive mediations as intended, the remaining group

is non-random. This violates any traditional statistical

procedure that rests partially on the assumption of random

assignment (and retention). Both the internal validity of the

study's design and the lack of bias in statistical-estimates of

parameters are threatened by systematic mortality of participants

in a study.

A second difficulty, especially serious in Study IV, is the

fact that every single classroom must be treated as a unique

population because unmanipulated instructional_ stimuli and

associated cognitive mediations vary across classes. This
-

severely limits sample sizes with resulting losses to the

robustness and precision of point estimate _ tatistics such as

means and partial regression coefficients.

These two problems, particularly the, second, are-associated

with research on teaching derived from the proloess-product

paradigm as well as research based on the cognitive mediational

paradigm.- As discussed earlier, teaching influences students in.

many ways. It is unlikely that all students in 'a classroom-react

`cognitively in the same way to a particular teaching event.
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Obviously, if this were the case, these students would not be

reacting similarly to the range of teaching events that constitute

a more global treatment. If the focus of one's theory of teaching

is the reactions of individual students. then aggregating data

across students reduces precision with regard to those individual

reactions

These two problems underlie our strong position presented in

Study IT about treating the statistical findings of Stud_-1 II

IV as descriptive and tentative. Clearly, substantial effort will

be needed to solve these problems. Although such work has begun

(Winne, 1983a), the range of issues concerning ways to analyze

data from cognitive mediational research is very large and quite

unexplored.

Recapitulation

There is no lack of problems to be conquered in making

cognitive mediational research on teaching more valid.- The

standard trade-offs among internal validity and represen-

tativeness, redundancy of data and intrusiveness Of data

collection, and the like, infect the research characteristic of

this paradigm just as much as that characteristic of the process-

product paradigm. Nonetheless, the advantage of being able to

test cognitive explanations of teaching effects that is offerda by

,a cognitive mediational perspective is substantial. On the

strength-of this attraction, solving or lessening the problems

posed by cognitive mediational research on teaching seems well

worth the effort.

As one of the first integrated series of studies reflecting

this approach to research on teaching, these problems were

difficult to forecast prior to experiencing-them. Hence, the

weight-of-our-conclusions=is-not-as-signifi,cant_as.
_

had hoped. Exploratory programs= of research probably should not
,

be expected to yield substantive breakthroughs. HoweVer, the

project does have some important findings that can help structure

future activities in the field. We turn to those implications in

the next section.
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IMPLICATIONS

This project offers implications for several audiences. In

this section, we discuss some of these implications for three

significant groups researchers, teacher educators, and

teachers.

Im lications for Researchers

In the preceding section, problems were identified that are

associated with research on teaching carried out within the

cognitive mediations' paradigm. Obviously, two implications

researchers arising from that section are that those problems need

to be articulated more clearly, and that solutions to these

better-framed problems should be sought. In Kuhn' (1970) sense,

this work will constitute the puzzle-solving activities

characteristic of normal scientific development within a

paradigm. But the features of this project also have other

implications for researchers that are more general than those

'related to solving the fairly specific set of problems identified

`previously.

The sort of research illustrated in this project represents

two fundamental shifts in the philosophical foundations of

research on teaching In process-product research, relationships

between a specific teacher behavior tinder investigation, such as

praise, and student achievement were taken as constant. By this

we mean that an a priori; operationally defined instructional

stimulus was deemed to have'only one effect on students' cognitive

mediation of instruction which, in turn, either did or did not

have a corresponding effect on how students responded to test

items. Brophy's (1981) recent review of process-product research

on teacher praise demonstrates the prevalence of this assumption

and its untenability (see also Winne, 1982a, for a generalized

argument).

Study I of this project demonstrates that a single

instructional stimulus can have multiple effects on students'

cognitive mediations. We hypothesize also that different

instructional stimuli can have the same effect on students'

cognitive mediation.- Moreover, depending on a particular

student's assimilation of information presented over time, whether
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of time is an epis d a lesson ester, e

hypothesize that relations between instructional stimuli and

cognitive mediations can vary for that one individual. In short,

relations between instructional stimuli and students' cognitive

mediations are variable over time and context rather than

constant. This change in assumptions regarding the relationship

between teaching and learning will require recasting models of

instruction that grew from earlier research traditions.

Specifically, teaching events will need to be viewed as conditions

which establish opportunities for students to pursue cognitive

operations i.e., as intentional acts (see Scheffler, 1960), rather

than as causes of singular cognitive operations that students

undertake. The philosophical, methodological, and practical

ramifications of this shift need to be developed.

A second basic shift in the philosophy of research on

teaching that links to the first is that cognitive activities in

which students engage are now the loci for determination of

instructional effects. This shift places the 'agency or mechanism

of change completely within a hypothetical construct, i.e., a

cognitive operation such as rehearsing, rather than allowing it to

straddle the fence of observability in the form of a teacher

behaviorpluscognitive operation that causes achievement. As

with the first shift in assumptions, the implications of this

relocation of causes of observed instructional effects need to be

spelled out as regards such basic issues as the internal validity

of experiments. and the interpretation of effect size statistics.

Beyond these. basic philosophical questions, this project also

points to a series of extensions to the methodological suggestions

made by Berliner (1976), Dunkin and Biddle (1974), and Snow

(1974). We adopt two of Berliner's four categories to describe

these extensions. (The methodological and statistical categories

were treated earlier, so they are excluded here.)

Dependent variables. The content validity of an achievement

test typically has been indicated by the proportion of its items

for which information needed to answer an item was-presented

during lessons. The cognitive mediational view will add to this

notion a need measure the correspondence between cognitive
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operations stude use to respond to instructional stimuli and

,cognitive operations students engage to respond to test items.

This type of consideration was exemplified in Studies TI and

TIT. This additional measure, anchored in behavioral indicator

data, also will help to operationalize aspects of transfer that

have heretofore been vaguely gauged in research on teaching (cf.

Mayer, 1979).

Also, the degree to which an achievement test reflects the

effects of instruction is augmented under the cognitive

mediational paradigm. Some prior studies of research on teaching

have been criticized because they used standardized tests to gauge

effects in short -term studies. Researchers have responded by

constructing curriculum-specific tests. By adding cognitive

mediating strategies to the curriculum, such as hypothesis

formation (see Marx & Winne, 1981),,concern for the sensitivity of

achievement tests now expands from the single dimension concerning

content covered to include a second dimension of cognitive

mediational strategies (cf. Gagne & Beard, 1978). This is partly

illustrated in our research by the measures of training effects

employed in Studies TI - IV.

Finally, the constant call for multivariate dependent

variables can be responded to in part by developing scoring

schemes like those we used to score essay test items in Studies

IT-IV. Extensions of these procedures to other dependent

variables defined simultaneously by content, cognitive mediating

strategy, and format of the test item (a retrieval task stimulus

corresponding in kind to instructional stimuli that students

experience during lessons) will need to be developed.

Independent_ variables. In future research, but especially in

non-intervention studies where teachers' delivery of instructional

stimuli is uncontrolled by a research design, "independent"

variables should be considered from two distinct perspectives._

The traditional perspective corresponds to instruction as the

researcher sees it, the nominal instructional stimuli of previous

process-produCt research studies. The second perspective applies

the criterion of the cognitive function of instructional events to

define instructional stimuli. Whereas the former is an a priori
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stance for defining hypotheses, the latter is an a posteriori

procedure for defining effects. T contrast between these

positions, highlighted in Study I, will help to describe the

construct validity of putative causes (Cook & Campbell, 1979) or

conditions of instructional effectiveness.

A problem with the vast majority of prior experimental

research has been its focus on only one or a very small set of

instructional events that were defined a priori and only in terms

of teacher activities (e.g., Gall, Ward, Berliner, Cohen, Winne,

Elashoff, & Stanton, 1978; for contrasts, see Clark et al., 1979

and Good & Grouws, 1979). The possibility rarely was considered

that other, undefined instructional stimuli surrounding the

treatment variable(s) operationalized in a study also influenced

students' cognitive mediations and achievement. For instance, in

a review of experiments studying the effects of higher cognitive

questions on achievement, this incompleteness of operational

definitions for treatment factors led Winne (1979) to ask, "What

was the treatment?" The inclusion of behavioral indicator data in

studies where students respond to any instructional stimuli they

perceive, an extension of the procedure operationalized in our

Study IV, will permit treatments to be characterized both

functionally and more fully. This also will enlist participants

in the instructional acts of lessons, i.e., all the students, to

serve as observers of the fidelity of implementation of treatment

conditions.

2,1,Aa. Addressing the problems uncovered and described by

this project should assist in the pursuit of theories of

teaching. These theories will be interrelated by their use of

students' cognitions as the basis for explaining how teaching and

learning interact to affect achievement. By recasting the role

attributed to instructional stimuli in the instructional. process

and by improving methodology for observing students' cognitive

mediations, future research also should be able to formulate

earch questions much more precisely than was possible before.

ications for Teacher Educators

The upsurge of cognitive psychological views of teaching and

learning has the potential to exert a substantial influence on
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both the curriculum of teacher education programs (see Marx &

Winne, 1981) and on practices for supervising pre-service

teachers. Although it would not he prudent to over-extend the

findings of our studies by immediately proposing strong

prescriptions for teacher education, there are several suggestions

that can be offered.

A major component of teacher education programs focuses on

providing pre-service teachers with competence to use an array of

discrete teacher skills and to orchestrate these into

strategies. This project makes clear the need for pre-service

teachers to learn how to examine the ways that these teaching

skills and strategies actually influence students since these

influences cannot always be predicted reliably. Behavioral

indicators can help satisfy this need. As well, student teachers

will need preparation in means for analyzing the cognitive

operational requirements of tasks that are posed for their pupils

by teaching. Conceptually, this parallels the preparation they

may receive in task analysis, i.e., analyzing the requirements of

tasks by which students demonstrate achievement (Shavelson,

1981). Learning to design behavioral indicators will require pre-

service teachers to give thought to how pOpils are intended to

cognitively mediate teaching skills and strategies.

One further implication for teacher education arises from

this project. Supervisors of pre-service teachers should be able

to provide much more penetrating analyses of teaching if they,

too, make use of data from behavio1/ *ndicators of pupils'

cognitive mediations. Such data aLiut teaching will help to

anchor suggestions for improvement, as well as describe the degree

of "instructional rapport" that heretofore has been described less

directly by high-inference ratings of pupils' involvement, engaged

time, and interest.

cations for Teachers

Because of the newness of cognitive mediational research on

teaching, it is likely that practicing teachers probably are not

much more informed about this view than are pre-service teachers

other than intuitively by virtue of their experience. Therefore,

it seems reasonable to expect that the implications just mentioned
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Eor teacher education generalize to practicing teachers.

other implications can be mentioned for teachers.

A review of in-service programs by Joyce and Showers (1981)

showed that teachers are much more able to practice newly acquired

skills and strategies when they receive support for doing so (what

these authors labels "coaching"). If, while trying out new

teaching methods, teachers can__invoLve-their-Pup-i-l-s---by-having----

generate beha'iioral indicators of cognitive mediations, pupils may

he able to be the best coaches_of all. They will know whether

they are confused, or whether a new procedure clicks for them.

Hence. by taking both explicit and operational account of

students' cognitive mediations of instruction, teachers may be

obtain the most relevant and timely coaching possible for

practicing new teaching methods.

The second implication of this project for teachers concerns

remediation and individualization. Explicit consideration of the

kinds of cognitive mediations students employ can serve two

purposes. One of these is to help the teacher pinpoint

instructional stimuli that students are misinterpreting. By

supplementing regular teaching with training procedures like those

we used in Studies TI IV, these difficulties may be lessened or

eliminated. The second purpose that can be served is that of

matching instructional delivery to particular cognitive

mediational strengths that students may exhibit. Following this

suggestion might mean that, at specific points in lessons, a

teacher would provide alternative instructional stimuli to
different groups of students. Combinations of these two

approaches should help the teacher to deal more effectively with

the range of individual differences that any group of students

presents, and to capitalize on cognitive mediational strengths

that might exist in a class.
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